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The availability and use of electronic resources for both manual and automated

language related processing has increased tremendously in recent years. Neverthe-

less, many resources still exist only in printed form, restricting their availability and

use. This especially holds true in low density languages or languages with limited

electronic resources. For these documents, automated conversion into electronic

resources is highly desirable.

This thesis focuses on the semi-automated conversion of printed structured

documents (dictionaries in particular) to usable electronic representations. In the

first part we present an entry tagging system that recognizes, parses, and tags the

entries of a printed dictionary to reproduce the representation. The system uses

the consistent layout and structure of the dictionaries, and the features that impose

this structure, to capture and recover lexicographic information. We accomplish

this by adapting two methods: rule-based and HMM-based. The system is designed

to produce results quickly with minimal human assistance and reasonable accuracy.



The use of an adaptive transformation-based learning as a post-processor at two

points in the system yields significant improvements, even with an extremely small

amount of user provided training data.

The second part of this thesis presents Morphology Induction from Noisy Data

(MIND), a natural language morphology discovery framework that operates on in-

formation from limited, noisy data obtained from the conversion process. To use

the resulting resources effectively, however, users must be able to search for them

using the root form of morphologically deformed variant found in the text. Stem-

ming and data driven methods are not suitable when data are sparse. The approach

is based on the novel application of string searching algorithms. The evaluations

show that MIND can segment words into roots and affixes from the noisy, limited

data contained in a dictionary, and it can extract prefixes, suffixes, circumfixes, and

infixes. MIND can also identify morphophonemic changes, i.e., phonemic variations

between allomorphs of a morpheme, specifically point-of-affixation stem changes.

This, in turn, allows non-native speakers to perform multilingual tasks for applica-

tions where response must be rapid, and they have limited knowledge. In addition,

this analysis can feed other natural language processing tools requiring lexicons.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, the digitization of data, such as newspapers, books, telephone books,

and dictionaries, has increased tremendously. The popularity of the Internet has

contributed to the availability of electronic data. Most electronic data, however,

appears in only a few languages. Many languages still have very limited online re-

sources, so these low-density languages are represented in scarce quantities on the

web. Of the world’s more than 7,000 known living languages specified in Ethno-

logue (Gordon, 2005), 10 languages dominate the content of Internet with 95.4% of

Internet pages. The other languages comprise only 4.6% of the total web content1.

Thousands of languages are not represented on the web at all.

We use “density” to denote the amount of computational resources available,

rather than the number of speakers of any given language. By resources, we refer

not only web content but also other types of electronic resources, such as dictio-

naries. These resources may be used by human users directly, but often they serve

as the input to resources required for automatic natural language processing (NLP)

applications. Resources such as lexicons establish word level correspondences for

1http://www.glreach.com/globstats/refs.php3
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multilingual applications, linguistically annotated data (like part of speech (POS)),

or morphologically annotated data used to build automatic word stemmers, ana-

lyzers, sentence analyzers. Methods exist to extract this information from parallel

corpora for languages with ample electronic resources (Brill, 1995; Goldsmith, 2001).

Such resources are often necessary for many NLP applications, and the absence of

these resources limits the usability and access of these languages. Applications in-

clude human or machine translation, automatic speech recognition, and automatic

multilingual or monolingual (for foreign language) information retrieval. Electronic

resources may also be required for human-oriented tasks. For example, human trans-

lators may use electronic dictionaries and may require morphological analyzers to

access the dictionaries (see below). We can divide the world’s languages into three

classes with regard to their densities. High-density languages have abundant re-

sources (such as English, Mandarin Chinese, Arabic, French, German, and Spanish).

A few more languages (mostly European languages) represent the medium-density

languages, which have existent and growing resources. Together, high-density and

medium-density languages number only 20 or 30. All other languages are low-density

languages, which have scarce resources.

Maxwell and Hughes (2006) asked an important question, which describes the

motivation of this thesis:

“Given that the vast majority languages documented in the Ethnologue

fall into the class of low-density languages, what should we do? Equally

important, what can we realistically do?”
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Two approaches can rectify the problem of the lack of resources for low-density

languages:

1. Increasing available resources

2. Reducing data requirements of the data-rich methods

The first approach, increasing available resources, involves creating more data

from which the required resources can be built. Different avenues have been ex-

plored for this purpose. The most obvious way, manual construction, is expensive

and time-consuming, and it needs expert and native speaker knowledge. Especially

for languages without a strong political, economic, or social status, supporting such

an approach is rarely feasible (Maxwell and Hughes, 2006). Computer elicitation

for creating certain types of resources may reduce the time, or at least force con-

sistency, for the structure of the data, but it also requires a long time. Regardless

of the density of the language, the cost of producing resources, especially linguisti-

cally annotated corpora of a substantial size, remains significant. A few automatic

approaches can create more resources, such as collecting language specific web con-

tent (Ghani et al., 2001; Scannell, 2003, 2006) or building an approximate parallel

corpus from web data (Resnik and Smith, 2003). Some low-density languages have

some kind of computational resources, but they do not usually exist in the required

format. Resnik (1999), for instance, proposed using the Bible as parallel corpus.

This expands the data set somewhat, but a Bible derived corpus is still considered

small for most automatic resource development methods. These automatic meth-

ods assume the existence of some data on the web for the language in question.
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Unfortunately, many languages still do not have web data as an option.

The second approach reduces the large data requirements of some methods

(Somers, 1997, 1998; Hughes et al., 2006). For example, developing machine trans-

lation systems that require less parallel text presents an interesting topic. Another

approach involves the use of information in smaller resources or developing new

methods to extract more information from smaller resources. This has produced

marginal results to date.

1.1 Proposed Solution

In our approach, we examine improving the use of information in smaller resources

by developing new methods to harvest data from specific resources that contain

small data sets with annotations. This thesis focuses on resource generation from

documents with consistent structure. The implicit information in the structure of

such documents may provide more information than a corpus that consists of raw

text. Moreover, we show that it is possible for non-expert users to generate resources

using semi-automatic or automatic methods.

In particular, bilingual dictionaries are studied in this thesis. Reasons for

choosing dictionaries as the focus of this study include:

• Printed bilingual dictionaries exist in many languages that map the low-density

language to a high-density language, such as English. Thus, this is a resource

available for many languages.

• Linguistically, dictionaries are useful and may provide many kinds of infor-

4



mation, such as translation, part-of-speech, gender, how the word used in an

example sentence, related inflected forms, etc. Such diverse information can

be applied in different situations.

• Electronic versions of dictionaries are used both by NLP applications and hu-

mans. For example, they often provide additional evidence to better train the

model parameters in statistical machine translation (Nießen and Ney, 2004).

Human translators benefit from electronic bilingual dictionaries as well, given

electronic dictionaries exhibit several advantages over printed dictionaries,

such as faster search and retrieval, a variety of search options, exhaustive-

ness of electronic medium, etc.

For many low-density languages that lack computational resources, input data

appears mostly in printed form, such as dictionaries. However, two challenges face

us in using these printed resources: they must be converted to electronic form, and

they must be parsed so users or systems can easily search the relevant information.

In this thesis we will demonstrate that we can perform both these tasks (semi-

automatically). In addition, we will show that information in bilingual dictionaries,

when mined correctly, can assist in developing higher level NLP resources. We use

information in a printed dictionary to develop a word (morphological) segmenter.

The different kinds of information dictionaries provide may be used in NLP

applications. For instance, many dictionaries include POS for each entry. Applica-

tions such as machine translation or information retrieval use this information to

guide the decoder or search process respectively. When no POS taggers exist for a
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language, the POS tagged entry words extracted from a dictionary may be used as

a seed to built the POS tagger. Seeding with gold standard tags should improve the

quality of the tagger, which may then be built from a smaller additional dataset.

Traditional methods for building POS taggers (Church, 1988; DeRose,1988; Brill,

1995) require large data, and thus not applicable for languages with very limited or

no electronic data.

Manual conversion of printed dictionaries is both costly and labor-intensive.

Another option, using optical character recognition (OCR), is fast and cost-effective.

However, two problems limit the use of OCR. First, not all languages have OCR to

support their script and alphabet. Naturally, these languages present the target of

this study: low-density languages. It is, however, possible to train an OCR for a

specific language, even tune it for a specific document (Ma and Doermann, 2004b).

The other limitation of OCR appears when OCR produces a text version of printed

data, because it does not provide annotated data, which is what we seek. The

raw text of a dictionary is not enough to extract the implicit information given

in dictionary entries. A need occurs for “transition” from OCR output to usable

data to make a dictionary searchable. Performing this transition manually is time-

consuming and costly. In the first part of this thesis we propose methods to annotate

OCR output to transform it into a usable computational resource.

We propose a generic entry tagging approach to annotate the lexicographic

information in dictionary entries. The approach relies on the consistent layout and

structure of dictionary pages and entries. The typography, and other formatting

clues, dictionary publishers and human readers use to distinguish different types
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of information in each entry also can provide annotation for the entries. These

clues include the keywords that indicate POS, gender, etc.; different font styles; and

various separators and symbols that impose structure.

Two entry tagging methods are presented. The rule-based method depends on

human-defined configuration of the entries, and the stochastic method uses Hidden

Markov Models (HMMs) (Rabiner and Juang, 1986, 1989) and requires training

data from the user. Both methods are generic, fast, and rely on minimal non-expert

human input. The methods achieved quite good performance when evaluating three

dictionaries with different characteristics, but the rule-based method proved more

reliable for phrase annotation.

In order to make the entry tagging results usable in various applications, a

generation module is also presented. It generates different output formats from the

same tagged dictionary entries.

However, in two cases the rule-based method performed badly: it does not

consider the sequential ordering of the tags, and it can produce incorrect splitting

and/or merging of phrases. To overcome these problems, this thesis presents an-

other approach that adapts transformation-based learning (TBL) (Brill, 1995) as a

post-processor. TBL automatically generates a list of ordered transformation rules,

tailored to the initial annotation of the rule-based method, to improve the base-

line results. Moreover, TBL can improve the font style accuracy of OCR output.

This post-processing method requires only a miniscule amount of user generated

training data for extracting transformation rules. The experiments using two differ-

ent dictionaries demonstrated that this method is adaptable and shows significant
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improvements on the initial font style, which affects the tagging performance and

tagging results.

The entry tagging, generation, and adaptive TBL post-processing were im-

plemented as part of the Bilingual Resource Inference and Dictionary Generation

Environment (BRIDGE) tool developed at the University of Maryland. The tool

has a user-friendly GUI that provides a seamless integration of the system’s stages

and the ability to correct errors and prepare ground truth in the processing at will.

BRIDGE has undergone user and usability tests, and it has converted dictionaries

in house, at the Center for Advanced Study of Language (CASL), at MITRE, and

at the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA).

Turning from data mining to higher level resource creation, we show that

dictionaries can develop into adequate morphology learners. The annotated (tagged)

dictionary entries may be used as a tool for human translators. However, if the

language has a rich morphology, the dictionary user will unable to find the root

word when searching for a morphological variant form. So, a method becomes

needed to discover morphemes of the language and provide the user with the root

form. Data intensive methods do not apply to low-density languages. To address

this problem and show the capacity of structured resources to serve as seeds for

the development of higher level analyzers, this thesis proposes a natural language

morphology induction framework that operates on dictionary information. The

Morphology Induction from Noisy Data (MIND) framework uses the headwords and

examples of usage found in many dictionary entries to discover the prefixes, suffixes,

circumfixes, and infixes of a language. To extract the affixes from the headword
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variant found in most examples of usage, three string algorithms apply, string edit

distance, longest common substring, and k -difference matching algorithm. MIND

can also find morphophonemic rules, in particular the ones that appear at morpheme

boundaries. The experiments on two morphologically rich languages revealed that

MIND can discover affixes, and the automatically induced affixes can help segment

words and find root forms. In a morpheme segmentation application, MIND output

achieved better results on inflectional morphology than other methods that use much

more data.

1.2 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

• Demonstration of the possibility to reduce the need for large amounts of data

to produce annotated, searchable resources with machine learning methods,

when these methods couple with structured documents.

• Introduction and implementation of an adaptable entry tagging module that

annotates dictionary entries rapidly, with minimal non-expert human input.

• Adaptation of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to the dictionary entry prob-

lem, using minimal training data. Training of HMMs to search for content

and information type (headword, etc.) in the dictionary.

• Introduction of a flexible generation component capable of producing different

formats, targeting different applications from the same annotated dictionary
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entries.

• Adaptation of transformation-based learning (TBL) to a new field in NLP,

using limited training data.

• Introduction and implementation of a new framework for robust morpheme

discovery. The framework finds morphemes and induces morphophonemic

rules using limited, noisy dictionary data, and and it needs no knowledge

of the language. This presents a novel use of dictionary data are used for

morpheme acquisition.

• Application of string algorithms (string edit distance, longest common sub-

string, and k-difference string matching) in morpheme and morphophonemic

rule discovery.

1.3 Thesis Layout & Brief Overview of Chapters

This dissertation proceeds as follows:

• Chapter 2 briefly surveys earlier work in the fields of resource generation for

low-density languages, dictionaries in general, and electronic dictionary acqui-

sition processes.

• Chapter 3 presents a dictionary entry tagging system to convert printed dic-

tionaries into usable electronic representations. Two methods, a rule-based

and an HMM-based stochastic method are discussed. The experiments are

explained, with discussions of results.
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• Chapter 4 extends the methods of Chapter 3 and presents an adaptive transfor-

mation-based error-driven learning method used to post-process at two points

in the system, improving the initial results of the entry tagging system. The

system works with a limited training data, and experiments on different data

sets demonstrate the robustness of the method and confirm the improvements

of this method.

• Chapter 5 begins with background in morphology and NLP. This chapter

then presents a new method, Morphology Induction from Noisy Data (MIND),

a natural language morphology discovery framework to discover morphemes

from the limited, noisy data obtained from a dictionary with string searching

algorithms.

• Chapter 6 provides discussion and conclusions, states limitations of the meth-

ods, and outlines a number of areas for future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This thesis aims to help the resource generation process for languages with scarce

electronic resources. Resources consist of input needed for high level NLP appli-

cations, such as machine translation (MT) and speech recognition. The resources

required range from large parallel texts needed for statistical MT systems to bilin-

gual lexicons (and the electronic rendering of dictionaries needed to induce these

lexicons), and beyond. For example, a rule-based MT system may require a mor-

phological analyzer or a syntactic rule generation component. Resources may also

be required for non-automatic tasks. For example, we have found that human trans-

lations benefit from an electronic dictionary and morphological analyzer that can

map words in a text to related dictionary entries (Abels et al., 2005).

This chapter first discusses the work done on providing the resources for low-

density languages, then describes dictionaries, specifically bilingual and electronic

ones. Methods used for electronic dictionary acquisition and systems specifically

designed to help translation process are also briefly described.
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2.1 Resources for Foreign Language Applications

Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications may require the following enabling

resources to operate:

• A lexicon that provides the correspondence between words in the source and

target languages.

• Part-of-speech (POS) tags: Word and sentence analyzers require POS tags as

the input because affix choice and sentence structure depends on the POS of

a particular lexical item. (For example -ing applies only to verbs in English.)

• Morphological analysis: Segmenting words into roots and affixes is necessary

for identifying the root.

• Collocational restrictions: For example in the sentence Promise Mary John

would come the knowledge that the verb promise is a transitive verb that

takes one object allows us to parse the sentence correctly). In some models

these are given to the system by rules whereas; in some models, the systems

automatically learn these rules from the data.

The problem with low-density languages arises with the acquisition of these

resources, which requires either time-consuming and expensive human effort or large

amounts of electronic data. When large amounts of data is unavailable, we need new

approaches to work with low-density languages. Techniques like complex reasoning,

which humans employ to figure out how to translate a language they do not know
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using a small bilingual corpus, remains too complicated to be applicable to machine

learning methods (Al-Onaizan et al., 2000).

In this chapter we begin by discussing the acquisition of resources using large

data sets such as parallel corpora. This section introduces some machine learning

methods used to develop these resources. We will show in the following chapters how

these methods can adapt to much smaller data sets given structured data. We then

discuss studies on resource acquisition for low-density languages in Section 2.1.2.

In Section 2.2, we discuss the information relevant to NLP applications found

in structured documents, in particular dictionaries. We will describe the properties

of dictionaries and electronic dictionaries, as well as methods proposed for dictionary

acquisition. This review demonstrates that methods obtained from large data sets

can be employed on much smaller data, assuming we can semi-automatically employ

the implicit structure of the data found in these structured resources.

2.1.1 Exploiting Large Data Sets for NLP Applications: Parallel Cor-

pora

Statistical MT systems (such as proposed by Brown et al. (1993)) require significant

amounts of parallel bilingual texts, i.e., texts accompanied by their translations in

one or more languages. These systems use parallel corpora for finding the word

alignments (i.e., detection of corresponding words between two sentences that are

translations of each other) and for decoding. Other NLP applications utilize parallel

texts, such as cross-language information retrieval (Fluhr, 1995; Oard and Dorr,
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1996), extracting transfer rules or examples (Kaji et al., 1992; Meyers et al., 2000;

Watanabe et al., 2000), and word-sense disambiguation (Brown et al., 1991; Gale

et al., 1992; Gale and Church, 1993; Chang et al., 1996; Diab and Resnik, 2002).

All of these applications need large amounts of corpus for training. In fact, several

researchers have shown that more training data yield better results (Och and Ney,

2003; Koehn et al., 2003). This requirement for large data renders these approaches

impractical for languages with scarce data.

Development of speech processing systems presents another NLP application

that requires significant amount of resources, which limits the speech processing

only to economically viable languages. Such systems require resources including

pronunciation dictionaries. The methods described in the next chapters may also

create pronunciation dictionaries either from general dictionaries or from special

printed pronunciation dictionaries.

These NLP applications may require various resources enabling them, as de-

scribed in Section 2.1, and some resources can be developed from corpora. For

instance, word-alignment systems produce lexicons as a by-product. There are POS

tagging algorithms (Church, 1988; Cutting et al., 1992; Merialdo, 1994; Brill, 1995),

and unsupervised morphological segmentation methods (described in Section 5.3)

that also depend on large corpora.
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2.1.2 The Lack of Data Problem for Low-Density Languages

The methods described above depend on large data sets, which limits their appli-

cation only to languages that have such data. For low-density languages, we need

to discover ways to address this problem and to make low-density languages more

accessible both by NLP applications and humans.

Two general approaches may overcome the lack of large amount of data for

low-density languages:

1. Increasing available resources.

2. Reducing data requirements of the data-rich methods.

In the next two sections, we will discuss these approaches.

2.1.2.1 Increasing Available Resources

For a few languages, many parallel data sets are readily available in different formats,

such as parliamentary proceedings (e.g., Canadian Parliament proceedings), news

archives, and the Bible. Some web sources even exist, such as Wikipedia1, for use

as a parallel text source. Unfortunately, apart from the Bible, not many languages

can boast such resources.

Given a lack data sets, another approach involves human induced methods.

First, in some efforts (usually funded by governments) participants receive ... for

creating (mostly annotated) data. One example is the EMILLE (Enabling Minority

1http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Language Engineering)2 project in United Kingdom. Such methods involve long

term projects requiring large funds, multiple experts, and native speakers.

A number of catalogs of information about languages and their resources are

also available. The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)3, for instance, represents

an open consortium of universities, companies, and government research laborato-

ries. It creates, collects, and distributes speech and text databases, lexicons, and

other resources for research and development purposes. One of its projects, LCTL

(Less Commonly Taught Languages), targets a number of “less commonly taught

languages”. Its goal is to create and share resources to support additional basic

research and initial technology development in these languages.

The Open Language Archives Community (OLAC)4, another effort, provides

a platform for, “creating a worldwide virtual library of language resources”, on a

meta-level. It allows lookup of data by type, language, etc., for all data repositories

that OLAC claims as its own.

Computer-directed elicitation by a native speaker presents another method for

human-induced data creation. The BOAS (Nirenburg, 1998; Nirenburg and Raskin,

1998) and the AVENUE (Probst et al., 2002; Lavie et al., 2003; Monson et al., 2006)

projects offer examples of such an approach. The AVENUE project, for instance, has

a specially designed elicitation tool that allows users to align words (Probst et al.,

2001; Lavie et al., 2004). The Montage (Markup for ONTological Annotation and

2http://www.emille.lancs.ac.uk/index.php and

http://bowland-files.lancs.ac.uk/corplang/emille/
3http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
4http://www.language-archives.org/
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Grammar Engineering) project also allows manual annotation of different resources,

and it especially targets documentation of grammars of underdescribed languages

by field linguists (Bender et al., 2004).

Although human-induced methods can achieve success at developing a set of

resources, their non-automatic nature makes them labor intensive and time con-

suming, therefore impractical. Also, human-generated resources usually prove not

robust. Moreover, such methods depend either on bilingual speakers or expert lin-

guists, which limits their applicability when experts are not readily available for

long periods of time.

Automatic methods also exist for data creation. Several researchers have ex-

perimented with the automatic creation of corpora using web crawling (Ghani et al.,

2001; Baldwin et al., 2006) or harvesting the web for bilingual texts (Resnik and

Smith, 2003). The aim is collecting especially linguistically interesting resources

such as translation sets and multilingual documents, on the web. However, the

collected resources are often appear as just collection of texts. General web search

often cannot address this issue well because it operates as a low precision activ-

ity and web search for low density languages involves even lower precision. This

approach produced quite large corpora for some low-density languages (Scannell,

2003, 2006). Such a method, however, can be used only for languages with some

web content. However, many low-density languages do not meet this standard, thus

collecting data from the web does not apply for all languages.

Another collaborative effort, the Translingual Information Detection, Extrac-
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tion and Summarization (TIDES) exercise5, included data collection and building

an MT for a new language in one month (Oard, 2003). It quickly produced a number

of resources and a large body of translated text for two languages. This presents

a similar approach to resource creation of numerous open source projects, with the

work being done by the public. It differed in that the results were not made publicly

available. The methods described in Chapter 3 were used in the TIDES exercise to

produce bilingual translation lexicons.

2.1.2.2 Reducing data requirements

The second solution to the problem of data shortage in low-density languages ap-

pears when reducing the large data requirements of some methods. This can also

be achieved by improving the way the information in smaller resources is used or by

developing new methods to extract more information from smaller resources.

A few studies have focused on developing machine translation systems that

require less parallel text (Somers, 1997, 1998). Using a controlled but small data

set instead of large corpora, presents another method proposed for languages with

limited resources (Nirenburg and Raskin, 1998; Sherematyeva and Nirenburg, 2000;

Probst, 2002). Although these studies decrease the amount of data needed, they

still require elicited data.

In another study addressing the problem of translating with scarce resources,

Han (2001) proposed an approach based on genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975; Gold-

berg, 1989), in which translation becomes an optimization problem. However, prob-

5http://language.cnri.reston.va.us/TeamTIDES.html
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lems arise, such as an overly simplified representation of lexical entries and running

time, that need to be addressed for this approach to become practical. Moreover,

it is unclear whether the fitness function and genetic algorithm operators give the

best results.

Another approach investigated to address the problem of large data require-

ment is using semi-supervised methods. In statistical MT systems, for instance, two

methods are used. In co-training, existing machine translations present a resource

to bootstrap more training data and to create data automatically for new language

pairs (Callison-Burch and Osborne, 2003). Selective sampling, on the other hand,

attempts to reduce the number of bilingual parallel sentence pairs through the use

of active and semi-supervised learning (Ronald and Barnard, 2006). Despite these

interesting studies, such methods require initial annotated data. For co-training,

for instance, existing translations may be used, and if such data are unavailable,

co-training cannot be used.

Projection of existing resources for creating new ones has also been tried for

different text analysis tools, such as POS taggers, noun-phrase bracketers, named-

entity taggers, and morphological analyzers (Yarowsky et al., 2001; Yarowsky and

Ngai, 2001). Although this method eliminates the need for hand-annotated training

data, it relies on corpora that limit its applicability to many languages.

An increased interest exists in low-density languages. Given the methods pro-

posed for well-studied languages require large amounts of data, a need has arisen

either for new methods that work with limited data or for efficiently creating re-

sources for languages with scarce resources. When developing language resources,
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a trade-off occurs between the volume of resources that can be developed and the

quality of the resulting resource with the same effort. Davel and Barnard (2006)

argued that, with so many resource scarce languages, usable resources in multiple

languages may be more valuable than highly accurate resources in a single language.

They claimed that, “expensive techniques that are appropriate for the development

of highly accurate resources in the developed world may not be as appropriate within

a developing-world context.” This is our approach in this thesis. We look to generate

resources rapidly that are not perfect but usable.

Dictionaries provide many useful information in a compact and structured for-

mat. Section 2.1 lists some resources required by some NLP applications, including

lexicons found in dictionaries. Many dictionaries contain POS tags for words and

sometimes list morphological variants. Automatic or semi-automatic parsing of the

dictionary entries is necessary to extract the relevant information. The core of the

work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 involves the dictionary entry parsing to obtain

the entry information and to make dictionaries searchable by human users. We

discuss dictionaries and information acquisition from dictionary in the rest of this

chapter.

2.2 Dictionaries

In this section, we describe characteristics of dictionaries. A dictionary, a reference

text, lists the words of a language systematically and describes the vocabulary of a

language or a coherent subset of a language. It delineates the meanings of words,
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illustrates how they are used in context, usually indicates pronunciation, and may

provide part-of-speech or other information.

The word or expression being defined (or the lexical unit) in a dictionary

is called the headword for the entry. Each entry contains a number of pieces of

information. Typically in a hierarchical structure today’s dictionaries often combine

all part-of-speech (POS) forms of a word within a single dictionary entry to conserve

space. The headwords in a dictionary indicate the preferred spelling and the usual

printed form of the lexical units (whether capitalized; whether considered foreign

(and italicized) or naturalized (Landau, 2001)).

Entries contain items and structural indicators; distinguished by their respec-

tive purposes (Wiegand, 1989). An item in a dictionary entry enables the user to

retrieve lexicographic information (content) regarding the headword. Items are tra-

ditionally regarded as the different information categories in an entry. An example

of an item is the headword itself. The purpose of a structural indicator in a dic-

tionary entry, on the other hand, assists the user in identifying and distinguishing

the different items and in finding them as quickly as possible. These can be divided

into two subtypes:

1. typographic (formed by using different graphical aids, e.g., italic, bold, etc.)

2. non-typographic (signs like asterisk, parentheses or punctuation marks) struc-

tural indicators.

Figure 2.1 shows some entries from a bilingual dictionary. An example of a

structural indicator in this dictionary would be the use of bold font to distinguish
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Figure 2.1: Entry Samples from a Bilingual Cebuano-English Dictionary

headwords and derived words from other types of information. Other structural

indicators used in this dictionary involve normal font for translations and italic font

for part-of-speech (POS) and example of usage. Another feature distinguishes POS

using special abbreviations (i.e., keywords) such as a, n, v , etc. An equal sign

(=) before a word indicates a synonym, while a period (.) follows translations. A

numbering system (1, 2) identifies translations with different POS. The methods

proposed in this thesis make use of these structural indicators to find, identify, and

interpret lexicographic information given in an entry.

The range and type of information within an entry will vary according to the

dictionary and kind of headword. The typical information found in entries of a

monolingual dictionary can be identified as follows (Jackson, 2002):

• Spelling: The headword indicates the normal spelling, but variations will

follow.

• Pronunciation: All variations are given.

• Inflections: Given if they are formed irregularly or some spelling adjustment
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occurs.

• Part-of-speech (POS): Conventional abbreviations indicate this informa-

tion.

• Senses: If a word has more than one meaning, each sense is usually numbered;

If a sense, or group of senses, belong to a different POS or subclass, this is

indicated before the sense(s) concerned.

• Definition: Each sense is defined, which is an explanation of its meaning.

• Examples: Given the elucidation of a sense benefits from an illustrative

phrase or sentence.

• Usage: If a word, or a sense of the word, is restricted in its contexts of use,

an appropriate label indicates this restriction.

• Run-ons: These include undefined derivatives, related words, idioms, phrasal

verbs, usually in bold type.

• Etymology: The history of the word (usually a root form).

Some dictionaries include additional information, such as pictorial illustra-

tions.

Usage covers many different kinds of information about the headword. The

most common kinds of usage information include: currency or temporality; regional

or geographic variation; technical or specialized terminology; taboo, sexual, and
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scatological usage; insult; slang; style, functional variety, or register; and status or

cultural level (Landau, 2001).

Lexicographers use different approaches to express compounds and derivations

in a dictionary (de Caluwe and van Santen, 2003). One approach includes the derived

words as subentries, usually in an abbreviated form. For example, the derived word

helpfulness may be given in an abbreviated form as ∼ness under the headword

helpful. Another common practice, in order to save space, lists the derivative words

at the end of the entries of their root forms without definitions. These are called

run-on entries. The publishers presume that if one understands the entry word and

the productive affix –usually defined in its alphabetical place as a separate entry

with the POS to which they can be added– one will have no difficulty understanding

the derived word. This method helps by suggesting possible combinations. A related

question asks to what extent dictionaries should outline possible new combinations.

While some dictionaries include many possibilities, most dictionaries contain only

the most commonly derived forms.

Some dictionaries also give information concerning idiom. In idiom words are

not defined in a literal sense, as in “kick the bucket”. Most dictionaries prefer to

list idioms under the first word, though exceptions are common (Landau, 2001).

In some print dictionaries, some verbal idioms may be given as run on entries. In

dictionaries where each sense has its own entry, the idiom falls within the entry

giving the sense word under which the idiom appears.

This section gives general information about dictionaries. Next, we will de-

scribe the bilingual dictionaries relevant to the applications with which we are con-
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cerned in this thesis.

2.2.1 Bilingual Dictionaries

Although the techniques described in this thesis may apply to any dictionary, the

main focus will look at bilingual dictionaries, being those dictionaries that provide

translations of vocabulary in two languages. However, a monolingual dictionary and

a bilingual one c differ not only in their number of languages but in their essential

purpose. A bilingual dictionary is essentially a translation-related problem-solving

tool for users with different needs (Hannay, 2003). A bilingual dictionary is also

described as a list of words or expressions, usually in alphabetical order, in one

language (the source language), for which, ideally, exact translational equivalents are

given in another language (the target language) (Landau, 2001). The purpose aims

to help someone who understands only one of the languages. More, the presumption

holds one of the languages is the user’s native language. Bilingual dictionaries may

be unidirectional (monodirectional) or bidirectional. A monodirectional dictionary

contains translations from one language into another only. A bidirectional dictionary

really consists of two dictionaries, and it contains translations from one language

into another and vice versa.

Theoretically bilingual dictionaries can include all the information in mono-

lingual ones except the definition, which is replaced by the translation equivalence.

However, in practice, this does not hold true most of the time. Swanepoel (2003)

specifies the following as the kind of information that translation dictionaries should
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(ideally) provide:

• A translation equivalent for every word in the source language

• Full coverage of the vocabulary of the source language

• Grammatical, syntactic, and semantic information

• Information on language variation

• Proper names

• Special vocabulary items

• Guidance on spelling

• Guidance on pronunciation

Generally, though, bilingual dictionaries do not include all the information, or

do so in an inconsistent way.

In theory, monolingual and bilingual dictionaries differ only with the one ad-

ditional piece of data added to an entry, i.e., a translation equivalent. However,

the differences from a content and structure point of view are quite important. No

one-to-one correspondence exists between words of different languages, nor is there

a simple correspondence between word senses from one language to another. Major

discrepancies occur between the word senses for monolingual purposes and distinc-

tions necessary for translation purposes. In some cases a translator would find two or

more translations for a given sense, and in other cases two senses may correspond to

the same translation (Armstrong-Warwick, 1995). Because of this lack of one-to-one
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correspondence between any two languages, common practice uses a monolingual

dictionary for understanding another language instead of a bilingual dictionary.

For centuries, dictionaries could be found only in printed form. With the

rise of the digital age, though, dictionaries may also be transformed into electronic

format. The next section discusses the differences between printed and electronic

dictionaries.

2.2.2 Electronic Dictionaries

The last few decades have seen a great change in dictionary format: dictionaries have

appeared in electronic format. The electronic medium redefines what a dictionary

should contain and opens new possibilities in how dictionaries can be used and also

in how dictionary material can be organized and presented. Electronic dictionaries

offer many advantages compared to printed dictionaries:

1. Speed: Electronic dictionaries can be consulted faster, and the information

can be retrieved in an expedited manner.

2. Search: Printed dictionaries offer only one way of searching of information,

usually alphabetically. In electronic dictionaries, on the other hand, one can

follow various roots to find the information they contain. For instance, it is

possible to find the opposite meaning through the antonym or a particular

synonym by consulting a list of synonyms (van Sterkenburg, 2003). Moreover,

multiword entities, such as compounds or idioms can be searched as lexical en-

tities in electronic dictionaries. The user does not have to know the headword
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with which it is stored as long as the information is indexed.

3. Chaining or hyperlinking: This search mechanism calls up another dictionary

entry and takes a dictionary user directly to this entry of the dictionary. Hy-

perlinks allows users to jump to another entry of the dictionary immediately.

The most obvious usage of hyperlinks comes with cross-references, which refer

users from one entry to another and are quite user-unfriendly in traditional

printed dictionaries. In electronic dictionaries, however, the required infor-

mation can be either given on the spot, or the cross reference will become a

hyperlink, so the user can simply click to the desired entry.

4. Sophisticated information exploitation; some examples include: A lookup us-

ing wildcards (i.e., searching only part of a word), searching with operators

’and’, ’or’, and ’not’, using filters to restrict some kind of information (Jack-

son, 2002). For lexical research purposes, the electronic medium appears more

flexible and sophisticated tool than its counterpart.

5. Incorporation of “fuzzy matching” or even stemmer algorithms into matching

algorithm in electronic dictionaries: The fuzzy matching allows the user to

find headwords which approximately match the user’s query. Stemmers can

take a morphological form of a word and return its headword form.

6. Support of a variety of word organizations besides alphabetical listing (Byrd,

1995): An electronic dictionary can support reverse dictionaries based-on

spellings, rhyming dictionaries based on pronunciation, thesauri based on
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meaning, even etymological dictionaries where “cognate words”6 are neigh-

bors.

7. Exhaustiveness of electronic medium: The traditional dictionary user must in-

terpret all kinds of symbols and abbreviations (Oppentocht and Schutz, 2003).

Symbols and abbreviations can be made explicit in electronic dictionaries be-

cause lack of space is no longer an issue. Using the tilde, for instance, to

represent headword in collocations and phrases is no longer necessary. The

use of new lines, color, and other typographic features could further visually

distinguish between the various kinds of information. Moreover, the dictionary

parts could link to a background corpus, which allows the user to check the

meanings, usage, frequency, etc. formulated by the lexicographers.

8. The ease of maintenance of electronic dictionaries: The maintenance can be

performed online. Electronic dictionaries can be edited on a daily basis which

makes an electronic dictionary dynamic, unlike its printed version. Keeping

the dictionary more current is also possible, which has particular importance

in technical domains.

Electronic dictionaries offer many advantages not possible with printed dictio-

naries. They may also have a different kind of “user” than printed ones: computer

programs, so, two types of computerized dictionaries exist: dictionaries for people

and those for computer programs. The dictionary needs of humans vary from those

6Cognates words are pairs of tokens of different languages which, usually due to a common

etymology, share obvious phonological or orthographic properties, as well as semantic properties.
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of computers, with humans having a complex reasoning mechanism. Computers,

on the other hand, are endowed with almost unlimited information stores and, as a

result, they have perfect recall (Slocum and Morgan, 1995). Thus, human users and

computer programs emphasize different aspects of lexical information and require

different types of access to the data (Zampolli, 1994).

Dictionaries for human users usually present an interface at a computer ter-

minal or workstation with which the user can request information associated with

words. Dictionaries for programs, on the other hand, provide information that may

only indirectly be made available at the computer system’s interface. The com-

puterized dictionaries for people provide access (usually) to enhanced information

found in normal printed dictionaries (Byrd, 1995). To make a dictionary search-

able, however, the information in the entries must be segmented into its parts, i.e.,

to parse the dictionary.

Dictionaries for programs provide lexical information for a wide variety of

computer applications that support natural language user interfaces. Electronic

dictionaries present a source of lexical knowledge for computer programs, especially

in NLP, for purposes of, machine translation, cross-language information retrieval,

web crawling, and automatic summarizing. A computer program, rather than a

human user, requests and uses the information. Byrd (1995) points out that, for a

given language, these applications require much of the same information. Most of the

dictionaries contain information, such as words, pronunciations, POS, and syntactic,

and (general) semantic information, which are properties of the language not of

particular applications. Nevertheless, each application does have unique additional
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information requirements. Furthermore, different systems can have vastly different

formats for representing their lexical requirements.

Although the main difference between electronic and printed dictionaries are

the medium in which they are presented, they have different capabilities and fea-

tures. In the next section, the acquisition of electronic dictionaries is discussed.

2.2.3 Electronic Dictionary Acquisition

In this section, we discuss methods to turn paper dictionaries into useful resources for

automated or non-automated applications such as translation or speech recognition.

Electronic dictionaries can have different formats, and many different approaches

are used to acquire electronic dictionaries.

Electronic dictionary generally refers to a dictionary in electronic form. An

online dictionary will refer to dictionaries for humans that can be consulted through

the network. Computers use the Machine Readable Dictionary (MRD) and lexicon.

An MRD is the text of a dictionary readable by a computer, and a lexicon contains

information required by an NLP application and in a format usable by computer

applications. In most instances, the MRD is simply a computer tape that the

dictionary publisher provides to a printer for typesetting. It contains the text of the

dictionary with special commands to determine page formatting and font changes

which signal different parts of the entry. With considerable cleaning and re-coding,

these rough typesetting tapes can be converted into lexical databases suitable for

electronic access. MRDs can be simple word-lists or elaborate lexicons containing
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grammar codes, detailed sense distinctions, and example sentences.

Two approaches happen for lexicon building: the demo approach and the book

approach (Amsler, 1982; Miller, 1985a). The demo approach involves hand-coding a

small but rich lexicon designed for a system with a specific purpose in mind. Every

entry is constructed individually, with foreknowledge of its intended use, and of the

knowledge it should contain.

The book approach attempts to develop methods for transforming the knowl-

edge within dictionaries or encyclopedias into a format usable for NLP tasks, usually

with the aim of covering as large a portion of the language as possible. Dictionary

and encyclopedia entries become problematic because although they are constructed

in a principled manner by professional lexicographers and encyclopedists, they are

designed for human use (Wilks et al., 1988, 1990).

The demo approach had been the dominant paradigm in NLP (and AI in

general) during 70s and 80s. However, interest in the book approach has expanded

since 80s. Today, research is interested mainly in the book approach.

Within the book approach, three major classes of techniques have been devel-

oped for lexicon acquisition: manual construction (usually machine-aided), extrac-

tion from MRDs, and extraction from corpora. Below, each of these techniques and

other alternative approaches are described.
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2.2.3.1 Manual Construction of Electronic Dictionaries

Manual construction crafts a dictionary by hand. It is slow, expensive, and cumber-

some. However, manual construction has two advantages (Fellbaum, 1998). First,

it allows the creation of entries with the content that will prove useful in certain

applications. These contents may be richer than the information extracted from

standard dictionaries. Second, the manipulation of the contents for information

extraction can be minimal given control of the format.

Perhaps the most popular and widely used lexical resource for NLP systems

that has been manually constructed is the WordNet (Miller, 1985b). WordNet,

based on psycholinguistic principles, has been developed solely for use on computers

and has the structure of a ’vocabulary matrix’ (Kegl, 1995). It presents an on-line

representation of a major part of the English lexicon that aims to be psychologically

realistic. Several studies and applications have used WordNet.

Another handcrafted resource is the CYC Project (Lenat et al., 1986; Lenat

and Feigenbaum, 1987). The project aims to hand-code one million entries from an

encyclopedia, taking an estimated two person/centuries of work, which some believe

is a mistaken approach and waste of precious human resources (Wilks et al., 1996).

Next we will discuss how MRDs can be used for electronic dictionary acquisi-

tion.
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2.2.3.2 Acquisition of Electronic Dictionaries from MRDs

The main motivation for acquiring lexicons from MRDs involves the use of already

existing and constructed dictionaries. As Boguraev and Briscoe (1989) stated, ex-

isting dictionaries typically involve tens of lexicographer/years to develop. Further-

more, lexicographers have experience in dictionary creation. MRDs also provide a

labor-saving resource to augment a manually constructed core lexicon (Copestake

et al., 1995). However, an obstacle occurs in using the electronic versions of printed

dictionaries (derived from MRDs): published dictionaries have the human reader

foremost in mind, therefore they are not formatted for computer use. They can be,

however, an invaluable translation aid tool.

One obstacle with machine-readable text comes when the initial text is full

of inconsistencies and is not robust. Most dictionaries are compiled by hand us-

ing slips of paper with indications of what information needs to be coded (Kegl,

1995). The individual lexicographer responsible for the entry makes many of the

necessary choices. Since different lexicographers generally handle different letters of

the alphabet (Murray, 1977), entries within the same verb or noun class are seldom

handled in the same way. Such differences prove problematic when attempting the

automatic extraction of entries or parts of entries with shared lexical features.

The works described below assume the availability of tapes of printed dictio-

naries. Several publishers already produce such tapes. Converting printed dictio-

naries to tape involves either manual construction or scanning a printed dictionary,

converting the raw data to a structured format. Manual construction can be done
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in two ways. In the first method all formatted structure is prepared manually, usu-

ally by typing. This allows for the conversion and manipulation of the raw data,

containing typographic and lexicographic codes, which requires automatic or semi-

automatic techniques (Berment, 2002). When the files are unavailable, the second

method involves scanning and Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Our work con-

cerns this “dictionary recycling”. However, to our knowledge, not much work has

been done on this subject. In two studies with the same goal, Palowitch and Stewart

(1995) implemented an iterative process to identify structural features automatically

in printed dictionaries, and Mao and Kanungo (2001) relied on stochastic language

models based on manually created context-free grammars (CFG) and dictionary-

specific stochastic production rules for automatic extraction of a Chinese-English

bilingual dictionary. Although these studies have similar approaches to ours, such

as using OCR, some important differences occur. First, they were small attempts

applied only to one dictionary. It is not clear how adaptable they are and how com-

plex dictionary entries they can convert. Our method, on the other hand, is generic

and has been introduced to multiple dictionaries with different structures and com-

plexities. Second, the two studies described above need either a PERL program or

a CFG written for each dictionary. Such input can only be provided by people like

computer scientists. Our system does not need an expert (in any field) to operate.

One important issue concerning the conversion of printed dictionaries into elec-

tronic medium involves copyright. Publishers are reluctant to relinquish electronic

rights to the material they own without fully understanding the financial opportuni-

ties available and the impact that electronic publication will have on their traditional
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book businesses. Possible solutions to the copyright problem have been proposed

(Byrd, 1995). At one extreme, the publishers can own (or license) the technology for

the electronic publication of their data. At the other extreme, the system providers

can own the data. An interesting middle ground allows any publisher to format the

data accordingly, place it in electronic media, and sell it through its own marketing

channels (like Borland International’s Turbo Lightning system).

The two complementary processes in the general conversion of MRDs into

lexical databases include:

1. Recovery of the dictionary structure from the typographical markings which

exist on dictionary distribution tapes and embody the publishers’ notational

conventions, and

2. Making explicit all of the codified and elided information packed into individ-

ual entries (Neff and Boguraev, 1989).

Once the dictionary sources are edited and parsed, i.e., the useful information

is extracted, the next step involves structuring the contents into a database (Byrd

et al., 1987; Calzolari, 1984; Ahlswede et al., 1986). At this point, the dictionary

material can be exploited in various ways. We adopt this approach in our work as

well. The difference comes from our input not being MRDs, but OCRed dictionary

pages. This difference occurs because low-density languages do not have readily

available MRDs, thus we use OCR to digitize the text.

Many computational lexicography projects typically concentrate on the con-

version of a single dictionary into a usable form. A few such projects include:
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• The Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary (Gove, 1969) by Ahlswede

et al. (1986)

• The Collins English Dictionary (Hanks, 1987) by Fox et al. (1988)

• The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Procter, 1978) by van der

Steen (1982); Nakamura and Makoto (1988); Boguraev and Briscoe (1989)

These projects use specialized programs based on the properties of a particular

dictionary. Although the analysis of the Oxford English Dictionary (Murray et al.,

1928) by (Kazman, 1986) has a more modular architecture consisting of a parser

and a grammar, the output is not a structurally rich and explicit lexical database.

Focusing on the conversion of a single dictionary requires the implementation

of new tools for each new dictionary, which has lead to the proposal of systems

capable of handling multiple MRDs. We borrowed ideas from two studies the Lexical

Systems project (Byrd et al., 1987) and the dictionary entry parsing tool LEXParse

(Hauser and Storrer, 1994). Our methods, described in Chapter 3, are also generic,

but we need user information about the structure of the dictionaries being processed.

We also offer methods for handling structural indicators, fonts, etc. during entry

parsing, and present various display methods to the user. Both these methods rely

on grammars generated by experts to parse entries. Our methods, on the other

hand, require information in a much simpler form, thus can be used by anybody.

In the ACQUILEX project (Briscoe, 1991), MRDs were seen as tools to speed

the production of the lexicon, or to extend a core lexicon, not to automate lexicon

construction entirely. It appears much closer to manual construction than construc-
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tion from MRDs.

The work by Boguraev and Briscoe (1987) is interesting because it allows the

user to intervene and correct errors during the actual processing of lexical entries

from the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English.

The electronic dictionary acquisition has the advantage of exploiting already

existing resources. It is definitely faster than pure manual construction, but the

end product is usually of a lower quality than its hand-generated counterpart. Plus,

humans are still in the loop. The challenge is to find ways handle multiple resources

with different structures/formats. Moreover, the end product is not completely error

free. Another issue arises from the reliance on the existing MRDs. This does not

present a problem for languages like English, where many studies have been done

for several years. However, for many languages, MRDs are not presently available.

For such languages, we need either efficient and reliable methods for creating MRDs

or other resources for electronic dictionary construction. The next section discusses

the use of corpora for electronic dictionary acquisition.

2.2.3.3 Corpus-based Approaches to Electronic Dictionary Acquisi-

tion

Corpora, i.e., collections of writings or recorded remarks, have been an object of

study of some decades. Their application to NLP has recently increased interest

in their use and construction. Corpora appear as optimal resources for lexicon and

other resource creation in NLP applications. One reason claim that neither the con-
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tents nor form of any existing published dictionary meet all the requirements of a

NLP system for a lexicon (Boguraev and Briscoe, 1987). For instance, published dic-

tionaries do not reflect the recent changes in the vocabulary of the language because

of their static nature. A large parallel or comparable corpus, however, provides the

bilingual lexicographer with better and more naturally occurring equivalents from

which to choose, and fills the gaps in the lexical coverage of the dictionary (Al-Ajmi,

2002). For another benefit, the corpus analysis allows the derivation of information

that in some respects surpasses that available from MRD sources, such as infor-

mation about the frequency and usage of words. All these advantages lead to an

increased interest in the field of corpus-based approaches for the acquisition of elec-

tronic dictionaries, in particular for NLP systems.

One interesting and unique usage of corpus appears in the Collins Birmingham

University International Language Database (COBUILD) project, which resulted in

the publication of the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary (Sinclair,

1987). It is important because, “For the first time, a dictionary has been compiled

by the thorough examination of a representative group of English texts, spoken and

written, running to many millions of words.” (Sinclair et al., 1987). The COBUILD

dictionary has many features that makes it different from other English dictionaries:

it is a wholly new dictionary, it reflects present-day usage of English, and it shows a

radical departure from existing lexicographic conventions in that definitions appear

as complete natural language sentences.

The COBUILD dictionary presents a unique application of how to use a corpus

for lexicon acquisition. Lexicon acquisition from corpora usually results from a
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by-product of some other application such as word alignment using parallel text,

a pair of texts that are mutual translations. Nearly every system that attempts

to align words also generates bilingual lexicons based on these alignments. Many

different methods have been used for this purpose (Brown et al., 1988, 1990; Gale

and Church, 1991; Brown et al., 1993; Fung and Church, 1994; Kay and Röscheisen,

1993; Wu and Xia, 1994; Melamed, 1997b; Resnik and Melamed, 1997; Resnik, 1999;

Melamed, 2000; Utsuro et al., 2002). Sentence or word alignments were employed to

acquire of technical lexicons as well (Dagan et al., 1993; Dagan and Church, 1994;

Gale and Church, 1991; Smatja et al., 1996). A few studies focused on aligning

Indo-European and non-Indo-European language pairs (Utsuro et al., 1992; Wu

and Xia, 1994; Fung and McKeown, 1994; Fung, 1995). A more difficult problem

involves building a bilingual lexicon of phrasal expressions, such as collocations

and idiomatic expressions (Kupiec, 1993; der Eijk, 1993; Dagan and Church, 1994;

Daille et al., 1994; Kumano and Hirakawa, 1994; Haruno et al., 1996; Smatja et al.,

1996; Melamed, 1997a; Gaussier, 1998). This offers an interesting research area

because standard dictionaries lack phrasal translations. Another type of resource is

comparable corpus, a collection of texts from pairs or multiples of languages, which

can be contrasted because of their common features, such as topic, domain, authors,

or time period. During recent years, the growing availability of comparable corpora,

through the Internet or via distribution agencies providing newspapers articles in

different languages, has led to an increased interest in using comparable corpora,

especially in the areas of bilingual terminology acquisition (Tanaka and Iwasaki,

1996; Fung and Yee, 1998; Dejean et al., 2002; Koehn and Knight, 2002; Sadat
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et al., 2003a,b) and lexical resource enrichment (Peters and Picchi, 1995; Rapp,

1999; Fung, 2000; Dejean et al., 2002).

The major advantage of a corpus-derived dictionary in compared to a general

purpose dictionary comes from tuning it to the way corpus translates its sentences,

therefore it becomes more useful for translation (Brown, 1997). However, the limited

number of parallel text and limited context these parallel texts exhibit presents an

important problem of corpus-based research. The dependency on the existence

of large electronic text resources limits the applications of corpus-based methods

in low-density languages. For many languages, there is not even any comparable

corpus available. Other approaches are needed to deal with the resource-limited

languages.

2.2.3.4 Acquisition of Electronic Dictionaries for Low-Density Lan-

guages

The work described thus far assumes the availability of electronic resources, namely

MRDs and text. However, this does not hold true for all languages, and creating such

resources is time consuming and expensive. This section describes some alternative

methods to obtain resources for creating electronic dictionaries.

One method employs a “generalized linguistic contribution”, which is a col-

laborative work, probably on the web, of a large distributed team. This method

requires people who can provide data for the planned resource, a format to which

everybody agrees , and tools each contributor can use (Berment, 2002; Shimohata
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et al., 2001; Ampornaramveth, 1998; Ampornaramveth and Aizawa, 2001).

Another method capitalizes on the fact that people often consult an inter-

mediate third language to look up words in bilingual dictionaries, especially when

working with uncommon languages in a specific domain. This idea was exploited to

extract supplemental information for nouns in an existing Japanese-French bilingual

dictionary using English as the bridging language (Tanaka and Umemura, 1994).

Another interesting direction uses the similarities between languages. Machine

translation projects between Spanish and two languages closely related to Spanish,

Catalan (Canals-Marote et al., 2001) and Galician (Diz, 2001) were based on this

approach. Similarly, the MAJO system (Mahsut et al., 2001) used the syntactic

similarities in Japanese and Uighur. In another study, Paul (2001) reused the ex-

isting knowledge resources of high-quality translation engines for translation into

different, but related, languages with similar grammatical characteristics.

These alternative approaches do not apply to all languages. Some are time-

consuming and rely on the collaborative effort, some can only help for supplemented

additional information, and some need a well-studied similar language. When we

need to acquire more data quickly, and the language differs greatly from the resource-

rich languages, these will not prove helpful. This thesis addresses this gap by auto-

matically providing an electronic resource from a printed dictionary.

The electronic dictionaries discussed so far were generally meant for NLP

systems. Another type of electronic dictionary that targets mainly human users,

specifically translators. The next section discusses these translation aid systems.
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2.2.4 Translation Aid Systems

Technological advances help humans during the translation process as well. One

end of the spectrum holds the online versions of dictionaries and pop-up dictionar-

ies (such as Babylon7, WordPoint8, iFinger9, and Technocraft’s RoboWord10). On

the other end of the spectrum, automatic machine translation systems appear. In

between are several systems with different capabilities. Some of these include:

• Glossing programs in which a user can click a word on the computer screen

and receive a, usually, rough translation (Nerbonne et al., 1997; Poznanski

et al., 1998).

• More complex environments and help systems that can survey multiple dictio-

naries simultaneously, including users’ glossaries, and find words and expres-

sions in corpora, thus dynamically providing the translators with examples

from their earlier translations or other translators’ works (Prószéky, 1998;

Prószéky and Kis, 2002).

• Systems that support collaborative translation work on the web in a user-

friendly, efficient way (Shimohata et al., 2001).

• Systems that provide more useful and intelligent answers to translators’ queries,

recognizing their goals and anticipating their needs and allows user interaction

(Agirre et al., 1995).

7http://www.babylon.com/
8http://wordpoint.grapho.net/
9http://www.ifinger.com

10http://www.technocraft.co.jp/english/
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The Bilingual Resource Interface and Dictionary Generation Environment

(BRIDGE) system developed by our group and described in Section 3.4 provides

another attempt to target translators. BRIDGE provides the means to convert a

printed dictionary into electronic form and to correct errors. It also offers differ-

ent views of the generated resource and allows search of the resulting dictionaries.

BRIDGE functions to transform printed resources into electronic ones. These re-

sources are also searchable, thus users can easily find the information (such as POS

or translation) they require. For instance, a translator can more effectively use the

dictionary directly for tasks required. The work described in this thesis is imple-

mented as an important component of BRIDGE.
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Chapter 3

Dictionary Entry Tagging

The availability and use of digital data increase each year. Most of the data in elec-

tronic format, however, appears in a few languages. Many low-density languages still

have only limited online resources available. For these and many other languages,

data are available mostly in printed form and must be converted to electronic form.

Optical character recognition (OCR) often offers the only feasible method to per-

form this conversion, owing to its speed and cost-effectiveness. OCR, however, gives

only the content of printed source, and cannot perform satisfactorily when anno-

tation of the data is needed. In order to extract the implicit information, we have

to extend the traditional OCR approach; there is a need for transition from OCR

output to usable electronic data.

As discussed in the previous chapter, an important electronic resource is the

bilingual dictionary. The availability of dictionaries and thesauri is crucial both for

translators and many Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems. For instance,

machine translation (MT) and cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) systems

use bilingual lexicons containing large sets of source-language/target-language cor-

respondences. Electronic or online dictionaries can also serve as translation aid
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tools. The electronic medium offers functionalities that printed documents cannot

duplicate, such as search. Printed documents allow only one access method, (by

headword), which is static and pre-determined. Electronic documents, on the other

hand, are dynamic, and users can define their own search methods with appropriate

software. The possibility ever exists to search multiple electronic documents simul-

taneously. Moreover, the dynamic feature of electronic resources makes it possible

to update, correct, and add new information easily and efficiently. The electronic

medium also appeals with the speed of search and information retrieval. There-

fore, digitizing printed documents offers new alternatives to the users that printed

documents cannot provide.

Online dictionaries can either be constructed manually or using automatic

methods. Manually constructing online dictionaries requires too much human effort.

Several researchers have noted that, even for monolingual entries, the average time

needed to construct a single entry can amount as much as 30 minutes (Copestake

et al., 1995; Neff and McCord, 1990; Walker and Amsler, 1986). The construction

of bilingual entries becomes more complicated because it requires native-speaker

knowledge in both languages (Boas, 2002; Calzolari and Lenci, 2002; Neff et al.,

1993). Costly manual construction results in resources that usually have limited

coverage or application area. Thus, the automation of the bilingual lexical acquisi-

tion process is crucial for multilingual processing of any kind.

In Chapter 2, we have described several automated or semi-automated meth-

ods for generating electronic dictionaries. These methods rely on other online re-

sources, which constrains the application of the described approaches to languages
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most frequently used in MT and CLIR tasks (such as English, French, Spanish, and

Chinese). The same approaches are difficult to apply to language pairs involving

low-density languages (such as Cebuano, Swalili, etc.) where not enough electronic

resources exist. Yet, for these low-density languages, printed bilingual dictionar-

ies often effectively map the low-density language to a high-density language, such

as English. This thesis has the use of printed dictionaries in electronic dictionary

generation as its motivation.

Printed dictionaries can be converted into electronic format in several ways.

The most trivial idea is typing the information in dictionaries and annotating the

data simultaneously. This may take at least six months for an abridged dictionary

(personal communication). Thus this approach is impractical and costly. Another

approach is scanning the dictionary pages, and using OCR to get the text content.

However, as explained above, OCR is only a first step in extracting the implicit

information in the dictionary entries. This implicit information tells a user of system

what type of information a particular piece of content represents and so is necessary

to convert a printed dictionary into a searchable electronic resource. For example, as

just discussed, the font style may need to be explicitly marked if it indicates part of

speech so that an automatic system can use this information effectively. The third

approach is using OCR to get the content, and then performing the annotation of the

data manually. This process also requires that a user go through all the information

in the dictionary, and is thus time consuming and expensive. The last approach

is automating the annotation process. However, there is still a need for human

involvement since data in dictionaries is not enough for unsupervised methods to
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achieve the required accuracy levels. This thesis uses the last approach and users

are only required to provide information about the dictionary data and/or training

data. This approach greatly reduces the amount of human labor required, compared

to the other methods (It requires on the order of one day of human effort.).

This chapter describes two new methods for tagging entries in bilingual dictio-

naries and generating an online lexicon from printed bilingual dictionaries, especially

for low-density languages. ’Tagging’ means assigning the lexicographic information

(or information type) each entry word, thus annotating their data. A search al-

gorithm must target different tagged types of information, making a dictionary

searchable. Ultimately, the objective is to discover important information compo-

nents provided in bilingual dictionaries, e.g., POS, pronunciation, and usage exam-

ples. In addition to a (desirable) lack of reliance on pre-existing online resources,

the speed of this lexical-acquisition approach distinguishes this work from previous

work. We aim to generate an online bilingual lexicon very quickly (usually, in one

day). The methods described in this chapter are explained, then used on bilingual

dictionaries. They have a general enough application to employ on a wide variety

of language pairs and structured text, such as telephone books or tables. Entry

tagging methods are rule-based or stochastic. Both methods utilize the repeating

structure of the dictionaries to identify and label the different information types.

Human assistance is required for both techniques, but is minimal.

The entry tagging is one of the components in the Bilingual Resource Infer-

ence and Dictionary Generation Environment (BRIDGE) system, an implemented

prototype for electronic dictionary acquisition.
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This chapter continues as follows. First, the entry tagging and the two pro-

posed methods are described in Section 3.1. Then, the evaluation of tagging method

and the results are discussed in Section 3.2. The generation module is described in

Section 3.3. Finally, the overall BRIDGE system is presented in Section 3.4.

3.1 Entry Tagging

In this section, entry tagging is explained in the context of printed bilingual dictio-

naries, however, the same principals hold for other structured documents as well.

We focus on converting printed dictionaries into electronic format, especially

for low-density languages, so the information in the dictionaries is usable in NLP

applications or for human translation. This approach makes use of already exist-

ing and constructed printed dictionaries, reducing the time and labor necessary to

produce online dictionaries. However, simply conducting OCR on text to digitalize

will not suffice to make documents such as dictionaries useful. OCR produces only

text and does not annotate data. To employ the information in the dictionary en-

tries fully, we need to further process and annotate the data, making explicit each

piece of information. Furthermore, we would like to accomplish this task rapidly

with minimal human input. The data annotation in dictionary entries occurs by

entry tagging, which involves recognizing, parsing, and tagging printed dictionaries

to reproduce the representation electronically.

Dictionaries provide lexicographic information about the vocabulary of a lan-

guage in a systematic way1. Although dictionaries can have different formats and

1Human related errors/inconsistencies always appear in printed dictionaries because several
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provide a variety of information, they contain a consistent layout of entries and a

consistent structure within entries. Dictionary publishers typically use a combina-

tion of structural indicators to impose this structure, including functional properties

(changes in font, font style, font-size, etc.) that imply the role of the content implicit,

keywords that provide an explicit interpretation of the lexicographic information,

and various separators that impose an overall structure on the entry (as described in

Section 2.2). Entry tagging aims to use the consistent layout and structure of dictio-

naries, along with such clues, to capture and recover the lexicographic information

in the entries.

Figure 3.1: Examples of Bilingual Dictionaries

Entry tagging involves the automatic conversion of a document image analysis

output of a dictionary into a format which explicitly represents the lexicographic

information in dictionary entries. The entry tagging system described in this chap-

ter can be adapted to different bilingual dictionary formats, as well as different

lexicographers compile one dictionary (Murray, 1977).
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languages. Figure 3.1 illustrates how dictionary formats vary from simple term

and phrase translation pairs to full descriptions that contain several different lex-

icographic information. For example, the Chinese-English dictionary contains the

Chinese headword, English translation, and, sometimes, a phrasal use of the Chinese

word and its English translation. The entries in the French-English dictionary, how-

ever, contain a French headword, its pronunciation, English translation, and POS or

gender information. The entries may also contain derived forms with corresponding

pronunciations and English translations, examples of usage and their translations,

number, domain and etymology information, and cross references.

Entry tagging relies on minimal human input and the output of a document

image analysis to identify different information types (POS, pronunciation, example

of usage) for each bilingual dictionary entry. The pre-existing document image

analyzer segments scanned images of dictionary pages into individual entries and

extracts the functional properties of various elements of dictionary entries.

The user’s first task requires the determination of the kind of information given

in the specific dictionary and the kind of structural indicators used to distinguish

these different types of lexicographic information. To reduce human involvement, we

prepared a pre-defined list of widely used information types (given in Appendix A).

This list was obtained through manual examination of several printed dictionaries.

More information types appear than mentioned in Section 2.2 in the hope that more

detailed information can be recovered from the dictionary entries. For instance,

instead of having one information type as inflections or run-ons, we preferred to

have several information types such as Tense, Number, and Compound/Derived,
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which are types of morphological inflections or derivations.

Entry tagging processes the OCRed dictionary pages, the information provided

by a document image analyzer, and the human input about the dictionary2. Then,

each piece of lexicographic information is determined for each entry using this input.

The entry tagging requires an OCR that supports languages in the dictionaries.

Moreover, the image analyzer provides the following information as input to the

entry tagging:

• division of each page into dictionary entries,

• association of each entry with an entry type,

• identification of each entry, line and token,

• font style for each token, and

• OCR result for each token.

The entry tagging module was implemented using both non-tokenized and

tokenized input. In the non-tokenized version, a token is defined as a set of glyphs

(i.e., a visual representation of a set of characters) in the OCRed output, separated

by white space. In the tokenized version, however, each punctuation counts as a

token as well. Given input in this format, the entry tagging system associates labels

with each information type provided by a token or group of tokens in the entry. The

group of consecutive tokens with the same information type forms a phrase. In the

system, each token is assigned a phrase flag stating whether it appears as the first

2Two methods rely on different human input, as described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.1.2
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token in a phrase. If it is not the first token, then it is part of the continuation of a

phrase. This information becomes useful during the generation process.

The entry tagging system requires input from a human operator familiar with,

but not necessarily expert in, the language of interest. In some cases, not having

knowledge of the language is necessary. Using the information given in the preface

of some dictionaries and common dictionary information, the user may provide the

information needed by the system.

We have implemented two different methods for entry tagging:

1. A rule-based method

2. A stochastic Hidden Markov Model (HMM) method

We faced a challenge in handling noisy input provided by the OCR and doc-

ument image analyzer. The rule-based method accommodates noise by allowing

for a relaxed matching of OCRed output to information types. The HMM method

is inherently noise-tolerant due to the statistical nature of the training procedure

underlying the models.

The architecture of the rule-based entry tagging appears in Figure 3.2. The

input to the rule-based method includes the list of information types, separators,

keywords provided by the user, and page segmentation from document image analy-

sis. Each entry is divided into meaningful segments using this information, and then

each segment is assigned an information type. In the end, some clean-up (usually

provided by the user) is performed. The clean-up may include removing punctu-

ation marks, replacing abbreviations with their full forms, etc. Then, the cleaned
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Figure 3.2: Rule-Based Entry Tagging Design

data generates different resources.

Figure 3.3: Stochastic Entry Tagging Design

The architecture of the stochastic entry tagging is shown in Figure 3.3. The

input to the stochastic method contains some small amount of training data provided

by the user and page segmentation. The first step produces the observation vectors

for each token in the all entries, then trains HMM using these observation vectors.

The training data maps the states assigned by HMM to the actual information types

given in the training data. The phrasal entries are further processed to improve

their accuracy in the post-processing phase. The same clean-up and generation in
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the rule-based method works for the stochastic method as well.

The following sections describe each of these two methods in detail.

3.1.1 Rule-Based Entry Tagging

The rule-based tagging approach uses the functional properties of tokens and their

relationships to each other to assign labels to each information type in a dictio-

nary entry. Rule-based tagging utilizes three different types of clues—font style,

keywords, and separators—to tag the entries in a systematic way. The key is to

discover the regularities in the occurrences of these clues and to employ them to

assign labels to the different information types associated with each token.

3.1.1.1 The Input

The system relies on human input to identify the different information types in

the dictionary and to describe their properties. A list of pre-defined information

types exists, and users can define new information types if necessary. During the

configuration of the dictionary, the user must provide the system with information

types given in the dictionary, the specifications for these information types (such as

font, separator, etc.), and whether they are represented with any keywords.

We defined five operands to describe different kinds of separators and their

functions. For example, <cat> refers to the information types defined for the dic-

tionary, and <sym> is a symbol used as a separator for this specific information

type. The <sym> argument of an operand does not necessarily need to be a char-
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acter value, it may contain multiple characters that are treated as a whole.

• <cat> InPlaceOf <sym> : Used as a shortcut for an information type, pri-

marily for headwords, for space-saving reasons

Headword InPlaceOf ∼

• <cat> StartsWith <sym> : Information type begins with this separator

Pronunciation StartsWith [

• <cat> EndsWith <sym> : Information type ends with this separator

Translation EndsWith ;

• <cat> PreviousEndsWith <sym> : Previous information type ends with this

separator

Translation PreviousEndsWith ,

• <cat> Contains <sym> : Information type contains this separator

Compound/Derived Contains •

We recommend the usage of the operand Contains to be restricted to define

some identifying separator used in the middle of a information type because using

the other operands produces more specific information. Some pre-defined values

specify some class of separators:

• number represents numbers used to divide different POS of a word, such “1”,

“2”, etc.

• numberletter is similar, representing number and letter combinations, such as

“1a”, “1b”, etc.
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• letter represents letters, such as “a”, “b”, etc.

These can be used just like the other separators, as in:

Translation PreviousEndsWith number

For any information type, no limit exists to the number of separators the

system operator can identify. The same operand (with different separators) can be

used more than once with the same information type as well.

3.1.1.2 The Algorithm

The rule-based entry tagging algorithm proceeds as follows. First the entry is di-

vided into segments using the font styles and separators. A segment is a token or a

group of tokens with the same font style, or it consists of given keywords and/or is

separated by separators from other segments. In practice, each segment corresponds

to a single word or phrase. Then, each segment is scored for each information type

defined for that dictionary. During this process, matching font style, keywords, and

each separator contributes to the score, but some information is more trustworthy.

For instance, keywords seem more reliable than font style given poor OCR perfor-

mance for font style of short words. The information type with the highest score is

assigned to that particular segment. This reiterates for each segment, ending with

each segment assigned to a single information type. Given the uncertainty in the

document image analysis process can lead to errors in the segmentation, several

rules can address each information type, allowing for a relaxed matching of OCRed
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output to information types. In some cases, the separators are recognized incor-

rectly, so we may denote the pronunciation beginning with either ’(’ or ’[’. When

multiple rules exist for one information type with the same operand, disjunction oc-

curs while the score is computed. For different operands defined for one information

type, conjunction is used.

The user may change the configuration of the dictionary several times to im-

prove the accuracy and achieve the best the entry tagging results.

As an illustration, the entry’s configuration in Figure 3.4 appears in Figure 3.5,

and Figure 3.6 presents the resulting tagged entry. The six information types in

the dictionary are described by their distinguishing features. The tagged entry

associates each token or group of tokens with one of the given information types.

A few important points need to be addressed. First, the headword is replaced with

the sign ’∼’ in examples of usage. Second, the gender keyword f is replaced by the

word feminine, an option that can be turned on or off. Finally, the output order

is important for linking related information and keeping the hierarchy among and

within the entries. For instance, the example translation life jacket is the translation

of brassiére de sauvetage, not another example of usage in the dictionary.

3.1.2 The Stochastic Entry Tagging

Rule-based entry tagging resulted in good performance, as discussed in Section 3.2.

One disadvantage of the rule-based tagging, however, comes from its dependency on

the human provided configuration. If the human input does not cover the majority
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Figure 3.4: A Sample Entry from a French-English Dictionary

Information Types Font Keywords Separators

Headword Bold Headword InPlaceOf ∼
Pronunciation normal Pronunciation StartsWith [

Pronunciation EndsWith ]
Gender Italic f = feminine
Translation Normal Translation EndsWith .

Translation EndsWith ;
Translation PrevEndsWith ;

Example Italic Example PrevEndsWith ;
Example Translation Normal Example Translation EndsWith ;

Example Translation EndsWith .

Figure 3.5: Sample Configuration of the French-English Entry Given in Figure 3.4

Headword brassiére
Pronunciation bra’sjε:r
Gender feminine
Translation shoulder-strap
Translation child’s bodice
Example brassiére de sauvetage
Example Translation life jacket

Figure 3.6: Sample Tagged Output of the French-English Entry Given in Figure 3.4
Using the Configuration Given in Figure 3.5

of features that distinguish information types, the performance degrades. As an

alternative to the rule-based entry tagging, we also applied a stochastic method,

based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM), to entry tagging. It also relies on human

input, but in the form of correctly tagged entries. This section, first briefly describes

HMMs, then explain how HMMs apply in the context of the entry tagging problem.
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3.1.2.1 Hidden Markov Models

A Hidden Markov Model3 offers a statistical model assumed to be a Markov pro-

cess with unknown parameters, the challenge being the determination of “hidden”

parameters from the observable parameters, based on this assumption. In NLP,

HMMs were applied in several areas including speech recognition and synthesis (Je-

linek et al., 1992; Rabiner and Juang, 1989), POS tagging (Church, 1988; Cutting

et al., 1992; Merialdo, 1994), named entity recognition and classification (Bikel et al.,

1999), word sense disambiguation (Segond et al., 1997), and word alignments (Vogel

et al., 1996; Och and Ney, 2000; Toutanova et al., 2002). These applications employ

large data sets. In this work, we apply HMMs to smaller data sets.

A HMM consists of a finite set of states in which each state associates with

a probability distribution. Transitions among the states are governed by a set of

probabilities, called transition probabilities. In a particular state, an outcome or

observation can be generated according to the associated probability distribution.

An HMM is characterized by five elements:

1. N , the number of states in the model. The states are denoted as S =

S1, S2, ..., SN .

2. M , the number of observation symbols. If the observations are continuous,

then M is infinite. Individual symbols are denotes as V = v1, v2, ..., vM .

3. The state transition probability distribution A = aij.

3Rabiner and Juang (1986, 1989) provides a general introduction to HMMs. Charniak (1993)

describes the applications of HMM in NLP.
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4. The observation symbol probability distribution in each of the states. In state

j, it is defined as B = bj(k).

5. The initial state distribution π = πi.

Given appropriate values to these five parameters, the HMM can generate an

observation sequence O = O1O2...OT with an iterative procedure. In this sequence,

each observation Ot is one symbol from V , and T is the number of observations in

the sequence.

An HMM is usually specified by two model parameters, N and M , and three

probability measures:

λ = (A, B, π)

In an HMM, no two transitions can have the same starting and ending states

and the same output value. Furthermore, the state sequence followed by an HMM

cannot be determined simply from the input sequence: it is hidden. This occurs

because a particular state can be the starting state for several transitions with the

same output symbol, but end in different states. In fact, HMMs are a generalization

of Markov chains in which a given state may have several transitions generate, all

with the same symbol. This cannot happen in Markov chains.

Given an HMM model λ = (A, B, π) and a sequence of observations O =

O1O2...OT , three problems of interest arise (Rabiner and Juang, 1986):

1. The Evaluation Problem: What is the probability that the model generates

the observations, i.e., P (O|λ)?
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2. The Decoding Problem: What is the most likely state sequence Q =

q1q2...qT in the model that produced the observations?

3. The Learning Problem: How should we adjust the model parameters in

order to maximize P (O|λ)?

The evaluation problem can be solved by a forward algorithm, which is re-

cursive. With this algorithm, it becomes straightforward to determine which given

HMMs best describe a given observation sequence: the forward algorithm is evalu-

ated for each, and the one that gives the highest probability is selected.

The decoding problem concerns how to determine the sequence of hidden states

that most probably generated an observed sequence. Unlike the evaluation problem,

no given solution exists. One way involves using Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967; Jr.,

1973) based on dynamic programming. The intuition behind the Viterbi algorithm

computes the most likely trajectory, starting with the empty output sequence, then

using this result to compute the most likely trajectory with an output sequence of

length one. The recursion ends when it obtains the most likely trajectory for the

entire sequence of outputs.

The learning problem tackles how to adjust the HMM parameters, so the given

set of observations (called the training set) is best represented by the model for the

intended application. The learning problem, the most difficult one for HMMs, must

be solved. HMMs have no optimal way to estimate the model parameters. However,

the model can be chosen such that P (O|λ) is maximizes locally by adjusting the

weights of the transitions to better model the relationship of the training samples.
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Two main optimization criteria can accomplish this: Maximum Likelihood (ML)

(Baum, 1972; Dempster et al., 1977) and Maximum Mutual Information (MMI)

(Bahl et al., 1983).

The Baum-Welch algorithm is an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm,

also known as the forward-backward algorithm. The intuition adjusts the lambda

parameters to maximize the likelihood of the training set. The algorithm can com-

pute an HMM’s maximum likelihood estimates and posterior model estimates for the

parameters (transition and emission probabilities), given only emissions as training

data. The algorithm contains two steps: (1) calculating the forward probability and

the backward probability for each HMM state; (2) on the basis of this, determining

the frequency of the transition-emission pair values and dividing it by the proba-

bility of the entire string, which amounts to calculating the expected count of the

particular transition-emission pair. Each time a particular transition is found, the

value the transition’s quotient divided by the probability of the entire string rises,

and this value can then become the new value of the transition.

Another parameter estimation algorithm is segmental k-means (Rabiner et al.,

1986; Juang and Rabiner, 1990) which uses the state-optimized joint likelihood for

the observation data and the underlying Markovian state sequence as the objective

function for estimation.

To build an HMM, the set of relevant states and a set of all possible transitions

must be defined. However, a complete set of transitions can be created and allow

the algorithms to decide the ones with a transition probability of 0. The initial

transitions are assigned random probabilities, then the model is trained using these
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initial probabilities.

3.1.2.2 Application of HMM to Entry Tagging

The goal of the stochastic entry tagging aims, as before, to determine the information

type, i.e., the tag, of each token in a dictionary entry to annotate the dictionary. If

an entry is treated as a sequence of tokens, then the problem resembles the decoding

task in standard HMM approaches, in which the observation states correspond to

the tokens in a lexical entry and the hidden states correspond to the information

types associated with those tokens.

The decoding phase uses a standard Viterbi decoding algorithm, which deter-

mines the highest likelihood of a given state based on the entire input sequence is

used. To apply this algorithm, the HMM must first be trained on enough data to

induce probability matrices. The stochastic entry tagging trains using DeMenthon

and Vuilleumier (2003)’s HMM package. This software facilitates the implementa-

tion of entry tagging for three reasons:

1. Observations encode as vectors, allowing for the representation of several fea-

tures at once.

2. Components of an observation vector can use different numbers of symbols—a

desirable characteristic given the features for tokens have different dimensions.

3. Training accommodates multiple observation sequences—an important prop-

erty because the entire dictionary can be used as the training set.
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The HMM package presents three choices for training: Baum Welch, seg-

mented K-means, or the hybrid method. In the stochastic entry tagging, we used the

hybrid method that combines the Baum-Welch algorithm with a segmental k-means

algorithm for training. The hybrid method finds local maxima by applying ten it-

erations of the slower Baum-Welch algorithm; then the final (smaller) hill-climbing

steps of the faster segmental k-means algorithm apply until no improvement occurs

or until the system converges. The input to the system includes observation se-

quences, number of components that feature vectors have, numbers of symbols used

for each feature vector components, number of states used by HMM, and switches

that specify some parameters for the software.

The entry tagging input can either be non-tokenized or tokenized, as described

in Section 3.1. To handle both types of input, two observation sequences (or obser-

vation vectors) are designed. Each token in a dictionary entry is represented by this

observation sequence. Table 3.1 shows the observation vectors for non-tokenized

input, consisting of a set of seven features. Table 3.2 shows the observation vec-

tors for tokenized input, consisting of a set of four features. In the non-tokenized

input, Content associates with one of four values: Information type if the token is

a keyword; Sym if the token is a symbol; Num if the token consists only of numeric

characters; otherwise, has the value null. In the tokenized input, Content associates

with one additional value: the actual value of the token if the token is a separator.

For non-tokenized input, the separators are represented as a separate feature, while

for tokenized input no need exists for these features as they can be shown in Content

feature. Font is the font style (normal, bold, italic, bolditalic, underline) of the to-
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No Feature Value

1 Content

Information type if the token is a keyword
Sym if the token is a symbol
Num if the token consists only of numeric characters
null otherwise

2 Font normal, bold, italic, bolditalic, underline
3 Starting Symbol separator at the beginning of the token
4 Ending Symbol last character of the token
5 Second Ending Symbol second-to-last character of the token
6 Is-First-Token boolean (whether the first token of an entry)
7 Is-Latin boolean (whether script is Latin or not)

Table 3.1: Features Used in HMM with Non-tokenized Input

No Feature Value

1
Content

Information type if the token is a keyword
Sym if the token is a symbol
Num if the token consists only of numeric characters
value of the token if the token is a separator
null otherwise

2 Font normal, bold, italic, bolditalic, underline
3 Is-First-Token boolean (whether the first token of an entry)
4 Is-Latin boolean (whether script is Latin or not)

Table 3.2: Features Used in HMM with Tokenized Input

ken. Starting Symbol takes the value of the special punctuation symbol the token’s

beginning, if such a symbol exists. Ending Symbol and Second Ending Symbol takes

the value of the last and second-to-last characters of the token, respectively, if are

punctuation symbols. Is-First indicates whether this is the first token of an entry

(a boolean value). Finally, Is-Latin corresponds to whether the characters in the

token consist of Latin based characters or not (a boolean value).

Each token in the dictionary transforms into an observation vector before

operating the HMM. As an example, Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the observations

vectors for the first line of the entry in Figure 3.7, in the non-tokenized and tokenized
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Figure 3.7: A Sample Entry From the Hindi-English Dictionary

1 [ null Normal null null null True False ]
2 [ null Italic null null null False True ]
3 [ Abbreviation Normal [ . null False True ]
4 [ null Normal null , ] False True ]
5 [ Gender Normal null . null False True ]
6 [ Num Bold null . null False True ]
7 [ null Normal null null null False True ]
8 [ null Normal null ; null False True ]

Figure 3.8: The Observation Vectors for the First Line of the Entry in Figure 3.7 in
Non-tokenized Version

1 [ null Normal True False ]
2 [ null Italic False True ]
3 [ [ Normal False True ]
4 [ Abbreviation Normal False True ]
5 [ . Normal False True ]
6 [ null Italic False True ]
7 [ ] Normal False True ]
8 [ , Normal False True ]
9 [ Gender Normal False True ]
10 [ . Normal False True ]
11 [ Num Bold False True ]
12 [ . Bold False True ]
13 [ null Normal False True ]
14 [ null Normal False True ]
15 [ ; Normal False True ]

Figure 3.9: The Observation Vectors for the First Line of the Entry in Figure 3.7 in
Tokenized Version

versions respectively. These observation vectors provide training data for the HMM.

The Viterbi algorithm then applies to find the most probable state sequence for this

given input. After the training, an one-to-one mapping occurs from the observation
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vectors of tokens to the states of this sequence.

The main challenge in the HMM-based entry tagging involves the mapping

of the states to the actual information types for which we are looking. A small

training sample from the dictionary is used for this mapping. Around 400 randomly

selected tokens are tagged manually for each dictionary. To find the information

types corresponding to the states, the number of manually assigned information

types in the training data that fall into each state are computed, then the information

type with the highest count becomes the tag of the state. We should emphasize that

the ground-truth data are not used during the training of HMM; it only maps the

produced states to information types. This is a novel way of using the training data

in HMMs. One problem arises if the training data miss some information types

found in the dictionary, the system cannot assign these missing information types

to a state.

3.1.2.3 Post-Processing

Algorithm 3.1: Post-processing Stochastic Entry Tagger Algorithm

if two consecutive tokens in a dictionary entry are tagged with the same
information type then

if there is no separator at the end of the first token or at the beginning of
the second token then

merge these two tokens to form a phrase

When we analyzed the results of the HMM-based stochastic method, we discovered

that although the accuracy of the results for tagged tokens compare to those of the

rule-based approach, the identification of phrases is not as robust as that of the rule-

based approach. To increase the performance of phrase identification, the results
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Figure 3.10: Post-processing Example. Two Consecutive Tokens With Same Tags
and Without Any Separators Between Them is Merged to Form a Phrase.

of the stochastic method are post-processed using keywords and separators defined

with the operands StartsWith, EndsWith, and PreviousEndsWith. The idea is to

merge consecutive tokens with same tags and without any separators between them

into a phrase. Figure 3.10 shows one case from a Turkish-English dictionary. Here,

two pairs of tokens, the pair öbür and tarafa and the pair rast and gelmek, merge to

form the phrases öbür tarafa and rast gelmek. The Algorithm 3.1 demonstrates how

the post-processing proceeds. Post-processing increases the phrase accuracy, as the

next section exhibits.

3.2 Experiments

Two experiments evaluate the performance of the entry tagging. The first experi-

ment measures dictionary adequacy , the degree to which the system adequately tags

entries of three printed, bilingual dictionaries (Section 3.2.1). In the second experi-

ment, we examined the degree of dictionary adequacy in more detail (Section 3.2.2).
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3.2.1 Dictionary Adequacy

The entry tagging methods described above were evaluated on three of the dictio-

naries shown in Figure 3.1: French-English (Urwin, 1988), English-Turkish (Avery

et al., 1974), and Hindi-English (McGregor, 1993). These dictionaries have differ-

ent characteristics that affect the noise rate of the OCR font, which may result in

low OCR accuracy. Font plays a different role in each one. In the French-English

dictionary, font presents a very important feature, whereas in the English-Turkish

dictionary font has less importance, but is still necessary. In the Hindi-English

dictionary, font is entirely unimportant. Moreover, the French-English dictionary

contains symbols that reduce the OCR accuracy, and the Hindi-English dictionary

has non-Latin fields.

The adequacy of the resulting dictionaries were compared with respect to

ground-truth data, generated manually for five pages worth of randomly selected

entries from each dictionary. Performance was rated using the standard precision,

recall, and f-measure metrics. Precision (P) measures how accurately the entries are

tagged, and recall (R) gives a measure of coverage. F-measure (F) represents the

weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. The formulas for these metrics are

as following:

Precision =
number of correctly tagged tokens

total number of tagged tokens

Recall =
number of correctly tagged tokens

total number of tokens in the ground− truth

F −measure =
2 (P ·R)

P + R
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French-English English-Turkish Hindi-English

# of pages 528 1152 1083
# of entries 13537 36747 33020
# of tokens 304601 619715 744722
# of components [11 4 6 9 7 2 1] [10 4 6 7 5 2 1] [12 2 6 10 7 2 2]

Table 3.3: Dictionary Statistics

Statistical information about the dictionaries used in the experiments appears

in Table 3.3. The number of components in this table represents the number of

different values each feature can take in the non-tokenized observation vector, where

the vector represents:

[Content, Font, Starting Symbol, Ending Symbol,

Second Ending Symbol, Is− First Token, Is− Latin]

Five pages of ground-truth from the French-English dictionary have 167 entries

and 2,918 tokens, and the English-Turkish dictionary has 193 entries and 2,555

tokens, and the Hindi-English dictionary has 136 entries and 2,808 tokens. It is

worth noting that the derived word and example of usage have translations for

these dictionaries, but these translations have the same properties as the headword

translation. Thus, during rule-based entry tagging, the configuration did not have

explicit rules for these two types of translations. The same information type was

assigned to all translations in the training data for HMM. The type of the translation

is identified by the information type of the last token bearing that translation (i.e.,

headword, derived word, or example of usage). This property that the type of the

translation can be identified without user input reduces the amount of user input.

One problem we faced during the mapping concerns the number of states
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Figure 3.11: Accuracy for Entry Tagging with HMMs Trained on Different Number
of States for Three Dictionaries

HMM uses being equal to the number of different information types found in the

dictionary, the resulting tags are not accurate. In order to find an optimal number,

we experimented with HMMs trained with different number of states. Figure 3.11

presents the token accuracy with different number of states on three dictionaries.

The graph marks the number of states that each dictionary used to exhibit its best

performance. Unfortunately, the number differs for each dictionary. Moreover, no

correlation occurs between the number of information types and number of states

giving the best performance. For the French-English dictionary, in which 18 infor-

mation types were defined, the best accuracy was achieved with 55 states. In the

English-Turkish dictionary, 17 information types were tagged best with 35 states.

The Hindi-English dictionary with 24 information types performed best with 40

states. In the below experiments, HMMs for each dictionary trained on the number

of states giving the best accuracy for that particular dictionary.

During evaluation, we performed two different sub-evaluations. The first eval-
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uation was token-based, in which each token appears as a single-word entry, even

when part of a phrase. The second was phrase-based, in which we considered multi-

token entries to be grouped together as a logical phrase. If a multi-token entry is

assigned one information type in the ground-truth, we considered the tagging cor-

rect only if the same multi-token entry was assigned the same information type by

the system. As an example of phrase-based evaluation, consider the French-English

dictionary from Figure 3.1. Here, the correct translation for brasure is the phrase

brazed seam. If the system produces the translation brazed seam (as a unit), then

this is rates a correct entry. If, on the other hand, the system produces two indepen-

dent words brazed and seam, this result counts as incorrect. Phrase-based evaluation

is important for translation-aid systems and machine translation, but token-based

evaluation also signifies because certain cross-language applications (e.g., CLIR)

treat all translations of a word as a list.

Table 3.4 summarizes the precision, recall, and f-measure for all information

types in the dictionary for the rule-based method, and the stochastic method before

and after post-processing. The results specify an average value over the ground-truth

for each dictionary. The best results for each metric for each evaluation method are

highlighted in bold face.

Stochastic method resulted in better token-based performance for the French-

English and the English-Turkish dictionaries. For all the other evaluations, the per-

formance of rule-based entry tagging is better. We concluded that when the font rep-

resents a distinguishing feature, as in the French-English and the English-Turkish,

the stochastic method usually gives better results than the rule-based method. How-
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French-English Dictionary
All Information Types

Evaluation System P R F

Token-based
Rule-based 72.55 72.55 72.55
Stochastic & Post-pr. St. 77.62 77.62 77.62

Phrase-based
Rule-based 74.73 75.19 74.96
Stochastic 55.78 69.97 62.08
Post-pr. st. 67.59 72.86 70.13

English-Turkish Dictionary
All Information Types

Evaluation System P R F

Token-based
Rule-based 86.97 86.97 86.97
Stochastic & Post-pr. St. 88.14 88.14 88.14

Phrase-based
Rule-based 89.04 87.93 88.48
Stochastic 40.03 62.86 48.91
Post-pr. St. 84.55 85.10 84.83

Hindi-English Dictionary
All Information Types

Evaluation System P R F

Token-based
Rule-based 85.93 85.93 85.93
Stochastic & Post-pr. St. 72.69 72.69 72.69

Phrase-based
Rule-based 85.99 85.07 85.53
Stochastic 51.62 50.45 51.03
Post-pr. St. 56.69 64.55 60.37

Table 3.4: Experiment Results for All Information Types on Three Dictionaries

ever, the rule-based method outperforms stochastic method when the font is not a

distinguishing feature, such as in the Hindi-English dictionary.

Rule-based method was particularly successful in identifying phrases and the

stochastic method alone did not succeed well in identifying phrases regardless of the

dictionary structure. Post-processing improved the f-measure of the phrase-based

results between 13-73%, but rule-based method gave higher precision, recall, and

f-measure for all three dictionaries in phrase-based evaluation.
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The phrase-based f-measure for French-English dictionary was 75% while for

the other dictionaries it was 88% and 86%. We believe the main reason the perfor-

mance for the French-English dictionary is lower than the other dictionaries is its

more complex structure.

French-English Dictionary
Hw/Derived Word Trans.

Evaluation System P R F

Token-based
Rule-based 67.93 77.27 72.30
Stochastic 70.71 62.47 66.34
Post-pr. St. 76.65 67.72 71.91

Phrase-based
Rule-based 64.97 74.51 69.41
Stochastic 48.15 54.72 51.23
Post-pr. st. 74.46 67.32 70.71

English-Turkish Dictionary
Hw/Derived Word Trans.

Evaluation System P R F

Token-based
Rule-based 84.77 87.93 86.33
Stochastic 80.09 85.91 82.90
Post-pr. St. 84.22 90.33 87.17

Phrase-based
Rule-based 84.01 89.22 86.53
Stochastic 17.24 39.14 23.94
Post-pr. St. 82.25 87.59 84.84

Hindi-English Dictionary
Hw/Derived Word Trans.

Evaluation System P R F

Token-based
Rule-based 78.64 78.25 78.44
Stochastic 45.87 53.15 49.24
Post-pr. St. 46.93 54.37 50.38

Phrase-based
Rule-based 74.16 78.03 76.04
Stochastic 23.79 17.85 20.39
Post-pr. St. 37.91 50.86 43.44

Table 3.5: Experiment Results for Headword-Derived Word Translations for Three
Dictionaries

Table 3.5 presents the precision, recall, and f-measure results only for headword
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and derived word translations . In this case, the f-measure of the post-processed

stochastic entry tagging is 1.3% higher than the f-measure of the rule-based entry

tagging in phrase evaluation. In all other phrase evaluations, the rule-based method

resulted in better performance. For the Hindi-English dictionary, the performance of

stochastic method is very low. For the other two dictionaries, token-based evaluation

results of two methods are close. This fact again suggests that when font is not

important for identifying information types, rule-based method performs better.

The post-processing stochastic method improved the f-measure of the phrase-

based results between 38-254% when considering headword and derived word trans-

lations. A similar pattern was observed for all information types, thus we conclude

that for dictionaries containing many phrases, post-processing is necessary when

using the stochastic method.

For token-based evaluation, no system performed best consistently. Rule-

based entry tagging, however, succeeds better in phrase-based evaluation; stochas-

tic method outperforms it only in headword and derived word translations for the

French-English dictionary, but the difference is 1.3%. Rule-based method has bet-

ter performance in phrase identification because of the way it operates: first divides

entries into meaningful segments, then assigns tags to these segments.

Another point: both systems achieved higher recall than precision in most

cases.
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Cebuano POS English Total

Correct 95.36 95.00 88.12 93.42
Missing 2.06 5.00 4.95 3.54
Extra 0.00 0.00 3.96 1.01
OCR error 2.58 0.00 2.97 2.03

Table 3.6: Cebuano Experiment Results

3.2.2 Detailed Analysis

We also processed a Cebuano-English4 (Carlsen, 1999) dictionary with a much sim-

pler format using the rule-based approach. We evaluated this dictionary using a

different approach and investigated the handling of the POS5, Cebuano, and En-

glish terms in detail. One hundred randomly selected (ground-truth) entries from

the original dictionary were the basis of the comparison against the generated lexi-

con (we acquired the dictionary in Microsoft Excel format as well). The evaluation

involved a verification of only these information types. Each token in the result was

categorized as one of four types:

1. correct—tagged correctly, with no OCR error

2. missing—not in the generated lexicon

3. extra—not in the original dictionary

4. OCR error—tagged correctly, but the term is incorrect because of OCR noise

4Cebuano is a language spoken by about 15 million people in the Philippines, written in Latin

script.
5This is not traditional POS tagging. The goal is extracting the POS information already

present in the dictionary. The data that contains the headwords with POS tags can be used as a

seed to build a POS tagger for the non-English language.
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Table 3.6 presents the results; the accuracy for Cebuano and POS terms were

greater than 95%, and for English terms it reached more than 88%. The overall

accuracy exceeded 93%. In addition, among the correct Cebuano terms, 12.89%

of the terms had incorrect accents because of OCR noise. The structure of this

dictionary appears similar to the Chinese-English dictionary Mao and Kanungo

(2001) (described in Section 2.2.3.2) used in their evaluations. The reported 92.21%

accuracy in that study is a little less than our overall accuracy of 93.42%. They

evaluated their method using only one dictionary, and it is unclear how their method

can be generalized for other dictionaries and if is can handle complex dictionaries.

Our method, on the other hand, has been applied to several dictionaries easily and

produced accurate resources rapidly.

3.3 Generation

The entry tagging assigns the information types each token represents in the dic-

tionary entry. The information in this format, however, does not have many uses,

the information in the dictionaries should convert to a more usable format. Unfor-

tunately standards do not exist for this area, so we need a flexible representation.

We defined a generic representation for entry tagging results to map into different

formats. The generation module must take this representation and create usable in-

formation for different types of applications, both for NLP systems and translation

aid systems. The generation module produces various result sets. Six formats each

have different advantages.
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1. Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)6: An XML-based format that is well-documented,

well-regarded, and widespread.

2. Rosetta: Another XML-based format widely used by some government agen-

cies7

3. Lexicon-Translation Pairs: Text-based list of headwords and their translation

and compound/derived word with their translations. This sort of output may

have uses in NLP applications, such as MT or CLIR systems.

4. Example of Usage-Translation Pairs: Text-based list of examples of usage and

their translations. This format can also be used in some NLP applications. In

fact, we used this output for the morpheme acquisition described in Chapter 5.

5. HTML: Html-based representation of each tag and value.

6. Color-coded HTML with Entry Images: HTML-based representation of entries

with color-coded tags and original dictionary entry images, which is especially

useful for visualization purposes.

We should note that if the human operator creates a new information type,

it will not be represented in the TEI or Rosetta results. Appendix B shows entry

samples represented with these different formats.

6More information about TEI can be found at http://www.tei-c.org
7One drawback of Rosetta is that, this format does not represent all the information types we

used in entry tagging (listed in Appendix A).
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3.4 The BRIDGE System

This section briefly describes the prototype Bilingual Resource Inference and Dictio-

nary Generation Environment (BRIDGE) system implemented for online dictionary

acquisition. The entry tagging and generation described above are two important

parts of BRIDGE, a tool that automates the process of acquiring lexical knowledge

of low-density languages. This tool works at the rapid production of a high qual-

ity OCRed dictionary that can serve both as an enhanced stand-alone translation

aid and as a lexical resource for NLP systems. This tool covers the acquisition of

written language by incorporating information obtained from a paper dictionary.

BRIDGE enables the transfer of content from print dictionaries to electronic format

in a matter of one or two days, resulting in a usable resource in a fraction of the

time and cost required to accomplish it manually.

Figure 3.12: The BRIDGE System Architecture
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BRIDGE aims at handling different dictionary layouts, structures, and lan-

guages, as shown in the architecture schemata in Figure 3.12 shows the system

architecture. This thesis focuses on the entry tagging and resource generation parts

of the BRIDGE system as implemented by the author. Given an OCRed version

of a printed dictionary, it does not follow we have an electronic dictionary because

the lexicographic information in the entries is not explicit. We require an explicit

encoding of the information in the entries to enable search, which is achieved by the

entry tagging module.

The BRIDGE system operator can acquire (via scanning and OCR), segment,

tag, and generate a formatted electronic version of a hardcopy bilingual dictionary

given minimal knowledge about the secondary language. BRIDGE uses a staged

approach to dictionary parsing and tagging. The process of dictionary acquisition

consists of: scanning and OCR, segmentation, tagging, and generation, with access

as a follow-on process by BRIDGE-View. The system requires is the existence of

OCR that supports the dictionary’s languages. The performance of OCR systems,

however, is far from perfect, and recognition errors significantly degrade the perfor-

mance of NLP applications. Moreover, low-density languages usually do not have

an OCR specifically designed for them. Addressing this issue, Kolak and Resnik

(2005) proposed a lexicon-free statistical post-processing method for optical char-

acter recognition (OCR) error correction. The method requires minimal resources,

and can achieve reasonable recognition accuracy for low density languages altogether

lacking an OCR system, to significantly improve on the performance of a trainable

commercial OCR system. In another work, Ma and Doermann (2004a) proposed an
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adaptive OCR trained with character samples extracted from different documents.

Using this approach, an OCR for Hindi was developed and trained in less than a

month, and it achieved an average recognition accuracy of 88% for noisy images,

and 95% for ideal images.

The interface has a goal of providing a seamless integration of the stages, along

with the ability to correct errors in the processing at will. The user-friendly system

enables the user to interact with the system by providing features and training sam-

ples needed at each stage. For segmentation, BRIDGE software allows the operator

to identify entries on the image for training, trains the system, and facilitates man-

ual correction and bootstrapping. For the entry tagging, it provides user-friendly

environments to define the configuration of the dictionaries, select valid information

types, enter keywords, and define separators. Moreover, the BRIDGE tool aids the

user in preparing training data and ground-truth. When the system runs, the results

appear as color-coded boxes overlain on the original image. The user can also select

different output formats to generate and view the result. Appendix C gives several

screenshots of BRIDGE for configuration of tagging module and results.

Our group at the University of Maryland performed user and usability tests

on BRIDGE (Abels et al., 2005). The user study evaluated whether dictionaries, in

the electronic format of BRIDGE, aid foreign language professionals in performing

translation tasks. The results of the dictionary use study suggested that foreign

language professionals prefer electronic resources for translation activities. The us-

ability study investigated how the ease of transforming a paper dictionary, or other

structured resource into an electronic form using BRIDGE. This testing suggested
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that users of varying backgrounds can successfully use BRIDGE to create resources.

Document Image Analysis The first step in BRIDGE involves physically acquir-

ing the page images of dictionaries by scanning them. Then the document image

analysis module processes the images. First, the images segment into individual

entries given characteristics such as font properties (bold, italics, size, color, etc)

and layout features (indentation, bullets, etc.) are used to indicate new entries in

dictionaries. The segmentation is achieved as an iterative procedure that includes

three steps: Feature extraction and analysis, training and segmentation, and cor-

rection. During the training phase, a Bayesian framework assigns and updates the

probabilities of extracted features, such as special symbols, font style, word and

symbol patterns, and line structures. The document image analysis module also

extracts the functional properties of various elements of entries. The system can

classify scripts, font-styles, and font-faces in images. More information about the

document image analysis module can be found in Ma and Doermann (2003a,b); Ma

et al. (2003); Ma and Doermann (2004b, 2005).

BRIDGE-VIEW BRIDGE-View, the search and retrieval interface, presents one

of BRIDGE’s the direct applications, a utility that lets the user search for an actual

dictionary entry. In other words, this module emulates the process of searching for

a particular word in a paper dictionary. This tool converts the results into a format

usable by a human user. The TEI output format described in Section 3.3 is used

during the indexing of the information in the dictionary. BRIDGE-View allows the

user to perform exact or fuzzy search on all or selected information types. The

user can view the results, along with the actual dictionary entry image. If the user
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prefers to view the entire dictionary page so that the context is clearer, this option

is also available.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we described how to convert dictionary entries of printed dictionaries

into annotated electronic resources, including two methods for tagging dictionary

entries and generation of different outputs. Both entry tagging methods utilize

the repeating structure of the dictionaries and dictionary entries, and the clues

publishers use to identify and label the different information types represented in

entries. The rule-based method requires a human operator to define each information

type precisely and explicitly by a human operator. The HMM-based stochastic

method, however, depends on human input in the form of manually prepared ground-

truth. Both methods can produce the tagged results quickly, usually in less than in

a day.

The entry tagging and generation operate as two modules in BRIDGE, an

end-to-end tool implemented by our group at the University Maryland. BRIDGE

has been tested by the government organizations and used to convert dictionaries

in house, Center for Advanced Study of Language (CASL), MITRE, and National

Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA).

In an attempt to process another type of structured documents using BRIDGE,

we also worked on gazetteers (Figure 3.13). The system adapted to handle the

gazetteer structure easily and rapidly. The only major modification came from the
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Figure 3.13: Sample Gazetteer Processed by BRIDGE System

addition of new information to the input by document image analysis, which gives

the column number of a token, and the introduction of a new operator, in addition

to the five operands defined in Section 3.1.1. This new operand, InColumn, tells

the system in which column of the table a particular information type appears.

This operand, used together with the other operands, configures the structure of

the table documents. We did not evaluate the results, but the tagging results look

very accurate.

Although the performance of rule-based and stochastic methods compare fa-

vorably in some cases, we will be using results of rule-based method as this thesis

continues, for the following there reasons:

1. During the training of the HMM in stochastic entry tagging, the user must

specify the number of states in the HMM. Unfortunately, we were unable to

find a magic number for the best performance with each dictionary. Hence,

when using stochastic method, the user must try a different number of states,

and decide which one operates best for that particular dictionary.

2. The training data provided by the user should include all the information
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types found in the dictionary, otherwise these information types will not map

to a state in HMM output, and will be missing from the output. If some

information types appear rarely in the dictionary, the user may not include

these information types in the training data.

3. Rule-based method is usually more dependable in identifying phrases, which

are more important in translation aid systems.

Given these three concerns, the rule-based method will be the default entry

tagging method. We achieved quite reasonable tagging results, however, we would

like to improve on these initial results. The next chapter describes an adaptive

method employed for better tagging performance.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Transformation-based Learning for

Improving Dictionary Tagging

The rule-based entry tagger presented in Chapter 3 utilizes the repeating structure

of the dictionaries to identify and tag the linguistic role of tokens or sets of tokens.

Rule-based tagging uses three different types of clues—font style, keywords, and

separators—to identify the information in the entries in a systematic way. The

method accommodates noise introduced by the document analyzer by allowing for

a relaxed matching of OCRed output to tags. A human operator must specify the

lexicographic information used in each particular dictionary, along with the rules

for each tag. This process can be performed in a few hours. The rule-based method

alone achieved token accuracy between 73%-87% and phrase accuracy between 75%-

89% in experiments conducted using three different dictionaries.

The rule-based method has demonstrated promising results, but has two short-

comings. First, the method does not consider the relations between different tags in

the entries, i.e., the sequential ordering of the tags. While this may not a problem

for some dictionaries, for others the ordering of the relations between tags may be
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1 Headword
2 POS
3 Sense number
4 Synonym
5 Translation
6 Example of usage
7 Example of usage translation
8 Subcategorization

Figure 4.1: Sample Tagged Dictionary Entries. Eight Tags are Identified and Tagged
in the Given Entries.

the only information that will tag a token correctly, consider the dictionary entries

in Figure 4.1. In this dictionary, the word “a” represents a POS when in italic font

and part of a translation in normal font. However, if the font is incorrect (and font

errors are more likely given short tokens), the only way to mark the tag correctly

involves checking the neighboring tokens and tags to determine its relative position

within the entry. When the token has an incorrect font or OCR errors exist, and

the other clues are ambiguous or inconclusive, the rule-based method may yield

incorrect results.

Second, the rule-based method can produce incorrect splitting and/or merging

of phrases. Two tokens may merge erroneously into a phrase because either of a

font error in one of the tokens or the lack of a separator, such as a punctuation

mark. Likewise, phrase may split erroneously either as a result of a font error or an

ambiguous separator. For instance, a comma may appear after an example of usage

to separate it from its translation or within it as a normal punctuation mark. As a

result, the example of usage in Figure 4.1 Diin gud ka! Ĺıt kaáyu ka, may be split

incorrectly into two separate example of usages as Diin gud ka! and Ĺıt kaáyu ka,.
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The initial results obtained from the entry tagger can be improved by address-

ing two shortcomings. One great challenge to improving the results of the human

aided dictionary tagging application involves using minimal human generated train-

ing data. This requirement limits the effectiveness of data-driven methods for initial

training. The learning method should work with very limited training data, mini-

mizing human labor.

This chapter presents an adaptive technique that enables users to produce

a high quality of dictionary, parsed into its lexicographic components using an ex-

tremely small amount of user provided training data. Transformation-based learning

(TBL) can adapt as a postprocessor at two points in the entry tagging system to

improve performance, especially targeting the shortcomings described above.

TBL (Brill, 1995), a rule-based machine learning method, uses rules to improve

the initial results by extracting and comparing the initial results with training data,

and then categorizing the errors according to predefined features.

TBL has some attractive qualities that make it suitable for language related

tasks, such this problem:

1. It is error-driven, thus directly minimizes the error rate (Florian and Ngai,

2001).

2. It can apply to other annotation systems’ output to improve performance.

3. It uses token’s features and those in the neighborhood surrounding it, therefore

it addresses two shortcomings of rule-based entry tagger.

4. The resulting rules are easy to review and understand.
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5. As an iterative algorithm, it can correct its own errors in subsequent iterations.

During the learning process, the transformations are instantiated using a given

set of templates. These templates limit the search space for possible transformation

rules. Another advantage of TBL is that the templates and instantiated transfor-

mations are easy to understand. This property allows the user to figure out the

common errors in the initial annotation. Moreover, a non-computational linguist

user can add new templates easily if the need arises. One particular case when

additional templates are needed might be adapting the system to work with other

kinds of structured documents. The templates defined in this work are prepared

targeting the dictionary features, and another kind of structured document might

need some new templates. Since the templates are easy to understand, we believe

that an expert TBL user is not required for such a task.

There are several machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector Ma-

chines or Neural Networks. However, these algorithms require large amounts of

training data. We need a technique that will improve the performance of an exist-

ing system, use the sequential ordering of data and can work with limited training

data. TBL has these features. Moreover it is a self-correcting method. These

advantages of TBL makes it a good candidate for our purposes.

The rest of this chapter has the following organization. Section 4.1 presents

a brief overview of the TBL algorithm. Section 4.2 recounts the application of the

TBL to improve the performance of the rule-based entry tagger, and Section 4.3

explains the experiments and results.
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4.1 Transformation-based Learning

Transformation-based Learning (TBL), first proposed by Brill (1995), is a rule-based

machine learning algorithm. It has been applied since to various NLP tasks, such

as:

• Prepositional phrase attachment (Brill and Resnik, 1994),

• Part of speech tagging (Brill, 1995),

• Parsing (Brill, 1996),

• Spelling correction (Mangu and Brill, 1997),

• Segmentation and message understanding (Day et al., 1997),

• Dialog act tagging (Samuel et al., 1998),

• Ellipsis resolution (Hardt, 1998),

• Phrase chunking (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999; Florian et al., 2000),

• Word sense disambiguation (Lager and Zinovjeva, 2001),

• Constraint grammar tagging (Lager, 2001), and

• Word alignment (Ayan et al., 2005).

TBL has been shown to be fairly resistant to overtraining (Ramshaw and

Marcus, 1994). Furthermore, the resulting model is easy to review and understand.
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Figure 4.2: TBL Algorithm

Figure 4.2 shows the general architecture of the TBL algorithm, which begins

with an initial state and a set of template rules. It requires a correctly annotated

training corpus, or ground-truth, for the learning (or training) process. The itera-

tive learning process acquires an ordered list of rules or transformations that correct

the errors in this initial state. At each iteration, templates are instantiated, and

the transformation which achieves the largest benefit during application is selected.

During the learning process, the templates of allowable transformations limit the

search space for possible transformation rules. These transformation templates de-

scribe valid transformations and must include features that will reliably indicate

whether a transformation is applicable. The proposed transformations form by in-

stantiation of the transformation templates in the context of erroneous tags. The

learning algorithm stops when no improvement can be made to the current state of

the training data or when a pre-specified threshold is reached. The output lists the

ordered transformations or rules.
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During the application of the learned transformations to new data, the trans-

formations happen deterministically, in the order they are learned to where they can

be applied. A transformation may change the result of a previously applied trans-

formation. The output, the final state of the data, applies after all transformations.

Algorithm 4.1 gives the pseudo-code for the TBL learning algorithm.

Algorithm 4.1: Pseudo-code for TBL

repeat
Generate all rules that correct at least one error
for each rule do

Apply to a copy of the most recent state of the training set
Score the result using the objective function

Select the rule with the best score
Update the training set by applying the selected rule

until score is smaller than some pre-set threshold

A transformation modifies a tag when its context (neighboring tags or tokens)

matches the context described by the transformation. Two parts comprise a trans-

formation: a rewrite rule—what to replace— and a triggering environment—when

to replace. A typical rewrite rule is:

Change the annotation from aa to ab

A typical triggering environment is:

The preceding word is wa

In fact, a transformation can be thought as an if-then statement.

If triggering environment then rewrite rule

To apply TBL to a new problem, one should specify:

1. An initial state annotation (i.e., a baseline prediction)

2. A set of allowable templates (i.e., the rewrite rules and the triggering environ-
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ments)

3. An objective function for comparing the corpus against ground-truth and

choosing the best transformation during the learning process.

The objective function is usually evaluation function, hence, the algorithm can

work toward optimizing its evaluation function, as an error-driven approach (Florian

and Ngai, 2001). Furthermore, TBL can be termed as greedy error minimization.

TBL differs from conventional symbolic machine learning techniques because

(Bringmann et al., 2002):

1. The learning phase of TBL involves an iterative procedure, and TBL performs

multiple passes of predictions, and not “oneshot” learning;

2. TBL uses intermediate prediction results;

3. TBL begins with plausible initial baseline predictions and refines on this base-

line.

Although TBL presents many advantages and achieves state-of-the-art perfor-

mance on several tasks, it has one drawback in that it requires a lengthy training

time. Several acceleration methods have been proposed. For instance, Ramshaw and

Marcus (1994) described a method that makes the update process more efficient,

but it requires an enormous amount of memory. The ICA system (Hepple, 2000),

another method, introduced independence assumptions on the training samples to

reduce training time. Although this method reduces the training time dramatically,

the performance also decreases because since the independence assumptions do not
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hold all the time. Samuel (1998) presented a Monte Carlo approach to TBL. In this

method, while determining the “best” transformation at each iteration, only a frac-

tion of the possible rules are randomly selected for estimation. In another study, the

µ-TBL system (Lager, 1999) proposed attempts to reduce training time with a more

efficient Prolog implementation and an introduction of “lazy” learning. Roche and

Schabes (1995) showed that the application of a TBL can be considerably quicker

if the rules compile in a finite-state transducer.

Algorithm 4.2: Pseudo-code for fnTBL

foreach rule r that corrects at least one error do
store good(r) = the number of errors corrected by r
store bad(r) = the number of errors introduced by r

Select the rule b with the best score
repeat

foreach sample s do apply b Considering only samples in the set
Us|bchangess V (s), where V (s) is the set of samples whose tag might
depend on s: Update good(r) and bad(r) for all stored rules, discarding
rules whose good(r) reaches 0
Add rules with a positive good(r) not yet stored; Select the rule b with the
best score

until the best score is smaller than the threshold t

fnTBL (Ngai and Florian, 2001) presents a fast version of TBL that preserves

the performance of the algorithm. Instead of regenerating the rules (r) each time,

the rules are stored with two values: the number of errors corrected by the rule,

good(r), and the number of errors introduced by the rule, bad(r). These values

update with each newly selected rule. Algorithm 4.2 presents the fnTBL algorithm.

In this thesis, fnTBL overcomes the lengthy training time associated with the

TBL approach. Our research contribution demonstrates that this method applies

effectively to a miniscule set of training data.
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4.2 Application of TBL to Entry Tagging

This section describes how TBL adapts to the problem of dictionary entry tagging.

TBL applies at two points in the entry tagging system: to render the font style of

the tokens correctly and to label the tags of the tokens correctly1. Although the

ultimate goal aims at improving tagging results, and font style plays a crucial role

in identifying tags. The rule-based entry tagger relies on font style, which can be

identified incorrectly. Therefore, we also investigate whether improving font style

accuracy using TBL will further improve tagging results by applying it in three

configurations:

1. To improve font style

2. To improve tagging

3. To improve both, iteratively

Figure 4.3 shows the phases of the TBL application. We applied TBL in six

configurations:

• Result1 presents the rule-based entry tagging results with the font style as-

signed by document image analysis: this includes the initial results and pro-

vides the baseline.

• Result2 is obtained by applying TBL only to tagging.

1In reality, TBL improves the accuracy of tags and phrase boundary flags. In this thesis,

“application of TBL to tagging” denotes the application of TBL to tags and phrase boundary flags

together.
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Figure 4.3: Phases of TBL Application to Entry Tagging

• Result3 shows the application of TBL to improve the font style accuracy.

These changed font styles then apply to the rule-based entry tagging method.

• Result4 illustrates the application of TBL first to font styles, then to the

tagging.

• Result5 derives from feeding the correct font styles to the rule-based entry

tagging method and shows the upper bound for tagging given all correct font

styles.

• Result6, the application of TBL to tagging given correct font styles, and indi-

cates the upper bound for tagging, and TBL employs the correct font styles.

The last two locate the upper bound when we use the manually corrected font

styles in the ground-truth data, relaying the upper bound in tagging accuracy with

perfect font style.

In the transformation templates, the tokens themselves become features, i.e.,

the items in the triggering environment, because the token’s content helps to indicate
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the role. For instance, a comma and a period may differ in functionality when

tagging the dictionary. However, allowing transformations to refer to tokens, i.e.,

lexicalized transformations, may lose some relevant information due to sparsity. To

overcome the data sparseness problem, a type assigns to each token to classify the

token’s content. We identified eight types for our purposes:

1. uppercase

2. lowercase

3. numeric

4. punctuation

5. symbol

6. non-Latin

7. capitalized

8. other

Each type may play an important role with respect to the identification of

information types. For instance, punctuations and symbols are separators in most

dictionaries. Some information types, such as examples of usage, may begin with

uppercase letters, and a synonym or cross reference may be represented with all

capital letters. Non-Latin tokens represent non-English languages. Before applying

the TBL algorithm, each token identifies with one of these eight types.

For TBL on font style, the transformation templates contain three features:
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1. Token

2. Token’s type

3. Token’s font style

For TBL on tagging, templates contain four features:

1. Token

2. Token’s type

3. Token’s font style

4. Token’s original tag

Phase Transformation Template

Font typen−2 and fontn−1 and typen and fontn−1 and fontn−2

Font tokenn−2 and tokenn−1 and fontn
Font tokenn−1 and typen

Font fontn−1 and tokenn

Font fontn−2 and fontn−1 and tokenn and typen−1 and typen−2

Tag tagn−7..n−1 and tokenn−1 and fontn
Tag tokenn and fontn−1 and tagn−1

Tag tokenn and fontn−1

Tag typen−1 and fontn and tokenn−1

Tag typen−1 and fontn and typen−1

Tag tagn−1 and tagn−2 and fontn
Tag tagn−2 and tagn−1 and fontn and fontn−1 and fontn−2

Tag typen and fontn and tagn−1 and fontn−1

Tag tagn−2 and tagn−1 and fontn and typen and fontn−1 and typen−1

Phrase tagn−1 and tagn and fontn−1 and fontn and typen−1 and typen

Phrase tokenn−1 and tagn−1 and tagn and fontn and typen−1

Table 4.1: Sample Transformations Templates.

The parameters needed to apply TBL to a new problem appeared in Sec-

tion 4.1. For font style, the initial state annotations occur by document image
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analysis, and, for tagging, the rule-based entry tagging method assigns the initial

state of the tokens’ tags. The templates for font style accuracy improvement consist

of those from studying the data and all templates using all features within a window

of five tokens (i.e., two preceding tokens, the current token, and two following to-

kens). For tagging accuracy improvement, the transformation templates result from

studying dictionaries and errors in the entry tagging results. The TBL templates

for dictionaries were prepared by the author. The errors in the initial annotation

(i.e., font style assigned by the OCR and tags assigned by the rule-based entry tag-

ging) were studied and modeled during the template preparation. Table 4.1 gives

examples of transformation templates. For instance, the third template (tokenn−1

and typen) is for font style correction, and it checks the previous token and current

token’s type.

The objective function for evaluating transformations in both cases is the

accuracy of the classification, minimizing the number of errors.

4.3 Experiments

Cebuano Iraqi-Arabic

# of Pages 1163 507
# of Font Styles 4 3
# of Tags 18 26

Table 4.2: Information About the Dictionaries Used in TBL Experiments

This section describes the evaluation of the adaptive TBL application to the

entry tagging problem. TBL was evaluated on two bilingual dictionaries, Cebuano-
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Figure 4.4: Sample Entries from the Cebuano-English (Left) and Iraqi Arabic-

English (Right) Dictionaries.

English (Wolff, 1972) and Iraqi Arabic-English (Woodhead and Beene, 2003). Fig-

ure 4.4 shows sample entries and Table 4.2 presents information about these dictio-

naries, both of which have complex structures with many information types. For

the experiments, we used a publicly available implementation of TBL’s fast version,

fnTBL2, described in Section 4.1. The default stopping threshold in the learning

algorithm was defined in the toolkit.

Cebuano Iraqi-Arabic
Training Testing Training Testing

# of Pages 8 6 8 6
# of Entries 156 137 232 175
# of Tokens 8370 6251 6130 4708
# of Non-punctuation Tokens 6691 4940 4621 3467

Table 4.3: Information About the Training and Testing Data Used in TBL Experi-
ments

From each dictionary, we employed eight randomly selected pages from the

dictionaries to train TBL, and six additional randomly selected pages for testing.

The font style and tag of each token on these pages were corrected manually from

2http://nlp.cs.jhu.edu/rflorian/fntbl
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an initial run3, and the data were tokenized. In tokenized data, the punctuations

tags do not have much weight at the end, so we are particularly interested in tokens

from other tags, i.e., non-punctuation tokens. Table 4.3 presents the number of

entries, tokens, and non-punctuation tokens the training and test data contain for

each dictionary.

The evaluation metric represents the percentage of accuracy for non-punctuation

tokens, i.e., the number of correctly identified tags for non-punctuation tokens di-

vided by the total number of non-punctuation tokens/phrases. The running times

were fast. The learning phase of TBL took less than one minute for each run, and

application of learned transformations to the whole dictionary took less than two

minutes.

We report how TBL affects accuracy of tagging when applied to font styles,

tags, and font styles and tags together, iteratively. To find the upper bound tagging

results with correct font styles, we also conducted a rule-based entry tagger using

manually corrected font styles and applied TBL for tagging accuracy improvement to

these results. We should note that feeding the correct font to the rule-based entry

tagger does not necessarily result in totally correct data, as it may still contain

noise from document image analysis or ambiguity in the entry. Only the font style

information remains correct.

Three sets of experiments were conducted to observe:

1. The effects of TBL (Section 4.3.1),

3BRIDGE tool described in Section 3.4 provides ground-truth preparation mechanisms.
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2. The effects of different training data (Section 4.3.2), and

3. The effects of training data size (Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1 TBL on Font Styles and Tags

In the first set of experiments, TBL addressed font style and tagging on the data

from two dictionaries, Cebuano-English and Iraqi Arabic-English.

Cebuano Iraqi Arabic

Original 84.43 94.15
TBL(font) 97.07 98.13

Table 4.4: Font Style Accuracy Results for Non-punctuation Tokens for Two Dic-
tionaries

Table 4.4 presents the accuracy of font styles on six pages of test data be-

fore and after applying TBL to the font style of the non-punctuation tokens. TBL

improved the accuracy of font styles and resulted in very accurate font styles. Al-

though the initial font style accuracy of the Cebuano dictionary was 10% less than

the Iraqi Arabic dictionary, after TBL both dictionaries possessed similar font style

accuracy (97% and 98%). The remaining errors occurred usually either because of

OCR error or a lack of representation in the training data.

Table 4.5 summarizes the results of our tagging accuracy experiments for

two dictionaries. In the tables, RB indicates the rule-based entry tagging method,

TBL(tag) denotes the TBL run on tags, TBL(font) represents the TBL run on font

style, and GT(font) is the ground-truth font style. In each case, the initial font style

information consists of the one provided by document image analysis. We tabulated
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Cebuano Iraqi Arabic
Token Phrase Token Phrase

RB 83.25 64.08 90.89 82.72
RB + TBL(tag) 91.44 87.37 94.05 92.33
TBL(font) + RB 87.99 72.44 91.46 83.48
TBL(font) + RB + TBL(tag) 93.06 90.19 94.30 92.58
GT(font) + RB 90.76 74.71 91.74 83.90
GT(font) + RB + TBL(tag) 95.74 92.29 94.54 93.11

Table 4.5: Tagging Accuracy Results for Non-punctuation Tokens and Phrases for
Two Dictionaries

percentages of tagging accuracy of individual non-punctuation tokens and phrases.

In phrase accuracy, if a group of consequent tokens comprises one tag as a phrase

in the ground-truth, the tagging of the phrase is correct only if the same group of

tokens was assigned the same tag as a phrase in the result (as in Chapter 3). The

results for token and phrase accuracy are presented for three different sets:

1. The entry tagger using the font style provided by document image analysis.

2. The entry tagger using the font style after TBL is applied to the font style.

3. The entry tagger using the manually corrected font style (i.e., the ground-truth

font style).

All reported results, with the exception of the token accuracies for two cases

for the Iraqi Arabic dictionary, namely using TBL(font) vs. GT(font) and using

TBL(font) and TBL(tag) together vs. using GT(font) and TBL(tag), are statisti-

cally significant within the 95% confidence interval with two-tailed paired t-tests4.

4The t-tests are performed on the results of individual entries.
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Using TBL(font) instead of the initial font styles improved initial accuracy as

much as 4.74% for tokens and 8.36% for phrases in the Cebuano dictionary, which has

a much lower initial font style accuracy than the Iraqi Arabic dictionary. Using the

GT(font) further increased the tagging accuracy by 2.77% for tokens and 2.27% for

phrases for the Cebuano dictionary. For the Iraqi Arabic dictionary, using TBL(font)

and GT(font) resulted in an improvement of 0.57% and 0.85% for tokens and 0.74%

and 1.18% for phrases, respectively. The improvements in these two dictionaries

differ because the initial font style accuracy for the Iraqi Arabic dictionary appears

very high, but for the Cebuano dictionary, potentially useful font style information

(namely, the font style for POS tokens) is often incorrect in the initial run.

Using TBL(tag) alone improved rule-based method results by 8.19% and 3.16%

for tokens, and by 23.25% and 9.61% for phrases in Cebuano and Iraqi Arabic

dictionaries, respectively. The last two rows in Table 4.5 show the upper bound.

For the two dictionaries, the results using TBL(font) and TBL(tag) together is 2.68%

and 0.24% for token accuracy, and 2.10% and 0.53% for phrase accuracy less than

the upper bound of using the GT(font) and TBL(tag) together. Applying TBL to

font styles resulted in a higher accuracy than applying TBL to tagging. The number

of tag types (18 and 26) is much greater than that of font style types (4 and 3), so

the TBL application on tags may require more training data than the font style to

perform as well as the TBL application on font style.

In summary, applying TBL with the same templates to two different dictio-

naries given limited training data resulted in a performance increase in all cases,

and the greatest increases occurred in phrase accuracy. Applying TBL first to font
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style further increased the accuracy, especially for the dictionaries in which font style

plays an important role to distinguish different information types. For the Cebuano

dictionary, in which the initial font style accuracy did not rate high, applying TBL

to font styles first will yield better entry tagging performance.

4.3.2 Effect of Training Data

Cebuano Iraqi Arabic
Token Phrase Token Phrase

RB 81.46±1.14 62.38±1.09 92.10±0.69 85.05±1.64
RB+TBL(tag) 89.34±0.96 85.17±1.55 94.94±0.56 93.25±0.87
TBL(font)+RB 87.40±1.69 71.97±1.26 93.20±1.02 85.49±1.13
TBL(font)+RB+TBL(tag) 93.13±1.58 90.48±0.80 94.88±0.56 93.03±0.70
GT(font)+RB 89.25±1.57 73.13±1.02 93.02±0.58 85.03±2.28
GT(font)+RB+TBL(tag) 95.31±1.43 91.89±1.80 95.32±0.65 93.36±0.81

Table 4.6: Average Tagging Accuracy Results with Standard Deviation for Ten
Runs, Using Different Eight Pages for Training and Six Pages for Testing

This experiment measures the robustness of TBL application given different train-

ing data, using k-fold cross validation. For each fold, TBL trained for learning

transformation rules on eight pages randomly selected from the 14 pages for which

ground-truth exists, and the remaining six pages were reserved for testing. This

process was repeated ten times, calculating average accuracy and the standard de-

viations results, which Table 4.6 presents. The accuracy results coincide with the

results presented in Table 4.5, and the standard deviation rests between 0.56–2.28.

This consistency and small standard deviation suggest that using different training

data does not dramatically affect the performance.
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4.3.3 Effect of Training Data Size

The entry tagging problem faces one important challenge, differing from other tasks

to which TBL has been applied. Each dictionary has a different structure and

different noise patterns. TBL must train for each dictionary, which requires prepar-

ing ground-truth manually for each dictionary before TBL application. Moreover,

although each dictionary has hundreds of pages, it is not feasible to employ a sig-

nificant portion of the dictionary for training. This increases the necessary human

labor and makes the approach more similar to manual construction. We aim, how-

ever, to minimize human effort during the dictionary acquisition, so the training

data should be small enough for someone to annotate the ground-truth quickly for

each dictionary.

This experiment calculates the minimum quantity of training data necessary

for a reasonable improvement in font style and tagging accuracy. For this purpose,

the effect of the training data size is investigated by increasing the training data

size for TBL training one entry at a time. The entries were added in the order of

the number of errors they contain, starting with the entry with maximum errors.

Then, the TBL, trained with these entries, tested on two pages. The reason for

using only two test data pages is that, if such a method determines the minimal

training data required to obtain reasonable performance, then the test data should

also be extremely limited to reduce the amount of human provided data and effort.

Figure 4.5 shows the number of font style and tagging errors for non-punctuation

tokens on two test pages as a function of the number of entries in the training data.
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Figure 4.5: The Number of Errors in Two Test Pages as a Function of the Number

of Entries in the Training Data for Cebuano-English (top) and Iraqi Arabic-English

(bottom) Dictionaries

The first graph look at for the Cebuano-English dictionary, and the second graph

represents the Iraqi Arabic-English dictionary. The tagging results appear when

using font style from document image analysis and font style after TBL. In these
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graphs, the number of errors declined dramatically with the addition of the first

entries. For the Cebuano dictionary, after 108 entries all stabilized. For the Iraqi-

Arabic dictionary, the stabilization differed for each case, but, after 99 entries were

added to the training data, all stabilized.

For tagging, the number of errors do not decline as steeply as that for font style.

We believe this difference occurs because of the number of tags (18 and 26) and font

styles (4 and 3). By adding entries to the training data singly, and by finding the

point when the number of errors on selected entries stabilizes, we can determine the

minimum training data size to obtain a reasonable performance increase with TBL.

No Triggering Environment Change To

10 typen−2 = lowercase and typen−1 = punctuation and
typen = capitalized and normal
fontn+1 = normal and fontn+2 = normal

15 fontn−1 = italic and typen = lowercase and italic
typen+1 = lowercase and fontn+2 = italic

18 tokenn = the first token in the entry bold

1 tokenn = a and tagn−1 = translation and translation
tagn+1 = translation

4 tagn−7..n−1 = example and tokenn−1 = , and example
fontn = bold translation

2 typen = lowercase and fontn = normal and translation
tagn−1 = translation and fontn−1 = normal

9 tokenn−1 = , and fontn = italic and example
typen = capitalized translation

8 tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = separator and continuation
tagn = example translation and typen = capitalized of a phrase

11 tagn−2 = example and tagn−1 = separator and continuation
tagn = example and typen = capitalized of a phrase

Table 4.7: Sample Transformations Instantiated for Cebuano Dictionary. The num-
bers are the Orders of the Transformations in the Final Transformation List. Con-
tinuation of a Phrase Indicates This Token Merges with the Previous One to Form
a Phrase.
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4.3.4 Example Results

This section shows some example results from the Cebuano-English dictionary, and

Table 4.7 lists transformation rules discovered for the Cebuano dictionary for font

style and tagging. In this table, the No indicates the order of the transformation

in the final list, and the triggering environment denotes the condition the transfor-

mation will be applied and the Change To column shows the new font or tag when

this condition holds. These transformations were instantiated using the pre-defined

templates, as in Table 4.1. The templates were prepared once, and same templates

apply to all dictionaries. Appendix D and E present the first 20 transformations

discovered by TBL for Cebuano and Iraqi-Arabic dictionaries respectively.

Figure 4.6 presents one Cebuano entry before and after TBL. First the actual

dictionary entry is shown. Then the rule-based entry tagging output is given. The

font styles assigned by the OCR is also shown (i.e., if a token is bold in the OCR

result, it is written in bold style in the figure), and the tags with * indicate incorrect

tags. Then TBL is applied to the font style, and one transformation corrects the

incorrect bold style and makes it italic. When this corrected font style is used

in rule-based entry tagging, the incorrect tag Alternative Spelling is corrected as

Example of Usage. Then TBL is applied to the result of rule-based entry tagger.

One transformation corrects the other incorrect tag, and the final entry is tagged

correctly.

TBL introduced new errors in some cases. One error we observed occurs when

an example of usage translation is assigned a tag before any example of usage tag in
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an entry. However, TBL introduces fewer errors than the corrected errors, therefore

TBL increased the accuracy of the initial results.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce a new adaptable approach to improve the initial perfor-

mance of entry tagging system and present an adaptation of transformation-based

learning to the problem of entry tagging. TBL applies at two points during entry

tagging, on font style and tagging.

The application of TBL to entry tagging has been evaluated on two different

data sets, and the results indicate that application of TBL yielded significant im-

provements over the initial font style and tagging results, even with limited user

provided training data. For two different dictionaries, the application of TBL re-

sulted in an increase from 84% and 94% to 97% and 98% in font style accuracy,

from 83% and 91% to 93% and 94% in tagging accuracy of tokens, and from 64%

and 83% to 90% and 93% in tagging accuracy of phrases. If the initial font style

does not appear accurate, improving the font style with TBL further assisted the

tagging accuracy by as much as 2.62% for tokens and 2.82% for phrases, compared

to using TBL only for tagging. This result cannot be attributed to a low rule-based

baseline as a similar, even a slightly lower base line originates from an HMM-trained

system as described in Chapter 3. Results generated using a method to compensate

for sparse training data. The similarity of performance between the different dic-

tionaries using the same templates shows the method as adaptive and generic. In
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another important feature, the approach learns by using extremely limited training

data.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of TBL Application in One Sample Cebuano Entry. * Indi-

cates the Incorrect Tags.
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Chapter 5

Morphology Induction from Limited Noisy Data

Using Approximate String Matching

Many languages have various printed resources, not have electronic resources. and

for such languages, dictionaries and the Bible may offer their first electronic re-

sources. If these resources are transformed into useful form, they can be very valu-

able. Resnik et al. (1999), for instance, suggested several uses for the Bible as a

multilingual parallel corpus. Bilingual dictionaries are essential for the translation

process, but to make effective use of a dictionary for translation, users must be

able to access it using the root form of morphologically deformed variants. This

holds especially importance for morphologically rich languages, such as Turkish and

Finnish. Morphological segmentation — i.e., segmenting a word into its morphemes

— assists in tasks other than dictionary usage. For instance, data sparseness for

morphologically rich languages can be significantly decreased when decomposing

words. Finding the root form of a morphologically deformed variant requires such

segmentation of a word, which in turn requires either stemming, i.e., to reduce a

word to its stem or root form, or morphological analysis of the word, i.e., to parse
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a word into its component morphemes.

A number of rule-based morphological segmentation systems exist for a range

of languages. Traditionally, developing these morphological analyzers or stemming

tools requires expert knowledge of linguists. Such methods have good accuracy but

are time consuming to develop. More recently, some unsupervised methods have

been proposed for learning morphology of a language and morphology segmenta-

tion, however, these methods depend on large amounts of corpora. To develop

morphological analyzers for languages with limited resources (in terms of experi-

enced linguists or electronic data), we must move beyond data intensive methods

developed for rich resource languages that rely on expert knowledge for rule-based

methods or large amounts of data for statistical methods. Data driven methods are

not suitable given scarce data, and new approaches that can deal with limited, and

perhaps noisy, data are necessary for the languages with limited resources.

Motivated by the need for new approaches to learning morphology in languages

with scarce electronic resources, this chapter presents a new natural language mor-

phology induction framework, Morphology Induction from Noisy Data (MIND), for

discovering morphemes from limited, noisy data found in dictionaries. Dictionary

data is limited compared to the large amounts of corpus, and dictionaries are, by

nature, terse. Each headword appears once, and morphological variants are of-

ten not given, but the examples of usage may include a morphological variant of

the headword. The MIND framework is developed employing this characteristic

of the dictionaries. In practice, the method described in this chapter can use any

electronic dictionary, if the dictionary contains the data the method requires, specif-
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ically headwords and corresponding examples of usage. In this thesis, the dictionary

data obtained by the entry tagging system described in Chapter 3, and extended in

Chapter 4 are used for morphology discovery. The approach introduces the novel

application of the longest common substring and string edit distance metrics to

the information found in dictionary entries, namely headwords and examples of us-

age. These string searching algorithms morphologically segment words and identify

prefixes, suffixes, circumfixes, and infixes in limited and probably noisy data. Eval-

uation results show that these algorithms can, in fact, segment words into roots

and affixes from the limited dictionary data, and extract the affixes, which, in turn,

allow developers to build dictionaries for multilingual tasks rapidly. This also helps

users with a limited knowledge of the language in question. In addition, the mor-

phological analysis can feed other NLP tools requiring lexicons. MIND’s greatest

strength lies in the fact it does not need large amounts of data or expert knowledge

of the language.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents back-

ground on morphology and describes some of the terminology used throughout this

chapter. Section 5.2 discusses the importance of morphology in NLP, and Section 5.3

briefly describes previous work on morphology discovery. Sections 5.4 through 5.7

detail the MIND framework and present various experiments that demonstrate the

effectiveness of MIND.
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5.1 Morphology

Morphology, a field within linguistics, studies the internal structure of words and

patterns of word formation. The meaningful parts into which words can be divided

are termed the morphemes . These building blocks of words represent as the small-

est units of a natural language that carry linguistic information about meaning or

function. A word, typically composed of one or more morphemes, can contain a

free morpheme, which can occur as a word by itself, or bound morphemes, which

appears only in combination with other morphemes. Therefore, a word consists of

either a single free morpheme or a combination of a single morpheme with other

free or bound morphemes.

The stem1, the main morpheme of the word, belongs to a lexical category, such

as noun, verb, adjective, etc. Affixes, on the other hand, are bound morphemes that

may not belong to a lexical category. Stems contribute the main meaning of the

word, and affixes add various meanings, such as part of speech changes (attaching

-ly to an English stem changes the part of speech from adjective to adverb), or

semantic alterations (attaching un- in English negates the meaning).

Affixes divide into several types, depending on their position with reference to

the stem, i.e., the free morpheme. This thesis is interested in four types of affixes:

• Prefixes attached to the front of the stem

1Stems are often roots, i.e., is the primary lexical unit of a word and cannot be reduced into

smaller morphemes. A stem, however, can also be morphologically complex, such as a compound

word or a word with derivational morphemes. In this thesis, stem and root are used interchangeably.
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happy — unhappy

• Suffixes attached to the end of the stem

play — playing

• Infixes inserted into the stem

dako [big ] — dagko [plural of dako] (Cebuano)

• Circumfixes attached to the front and end of the stem

baddang [verb, help] — kabaddangan [noun, helpfulness ] (Cebuano)

Affixes are also differentiated as inflectional and derivational. Inflectional af-

fixes as highly productive2 and regular. They modify a word’s tense, number, aspect,

gender, etc. (e.g., dog [singular] — dogs [plural], ringo-ga [nominative] — ringo-o

[accusative] (Japanese)). Derivational affixes are less productive, may produce id-

iosyncratic changes in meaning, and often change the part of speech. Derivational

affixes produce new word (e.g., happy [adjective] + -ness → happiness [noun]).

Allomorphs are variants of a morpheme and refer to the cases when a mor-

pheme can vary in sound without changing its meaning in different contexts. One

example appears in the plural marker in English which is sometimes pronounced as

/-z/, /-s/ or /-IZ/.

Languages often separate into four classes, given the richness of their morphol-

ogy (Spencer, 1991):

1. Isolating languages, such as Mandarin Chinese, usually do not contain bound

morphemes.

2A morpheme is productive if it is found in many combinations.
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2. In inflectional languages, such as Spanish or Latin, a single bound morpheme

conveys multiple linguistic information.

3. Agglutinative languages, such as Turkish, Finnish, or Swahili, can have mul-

tiple bound morphemes attached to a word, and each bound morpheme adds

different linguistic information.

4. Polysynthetic languages, such as Inuktikut, use morphology to combine syn-

tactically related components of a sentence together.

Another term used in this thesis, morphophonemics (also called morphophonol-

ogy), refers to the study of phonemic differences between allomorphs of the same

morpheme and phonetic modifications of morphemes when combined. In English,

different plural markers such as -s (cat — cats), -es (fox — foxes), and -ves (leaf —

leaves) present examples of morphophonological alternatives of a morpheme. Inflect-

ing and agglutinative languages may have complex morphophonemics. For instance,

Turkish has several morphophonemic rules including (Oflazer, 2003):

1. Vowel harmony: Vowels in suffixes, with very minor exceptions, agree with

previous vowels in certain aspects

(a, ı, o, u (i.e., back vowels) are followed by a, and e, i, ö, ü (i.e., front vowels)

are followed by e)

araba [car ] + PLURAL (-lar/-ler) → arabalar [cars ]

ev [house] + PLURAL (-lar/-ler) → evler [houses ]

2. Consonant agreement: Suffix beginning consonants, with very minor excep-
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tions, agree with previous consonant in certain aspects, such as voiced

(ç, f, h, k, p, s, ş, t are followed by t , and the rest of the consonants are

followed by d)

çicek [flower ] + FROM (-den/-ten) → çicekten [from the flower ]

ev [house] + FROM (-den/-ten) → evden [from the house]

3. Vowel ellipsis: Suffix initial vowels or stem final vowels can sometimes be

dropped

ata [assign] + PROGRESSIVE (-ıyor) → atıyor [is assigning ]

4. Consonant ellipsis: Certain suffix initial consonants can be dropped if preceded

by a consonant

kalem [pen] + GENITIVE (-si) → kalemi [his pen]

The next section discusses computational morphology and how NLP uses mor-

phology.

5.2 Morphology and NLP

Natural language applications employ morphological knowledge for linguistic re-

source (corpora, lexical databases) enrichment, inferring semantic properties of

words, and terminology acquisition. It also plays a role in parsing, part-of-speech

tagging, and lemmatization. Moreover, morphological segmentation benefits NLP

tasks such as:

• machine translation (Goldwater and McClosky, 2005),
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• speech recognition (Siivola et al., 2003; Hacioglu et al., 2003; Kurimo et al.,

2006b),

• information retrieval (Monz and de Rijke, 2002),

• question answering, (Monz, 2003),

• information extraction (Tür et al., 2003), and

• text generation (Levison and Lessard, 1995)

Morphology can assist with issues such as the recognition of unknown words,

the acquisition of term variation, or the detection of paraphrases (Daille et al.,

2002). For some applications, such as text retrieval, even approximate morphological

analysis, being the process of using noisy statistical methods to parse a word into

its component morphemes, would deal better with large vocabularies by reducing

vocabulary size.

Most research in morphology has focused on English and European languages.

With the recent interest and studies in multilingual NLP, the need for morpho-

logical descriptions of various languages increases. Especially for morphologically

rich languages, where data sparseness presents an important challenge, morpholog-

ical segmentation can reduce the size of language lexicons, and thus cope with the

problem. In Turkish, for instance, millions of word forms can be obtained from

one Turkish word (Hankamer, 1989), and in Finnish, a single verb may appear in

thousands of different forms (Karlsson, 1987). For such languages, while the lexicon

may contain large amounts of words, many valid word forms will not appear due to
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the high number of possible word forms. Morphological segmentation (or morpho-

logical analysis is possible) and utilization of morphemes instead of words as the

basic representation units in statistical models seems a plausible approach to the

data sparseness problem (Creutz and Lagus, 2002). This representation reduces the

size of language lexicons.

A number of rule-based morphological analyzers and morphological segmenta-

tion systems exist for most commonly studied languages. However, construction of

a comprehensive morphological analyzer requires linguistic knowledge (sometimes

the aid of a linguist, most certainly a native speaker) and a considerable amount

of time. This costs both time and expense. Moreover, the systems need updating

to reflect the changes in the languages, such as new words and their morphological

variations (Demberg, 2007). Rule-based systems usually lead to good results; how-

ever, when expert knowledge is not present or quick results are needed, unsupervised

methods offer attractive solutions. Unsupervised methods, on the other hand, are

cheap, because they are language independent and require only unannotated text.

Unsupervised methods can also help as an introductory step toward building rule-

based systems. An expert can correct the initial results of unsupervised methods to

obtain better performance. Unsupervised methods operate using large data, and,

for languages without large corpora, we need new approaches for morphology dis-

covery. Motivated by this idea, this thesis introduces an unsupervised method that

uses a dictionary instead of unannotated data. Although, perhaps, this does not

seem like a true unsupervised method, we classify it as such because it is language

independent and requires no expert knowledge.
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5.3 Related Work

This work’s‘ main contribution involves the ability to produce robust morphological

analysis using sparse data and minimal supervision. Despite a lack of resources, we

can discover the affixes and handle the phonological variation among morphemes

(i.e., morphophonemics).

Much of the previous work on computational morphology has focused on au-

tomatically discovering affix lists, or morpheme-like units, and morpheme segmen-

tation. This section first discusses the general methods used in morpheme discovery,

and then describes some of this work in more detail. Most of the methods discussed

presuppose larger data sources than we envision for our application.

We can group the studies on morpheme discovery based on the general ap-

proach they take. The widely used approaches are as follows:

• “Letter Successor Variety” (LSV) (Harris, 1955) is one of the earliest and

most popular concepts used for morpheme discovery. It is the number of

different characters that follow the string in words in the collection being

considered. LSV has inspired several approaches to finding a list of frequent

affixes in natural languages and morpheme segmentation (Hafer and Weiss,

1974; Dejean, 1998; Monson, 2004; Bernhard, 2006; Bordag, 2006; Keshava

and Pitler, 2006; Demberg, 2007).

• Using generative models is another approach to discover regular morphological

patterns. Some work are based on generative models formulated in a Bayesian

framework (Brent, 1999; Creutz, 2003) while some are using “Minimal De-
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scription Length” (MDL) (Brent, 1993b; Brent et al., 1995; Goldsmith, 2001;

Creutz and Lagus, 2002; Argamon et al., 2004; Creutz and Lagus, 2005; Hu

et al., 2005b).

• Clustering of affixes or regular transformational patterns for the same stem is

another widely used approach in affix discovery (Jacquemin, 1997; Gaussier,

1999; Schone and Jurafsky, 2000; Yarowsky and Wicentowski, 2000; Gold-

smith, 2001; Neuvel and Fulop, 2002; Monson, 2004; Freitag, 2005; Demberg,

2007).

• A few approaches also take into account syntactic and semantic information

from the context in which the word occurs (Jacquemin, 1997; Schone and Ju-

rafsky, 2000; Yarowsky and Wicentowski, 2000; Baroni et al., 2002; Neuvel and

Fulop, 2002; Bordag, 2006). Exploiting semantic and syntactic information is

very attractive because it adds an additional dimension. However, these ap-

proaches have to cope with more severe data sparseness issues than approaches

that emphasize word-internal cues and they are usually computationally ex-

pensive.

Nearly all of the work in morpheme discovery specializes in prefixes and suf-

fixes. We only aware of one work (Schone and Jurafsky, 2001) that can explicitly

deal with circumfixes, and none with infixes. Wicentowski (2004) states that his

WordFrame model was “successful in handling infixation without explicitly modeling

these phenomena”, however, no specific results or samples are given for infixation.

Most of the work in morpheme acquisition is done for English or other Eu-
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ropean languages. Only some of the approaches proposed are applicable to agglu-

tinative or morphologically rich languages (Wicentowski, 2004; Creutz and Lagus,

2002; Creutz, 2003; Argamon et al., 2004; Creutz and Lagus, 2005; Hu et al., 2005a;

Demberg, 2007). Also a few recent works concentrated on low-density languages

(Sharma et al., 2002; Johnson and Martin, 2003; Wicentowski, 2004; Hu et al.,

2005a). However, the techniques described in these studies were only applied to one

particular language, with the exception of the work by Wicentowski (2004), which

is a supervised model. Our model is particularly suitable for low-density languages

since it can work with limited resources. Also the only resource it needs is electronic

dictionaries.

5.3.1 Deeper Analysis of the Main Methods for Morphological Anal-

ysis

In this section, the main approaches used for the computational analysis of mor-

phology are discussed in more detail.

Harris (1955) proposed LSV which is based on the frequency of letter se-

quences. The term “successor frequency” refers to the number of distinct letters

that appear immediately after the nth letter in a word, in a given corpus. The idea

behind LSV is the assumption that the number of variant successor letters, i.e.,

distinct letters, rises at morpheme boundaries. Therefore, the morpheme bound-

aries can be discovered by calculating successor varieties. Dejean (1998) extended

this idea by first inducing a list of most frequent morphemes and then using those
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morphemes for word segmentation. He uses successor and predecessor frequencies

of letters in a given sequence of letters during the induction step for finding suffixes

and prefixes and utilizes frequency limits for accepting morphemes.

The other popular method in morphological studies is MDL (Rissanen, 1989;

Barron et al., 1998), which is based on information theory and related to Bayesian

inference. It is used to provide a generic model for the model selection problem.

MDL is based on the idea that any regularity in the data can be used to compress

the data, i.e., to describe it using fewer symbols than the number of symbols needed

to describe the data literally (Grünwald, 2005). The more regularities there are,

the more the data can be compressed. Brent (1993a) and Brent et al. (1995) were

the first to use MDL to find the most data compressing morphemes in a corpus.

The first approach (Brent, 1993a) was based on the spellings of the words, while

the other (Brent et al., 1995) used the syntactic categories from a tagged corpus

as well. However, this latter approach is not knowledge free and requires part of

speech tagged data. Although the method was found promising, the exhaustive

search proved to be impractical. Snover and Brent (2001) and Snover et al. (2002)

later extended these methods with a probabilistic word-generation model and new

search algorithms. The hill climbing search in the first study was further improved

in the latter study by the introduction of a novel search algorithm, Directed Search.

A tool that relies on MDL is Linguistica (Goldsmith, 2001), an unsupervised

morphological analyzer that finds morphological paradigms called signatures. Sig-

natures are sets of stems and suffixes (or prefixes) grouped together. Linguistica

assumes that words are composed of one stem and one possibly empty suffix (or
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prefix). Although recursive structures are allowed, this method is not well suited

for agglutinative languages since words in agglutinative languages can have multi-

ple bound morphemes. The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm and triage

procedures are used to segment a list of words taken from a given corpus using some

predefined heuristics until the length of the morphological grammar converges to a

minimum. The source code and executable of Linguistica are freely available on the

Internet3 and Linguistica has been used in the evaluation of many studies, including

the work in this thesis. Goldsmith (2006) gives a detailed description of Linguistica.

There are several studies based on Linguistica. In one extension, Hu et al.

(2005a) employed a string edit distance algorithm for discovering the finite state

automata that constitute the morphologies of languages with rich morphologies.

Hu et al. (2005b), on the other hand, proposed combining redundant signatures

using syntactic context, therefore minimizing the description length of the model.

The described approaches consider only individual words without regard to

their contexts, or to their semantic content. A different approach is using Latent

Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Dumais et al., 1988) for in finding affixes (Schone and

Jurafsky, 2000). LSA is a technique for capturing the essential relationships between

text documents and word meaning, or semantics, by producing a set of concepts

related to the documents and terms they contain. Schone and Jurafsky (2000) stated

that semantics and LSA can play a key part in knowledge-free morphology induction.

In the extension of their work, they incorporated induced orthographic, syntactic,

and transitive information and showed that the frequency-based approaches help

3http://humanities.uchicago.edu/faculty/goldsmith/Linguistica2000/
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semantics-based approach (Schone and Jurafsky, 2001). These two works are shown

to improve on the performance of Linguistica. In a conceptually similar approach,

Baroni et al. (2002) produced a ranked list of morphologically related pairs from a

corpus using orthographic and semantic similarity with minimum edit distance and

mutual information metrics.

Morfessor algorithms, proposed by Creutz and Lagus have been proved to be

more successful at handling morphologically rich languages, such as Finnish. Three

versions have been proposed:

• In the first version, Morfessor Baseline4 (Creutz and Lagus, 2002; Creutz,

2003), two unsupervised methods are used for word segmentation, one based

on MDL and one based on maximum likelihood (ML). In this model, a lexicon

of morphemes is constructed such that words in the corpus can be constructed

by the concatenation of morphemes in the lexicon. The goal is to find the

optimal lexicon and segmentation. One drawback of the model is that many

frequent word forms remain unsplit, whereas rare word forms are excessively

split.

• Morfessor Categories-ML (Creutz and Lugas, 2004) is an extension addressing

these shortcomings of the baseline model. It is based on ML and it reanalyzes a

segmentation produced by the Morfessor Baseline algorithm. Words are repre-

sented as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) in this model, and word frequencies

4Morfessor Baseline software is publicly available and can be reached at

http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/morpho/
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are not utilized.

• The final extension Morfessor Categories-MAP (Creutz and Lagus, 2005)

makes use of word frequencies by representing frequent entities in the lexi-

con directly, thus allowing direct access to such entities. The model is based

on maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) (which is essentially equivalent

to MDL), and both the meaning and form of morpheme-like units are used in

morpheme segmentation task.

Another system, Whole Word Morphologizer (Neuvel and Fulop, 2002), is not

entirely a knowledge-free method; it relies on a POS-tagged lexicon as input. It is

capable of inducing morphological relationships without attempting to discover or

identify morphemes. The similarities and differences between words are discovered

by aligning the words, and then used to generate new words beyond the learning

sample.

A noise-robust supervised morphological analyzer, the WordFrame model (Wi-

centowski, 2004), can be useful for co-training with low-accuracy unsupervised al-

gorithms. It uses inflection-root pairs, where unseen inflections are transformed

into their corresponding root forms. The model can handle prefixes, suffixes, stem-

internal vowel shifts, and point-of-affixation stem changes.

The recent PASCAL Challenge on Unsupervised Segmentation of Words into

Morphemes, or Morpho Challenge 2005, certainly escalated the interest in morphol-

ogy segmentation problem. The objective of the challenge was to design a statistical

machine learning algorithm that segments words into the morphemes (Kurimo et al.,
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2006a). The algorithms of the participants were evaluated on data sets from three

languages, English, Finnish, and Turkish in two complementary ways. The first eval-

uation was the comparison of the proposed segmentations to a text gold standard,

with f-measure being the performance measure. In additional speech recognition

experiments, the performance measure was phoneme error rate, i.e., the sum of the

number of substituted, inserted, and deleted phonemes divided by the number of

phonemes in the correct transcription of the data. The Morpho Challenge 2005 con-

tributed to the morpheme segmentation problem by both drawing attention to this

problem and providing researchers with corpora and a common ground to compare

different algorithms by making data sets (and gold standard sets if you have certain

qualifications) publicly available.

In Morpho Challenge 2005, Bernhard (2006) achieved the best f-measure per-

formance in Finnish and Turkish, and became third in English. The algorithm

he used first extracts a preliminary set of prefixes and suffixes using transitional

probabilities between substrings. Next, the stems are extracted following some con-

straints. Then, each morphological segment is assigned a category an affix category

and new affixes are discovered and validated by aligning word segments for a spe-

cific stem. Finally, using the list of extracted segments and their frequencies, the

A* algorithm is applied to find the best segmentation for each word that is not used

in the learning process.

Bordag (2006) achieved the best precision in Turkish and Finnish, both mor-

phologically rich languages. The recall of the algorithm (therefore f-measure) was

low. The two-step algorithm first finds a relatively small number of mostly cor-
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rect segmentations using an algorithm of the letter successor variety, then trains

a trie-based classifier which finds morpheme boundaries in all words using these

segmentations.

The best performance in English in Morpho Challenge 2005 was achieved by

the RePortS algorithm (Keshava and Pitler, 2006). However, the recall of the algo-

rithm on morphologically rich languages was low (in fact its results were not reported

for other languages in the PASCAL results). This simple algorithm uses words that

appear as substrings of other words and transitional probabilities together to de-

tect morpheme boundaries. Three modifications which Demberg (2007) proposed to

the RePortS algorithm improved results in several languages. These modifications

include

1. generation of an intermediary high-precision stem candidate list

2. use of a language model to disambiguate between alternative segmentations

3. learning patterns for regular stem variation

The new algorithm can also identify stem variation through ablauting and

umlauting 5.

In yet another extension of the RePortS algorithm, Dasgupta and Ng (2007)

relies on the new capabilities of:

1. incorrect attachment detection using relative corpus frequency and suffix level

similarity, and

5An English example of ablauting and umlauting would be the past and past participle form

of the verb sing : sing-sang-sung
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2. orthographic rules and allomorph induction for segmenting words where roots

exhibit spelling changes during morpheme attachments.

The improved model showed robust performance for several languages with

different levels of morphological complexity. Dasgupta and Ng (2007) and the work

in this thesis can handle similar morphophonemic rules; they occur at morpheme

boundaries and only at roots (with the assumption that roots change during the

attachment, not the morphemes or that when changes occur in morphemes, these

morphemes are treated as different morphemes), and the root exhibits either a one

character insertion, one character deletion, or one character substitution.

We were not able to impose any of the work described above directly to low-

density languages because most of the described methods require clean (i.e., perfect)

and most of the time large amounts of data, which may not exist for languages

with limited electronic resources. For such languages, morphology induction is still

a problem. The work in this thesis is applicable to very limited and even noisy

data. It is not entirely unsupervised since it relies on the existence of a dictionary.

But then, dictionaries are usually one of the first electronic resources a language

has. Although the dictionaries used in this study were digitalized by BRIDGE, any

electronic dictionary with example of usage information can be used by our methods.

Our method MIND can be used when resources for a language are scarce. One

important strength of MIND is its ability to induce morphophonemics. With the ex-

ception of the work of Yarowsky and Wicentowski (2000), Dasgupta and Ng (2007),

and Demberg (2007), the above studies are not able to cope with morphophonolog-
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ical changes. Among these studies, Yarowsky and Wicentowski (2000) assumed the

existence of a preliminary morphological hypothesis and part of speech tags in order

to induce irregular morphology in their “nearly” unsupervised induction of inflec-

tional morphology. MIND, which was developed prior to the other two studies, can

identify the stem-final changes in the words when a morpheme is attached. Another

strength of MIND is that it can be used for co-training with especially low-accuracy

unsupervised algorithms.

The rest of this chapter describes the MIND framework in detail and discusses

the experiments and results.

5.4 Approach

Dictionaries are structured documents, and entries in the dictionaries often head-

words and many contain the examples of how these words are used in context, i.e.,

examples of usage. The MIND framework uses the information in dictionaries. The

algorithm assumes that each example of usage will contain at least one instance of

the headword, either in its root form, or as one of its morphological variants. The

intuition behind the method is to find the headword occurrence in the example of

usage for each headword—example of usage pair, and then extract the affix if the

headword is in one of its morphological variants. We should note that perfect data

are not required for this method. The data may have noise such as OCR errors,

and the approach described successfully identifies the affixes in such noisy data if
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the noise is not in the affix itself6 . Moreover, MIND can identify most of the

morphophonemics rules, specifically the ones at the morpheme boundaries.

5.5 Framework

The MIND framework is composed of two stages, exact match and approximate

match, and uses three string distance metrics, the longest common substring (LCS),

approximate string matching with k differences (k-DIFF), and string edit distance

(SED). The objective of the exact match stage is extracting affixes that do not un-

dergo morphophonological changes, while the approximate match stage is designed

to deal with such changes or noisy data. Although approximate match can be used

to find exact matches to identify prefixes, suffixes, and circumfixes, it is not possible

to differentiate between infixes and OCR errors. For these reasons, two cases are

processed separately. Each identified affix is assigned two counts, exact count and

approximate count. Only the affixes with a positive exact count are included in the

final affix list.

5.5.1 String Searching Algorithms

The next three sections briefly describe three string distance metrics MIND is based

on and the adaptations made to find the edit operations in the SED. Then, we

explain how these metrics are used in the MIND framework in Section 5.6.

6If the affix in the stem has OCR errors, the affix is extracted, but it is not a correct affix.

Correcting the OCR errors in the affixes is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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5.5.1.1 Longest Common Substring (LCS)

Given two strings p = p1...pn and q = q1...qm, LCS finds the longest contiguous

sequence appearing both in p and q. The longest common substring is not the same

as the longest common subsequence because the longest common subsequence need

not be contiguous.

There is a dynamic programming solution for LCS7 that finds the longest

common substring for two strings with lengths n and m in O(nm).

Let L[i, j] be the maximum length of common strings that end at p[i] and q[j].

Then,

L[i, j] =


1 + L[i− 1, j − 1] if p[i] = q[j]

0 if p[i] 6= q[j], i = 0, or j = 0

(5.1)

A B C D B
A 1 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 1 0 0
B 0 1 0 0 1
C 0 0 2 0 0
A 1 0 0 0 0

Figure 5.1: Longest Common Substring Example

Using the Equation 5.1, we can calculate the values in the matrix L. At the

end, the value in the cell with the maximum value gives us the length of the longest

common substring. The indices of this cell are the indices of the last character of

LCS in corresponding strings, i.e., if L[i, j] is the cell with the maximum value l,

then p′ = pi−l+1...pi and q′ = qj−l+1...qj are same and the LCS of p and q. Figure 5.1

7http://www.ics.uci.edu/ dan/class/161/notes/6/Dynamic.html
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gives the computed values of L matrix for the strings ABCDB and ACBCA. The length

of LCS for these two strings is 2 (4th row, 3rd column) corresponding to the sequence

BC.

5.5.1.2 String Edit Distance (SED)

SED, also known as Levenshtein distance (Wagner and Fischer, 1974), is a measure

of the similarity between two strings. The SED has been used in spell checking,

speech recognition, DNA analysis and plagiarism detection. Given two strings p

and q, SED is defined as the minimum number of edit operations which transforms

p to q using three kinds of edit operations:

1. Insertion: Insert an element to p.

2. Deletion: Delete an element from p.

3. Substitution: Replace an element of p with another element.

The edit operations may have different costs depending on the application. In

the MIND framework, the cost of each edit operation is set to 1. A solution based

on dynamic programming computes the distance between strings in O(mn), where

m and n are the lengths of the strings p and q respectively (Wagner and Fischer,

1974).

Let D be the distance matrix. The cell D[n, m] gives us the SED between two

strings of length n and m. The initialization phase is:
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D[0, 0] = 0

D[i, 0] = i for i = 1..n

D[0, j] = j for j = 1..m

(5.2)

And the main algorithm is:

D[i, j] = min



D[i, j − 1] + costins,

D[i− 1, j] + costdel,

D[i− 1, j − 1] + costsubs

(5.3)

T H U R S D A Y
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

T 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
U 2 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
E 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 6
S 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 5
D 5 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 4
A 6 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 3
Y 7 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 2

Figure 5.2: String Edit Distance Example.

Figure 5.2 shows the calculated contents of the distance matrix for the strings

THURSDAY and TUESDAY. The SED of these two strings is 2 (shown in bold), the value

in the last cell of the matrix.

5.5.1.3 Approximate string matching with k-differences (k-DIFF)

Given two strings p and q, the problem of approximate string matching with k-

differences is finding all the occurrences of substrings of q whose edit distance from
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A B G E A C E F A B C D H
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
B 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 2
C 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 2
D 4 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 1 0 1
E 5 4 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 4 3 2 1 1

Figure 5.3: Approximate String Matching with k-differences Example.

p is less than or equal to k. The k-differences approximate string matching prob-

lem received much attention due to its importance in molecular biology and text

retrieval. In the algorithm, the three edit operations, namely insertion, deletion and

substitution, are allowed. A dynamic programming solution to this problem, which

requires quadratic time and space, is the same as the classical string edit distance

solution with one difference: the values of the first row of the table are initialized

to 0 (Sellers, 1980). This initialization means that the cost of insertions of letters

of q at the beginning of p is zero. Then the contents of the distance matrix is cal-

culated using the Equation 5.3. In the end, any value not exceeding k in the last

row indicates a position in q where a substring having at most k differences from

p ends. Consequently, the minimum value on the last row gives us the distance of

the closest occurrence of the pattern. Figure 5.3 illustrates the calculated values of

the distance matrix for the strings p = ABCDE and q = ABGEACEFABCDH with k = 1.

The substrings ABCD and ABCDH in q have at most one difference from p (in fact for

this example the difference is one since there is no zero value on the last row of the

matrix.).

The MIND framework uses the cut-off algorithm proposed by Ukkonen (1985b).
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Algorithm 5.1: Cut-off Dynamic Programming k-differences String Matching
Algorithm

t = k + 1;
for i = 0 to m do

Li = i;
for j = 1 to n do

d = 0;
for i = 1 to t do

if pi = qi then
e = d;

else
e = min{Li−1, Li, d}+ 1;

d = Li;
Li = e;

while Lt < k do
t = t− 1;

if t = m then
print j, Lm;

else
t = t + 1;

A B G E A C E F A B C D H
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
B 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 2
C 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 2
D 4 2 2 2 1 0 1
E 5 1 1

Figure 5.4: Cut-off k-differences Example. The Empty Cells are not Calculated.
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This algorithm is also based on dynamic programming, but the expected running

time is reduced to O(nk) by computing only a part of the dynamic programming

array. The work-space is reduced to O(m) as well. The idea behind the cut-off

algorithm is based on the diagonalwise monotonicity (Ukkonen, 1985a) of the Lev-

enshtein distance table. Algorithm 5.1 outlines the algorithm. Figure 5.4 depicts the

cells of the distance matrix that would actually be computed in the cut-off algorithm

for the strings p = ABCDE and q = ABGEACEFABCDH with k = 1. The smallest values

in the last row in the Figure 5.3 are also present in the last row in the Figure 5.4.

5.5.1.4 String Edit Distance with Edit Operations (SED-path)

The MIND framework needs to trace back the editing operations performed in

achieving the minimum cost alignment between two strings to find which char-

acters are inserted. These inserted characters will then be used to determine the

affixes. In order to obtain the sequence of edit operations, one can work backwards

from the computed distance matrix. For two strings p and q with lengths n and m

respectively, the cell L[n, m] of the distance matrix L gives us the SED between p

and q. To get to the cell L[n,m], one had to come from one of:

1. L[n− 1, m] (insertion)

2. L[n,m− 1] (deletion)

3. L[n− 1, m− 1] (substitution)

Which of the three options was chosen can be reconstructed given these costs,

edit operation costs, and the characters p[n], q[m] of the strings. By working back-
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wards, the entire path can be traced and thus the alignment can be reconstructed.

However, there are ambiguous cases; the same minimum cost may be obtained by

a number of edit operation sequences. In order to address this issue and deal with

ambiguity, the following adaptations are done while tracing the path.

Let path be the list of editing operations to obtain minimum distance, and

SED-path be the SED algorithm that also returns a path. The length of the path is

max(n, m), and path[j] contains the edit operation to change q[j] (or p[j] if n > m).

Path can contain four different types of operations:

1. Match (M) (two characters in the strings are same)

2. Substitution (S) (two characters in the strings are different)

3. Insertion (I)

4. Deletion (D)

Our goal is finding affixes and in case of ambiguity the following heuristics are

employed for finding the SED operations leading the minimum distance between

two strings:

Case 1: If one string is longer than the other, choose I for extra characters

Case 2: Until an M is found, choose I over M/S in case of ambiguity

Case 3: If an M is found previously, choose M/S over I in case of ambiguity

Case 4: If there is an M between two I’s, switch this with the last I
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Case 1 ensures that if one word has more characters than the other, these

characters are represented by an insertion operation.

If there is an ambiguity, and an M/S or I operation have the same minimum

cost, Case 2 gives priority to the insertion operation until a match case is encoun-

tered, while Case 3 gives priority to match/substitution operations if a match case

was seen previously.

Case 4 helps us to localize all the insertion operations. The example be-

low illustrates this. For the headword—candidate example word pair abirids →

makaabiŕıds , the path changes from (1) to (2) when Case 4 is applied, and as a

consequence correct prefix maka- is identified as explained in the next section.

(1) I M I I I M M M S M M ⇒ Prefix m-

(2) I I I I M M M M S M M ⇒ Prefix maka-

5.6 Morphology Induction from Noisy Data (MIND)

Figure 5.5 shows the MIND framework which consists of two stages. Using the

headword and corresponding example of usage as input, the MIND framework first

checks if the headword occurs without any changes or error in the exact match stage

using the longest common substring algorithm. If the headword occurs exactly in

the example of usage, and if there is an affix, this affix is extracted. If no such

occurrence is found, an approximate match search is performed in the second stage

using k -difference and SED-path algorithms. The objective of the approximate

match search is to find morphophonological changes in the stem when an affix is
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Figure 5.5: MIND Framework Architecture

attached (and to extract morphophonemics rules), and to deal with OCR errors

in the stem itself or stem part of the inflected form. Below, these two stages are

described in detail.

5.6.1 Exact Match

Given a list of (possibly noisy) headword—example of usage pairs (w, E), the exact

match first checks if the headword occurs in E in its root form8. If the headword

cannot be found in E in its root form, for each ei in E, the longest common substring

8Headwords consisting of one character are not checked in the framework.
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of headword and example word, i.e., LCS(w, ei), is computed. In order to reduce the

search space, the example words that are shorter than the headword are skipped9.

Let el be the ei that has the longest common substring (l) with w. Note that the

length of the longest common substring can be at most the length of the headword,

in which case the longest common substring is the headword itself. If w = l, and

for some suffix s and/or some prefix p one of the following conditions is true, then

the corresponding affix is extracted.

1. el = ws (s is a suffix) or

2. el = pw (p is a prefix) or

3. el = pws (p−−s is a circumfix)

The extracted affixes are added to the induced affix list, and their exact counts

are incremented.

For the infixes, there is one further step. If w = w′l and el = e′ll, LCS(w′, e′l)

is computed. If e′l = w′s for some suffix s, then s is added as an infix to the induced

affix list. (This means el = w′sl where w = w′l.)

The following sample run illustrates how the exact match part identifies affixes.

Given the Cebuano headword—example of usage pair (abtik) — (naabtikan sad ku sa

bátá), the word naabtikan is marked as the candidate that has the longest common

substring with headword abtik. These two words have the following alignment, and

9Although there are some languages, such as Russian, in which headwords may be longer than

the inflected forms, such cases are not in the scope of this thesis.
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as a result the circumfix na–an is extracted. In the illustration below, straight lines

represent matches, and short lines ending in square boxes represent insertions.

5.6.2 Approximate Match

There are cases when an exact match of the headword cannot be found in the

example of usage. In such cases, there may be an approximate match resulting from

an error with OCR or the application of morphophonemic rules10. The approximate

match stage is designed to deal with such cases separately. For each ei in E, the

difference between headword and example word, k-DIFF (w, ei) is computed. The

example word that has the minimum difference from the headword is selected as

the most likely candidate (ecand). The next step is to find the sequence of the edit

operations performed in achieving the minimum distance alignment to transform

ecand to w using SED-path algorithm described above11.

Let cnt(X) be the count of X operation in the computed path. The following

conditions are considered as possible errors and no further analysis is done for such

cases:

10In its current state, MIND does not make any distinctions between noise in the data such as

OCR errors and morphophonemic rules.
11Computing k-difference and the edit path can be done in parallel to reduce the computing

time.
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cnt(M) = 0 ||

cnt(M) < max(cnt(S), cnt(D), cnt(I)) ||

cnt(M) < cnt(S) + cnt(D) + cnt(I)

If cnt(I) = 0, this case is considered as an approximate root form (with OCR

errors). If none of the above is true, then the insertion operations at the beginning

and/or at the end of the path are used to identify the type of the affix (prefix, suffix,

or circumfix) and the length of the affix (number of insertion operations). The

identified affix is added to the affix list, and its approximate count is incremented.

All the other cases are dismissed as errors. In its current state, infix affixes are not

handled in the approximate match case12.

The following sample shows how approximate match works with noisy data.

In the Cebuano input pair (ambihas) — (ambshása pagbutang ang duha ka silya

arun makakitá ang maglingkud sa luyu), the first word in the example of usage has

an OCR error, i is misrecognized as s. Moreover, there is a vowel change in the

word caused by the affix. An exact match of the headword cannot be found in the

example of usage. In the approximate match stage the k-DIFF algorithm returns

ambshása as the candidate example of usage word, with a distance 2 with k = 2.

Then, the SED-path algorithm returns the path M M M S M S M I and algorithm

successfully concludes that a is the suffix as shown below in illustration.

12One reason infixes are not handled in approximate match stage is that infixes are usually very

short affixes, and it is very hard to distinguish them from OCR errors.
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In this example, the substitutions are represented in dotted lines. These are

either OCR errors or morphophonological changes occurred in the stem. MIND is

capable of extracting templates for modeling these substitutions or even insertions

and deletions. In the above illustration, MIND extracts the template:

*i#a# → *s#á#

In the templates, * denotes any number of characters and # denotes one

character. The meaning of the above template is that a root form ending with an i

followed by one character followed by an a and followed by one character may change

when the suffix a is added to it. During this change i becomes s and a becomes á.

5.7 Experiments

5.7.1 Dictionaries

In our experiments for testing MIND we used two bilingual dictionaries, a Cebuano-

English dictionary (Wolff, 1972) and a Turkish-English dictionary (Avery et al.,

1974) processed by the BRIDGE system described in Section 3.4. The input to the

experiments are the lists of headword—example of usage pairs extracted from these

dictionaries. The extracted data are not perfect: it has mistagged information, i.e.,

it may include some information that is not the headword or example of usage, or

some useful information may be missing, and OCR errors may occur. OCR errors

can be in different forms: Two words can be merged into one, one word can be split
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into two, or characters can be misrecognized.

Dictionary # of pages # of hw-ex pairs #of words

Cebuano-all 1163 27129 206149
Turkish-all 1000 27487 111334
Cebuano-20 20 562 4134
Turkish-20 20 503 1849

Table 5.1: Information About the Data Used in Experiments

Along with the headword—example of usage pairs from more than 1000 pages,

we randomly selected 20 pages from each dictionary for detailed analysis. Table 5.1

provides details of the data from two dictionaries used in the experiments.

Both Cebuano and Turkish are morphologically rich. Cebuano allows prefixes,

suffixes, circumfixes, infixes, while Turkish is an agglutinative language with very

productive inflectional and derivational suffixation processes by which it is possible

to generate thousands of forms from a given root word. The two dictionaries have

different characteristics. The examples of usage in the Cebuano dictionary are com-

plete sentences given in italic font while the Turkish dictionary has phrases, idioms,

or complete sentences as examples of usages indicated in bold font. This difference

in the structure and representation is nor important for us as long as the information

we need is in the dictionaries.

5.7.2 Protocol

For our experiments, MIND was run on all of the data in the headword—example

of usage lists.

We evaluated MIND in several ways. The first evaluation is detailed analysis.
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For this purpose, we tested the results on a randomly selected 20 pages from each

dictionary. As ground-truth, the affixes from each of these 20 pages were manually

extracted. During the evaluation, cases where the count of an affix in the ground-

truth and result are same as errors if they were extracted from different pairs, i.e.,

in this detailed analysis both the count and source of the affix should match. We

further examined the cause of each error in this data.

We then compared the performance of MIND with the state-of-the-art Lin-

guistica (Goldsmith, 2001) algorithm. Linguistica was trained on two different data

sets, and results were analyzed.

The third experiment involves evaluation of the stemming results on a Turkish

treebank. The stemming performance using affixes extracted by MIND, and by

Linguistica are compared.

Finally, we used the affixes extracted by MIND in morpheme segmentation,

and compared our results with the results of Morpho Challenge 2005 participants.

Next four sections describe these experiments and the results.

5.7.3 Analysis

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show results of MIND runs. Table 5.2 presents the total number

of affixes, and Table 5.3 presents the different types of affixes for two dictionaries,

Cebuano-English and Turkish-English, and two data sets, the whole dictionary and

20 randomly selected pages. The top portion of the tables provides the exact match

results, and the bottom shows the approximate match results. For Cebuano, the
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Cebuano Turkish
All pages 20 pages All pages 20 pages

Total 26106 542 27314 502

E
x
ac

t

M
at

ch

Root form 5727 180 18416 345
Prefix 10300 197 6 0
Suffix 1315 16 6983 128
Infix 25 0 1 0
Circumfix 717 18 9 0

A
p
p
ro

x
im

at
e

M
at

ch

App. Root form 1023 14 103 1
App. Prefix 1697 23 8 1
App. Suffix 2930 63 168 5
App. Circumfix 1060 14 20 0
Couldn’t decide 1159 13 765 15

Table 5.2: Total Number of Affixes Extracted from Two Dictionaries Using MIND

Cebuano Turkish
All pages 20 pages All pages 20 pages

E
x
ac

t

M
at

ch

Prefix 180 26 6 0
Suffix 253 8 447 59
Infix 11 0 1 0
Circumfix 221 11 9 0

A
p
p
.

M
at

ch App. Prefix 116 9 8 1
App. Suffix 199 19 100 5
App. Circumfix 207 5 20 0

Table 5.3: Number of Different Types of Affixes Extracted from Two Dictionaries
Using MIND

approximate match part of the framework finds significantly more affixes than it

does for Turkish. The languages possess different characteristics, so in Cebuano,

the accents in the vowels frequently change for some affixes. Although MIND incor-

rectly finds a few prefixes, circumfixes, and infixes for Turkish, these affixes all have

count one, using a threshold while accepting the affixes will exclude these incorrect

affixes. These affixes occur because of OCR errors (usually merging of two words)

or mistagged information during entry tagging process.
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Dict. Affix Sample words

mu- galing/mugaling hikúh́ıkú/muhikùh́ıkù
C nag- kisdum/nagkisdum kugkugl/nagkugkug
E mi- iktin/miiktin ḱırus/mikárus
B i- kunsuylu/ikunsuylu paźıha/ipaŕıha
U na- ṕıl/naṕıl ulatl/naúlat
A gi- buga/gibuga dálit/gidádit
N gi-an labuk/gilabukan ı́kug/giikúgan
O -un gihay/gihayun gáyung/gayúngun

-a pisar/pisara sirnpul/simpúla

-ı ad/adı ilaç/ilaeı
T -i heves/hevesi ilim/ilmi
U -a saz/saza sonsuz/sonsuza
R -e deniz/denize zmim/mime
K -ına etraf/etrafına kolay/kolayına
I -ya hasta/hastaya orta/ortaya
S -ü üst/üstü zyüz/yüzü
H -ini bel/belini zevk/zevkini

-ine derin/derinine iç/içine

Table 5.4: Sample Affixes Extracted from Two Dictionaries

Table 5.4 contains some of the most frequently extracted affixes along with

their exact and approximate counts and samples of headword—example of usage

word pairs from which they were extracted. Each word segments into one root and

one affix, therefore when a word takes multiple affixes, they are all treated as a

composite affix (such as -ına which is composed of either -ı and na or -ın and a).

The extracted templates modeling morphophonemic rules for Turkish are given

in Table 5.5. The first template demonstrates the stem final ç changing to c when

attaching the suffix -u. Other templates were extracted for Turkish that derived

from OCR errors when the headword did not match the morphological variant, as a

result of OCR errors either in the headword or in the morphological variant in the

example of usage. Fortunately, these templates do not degrade during the stemming
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Template Example

*ç → *c sonuc + -u → sonucu
e → *i geçilme + -yor → geçilmiyor
ı# → *D# akıl + -a → akla
i# → *D# ilim + -i → ilmi
k → ğ ilik + -ine + → iliğine
p → *b muhatap + -ım → muhatabım
t → *d simit + -i + → simidi
ü# → *D# gönül + -ünüzden → gönlünüzden

Table 5.5: Correct Morphophonemic Rules Extracted from the Turkish Dictionary.
(* Indicates One or More Characters, # Indicates One Character, and D Indicates
Deletion of a Character.)

or morpheme segmentation processes, discussed below. In fact, when the presence

of a word in the dictionary becomes the stopping condition, some templates indicate

a headword with an OCR error. For instance, one common OCR error in Turkish

dictionary originates in the misrecognition of superscript13 2 as the character z.

This is modeled by the template z* rightarrow D*, denoting the first letter z in

the headword deletes in the morphological variant. During stemming or morpheme

segmentation, this template located the headword in the dictionary.

Dictionary GT cnt. Res.cnt. Misses Additions

Cebuano 311 314 17 14
Turkish 155 142 8 10

Table 5.6: The Number of Affixes in the Ground-Truth, MIND Results, and the
Number of Missed and Added Affixes in the Results of 20 Pages

We analyzed the results of 20 pages in both dictionaries. Table 5.6 shows the

number of affixes in the ground-truth and MIND results along with the number of

missed and incorrectly added affixes in 20 pages of data. These numbers represent

13Superscripts represent the same headword, with different POS.
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the count of affixes, not different affixes. MIND missed only 5% of the affixes in

the ground-truth in both data sets. When we check the number of different affixes,

the results appear lower. For the Cebuano data, five invalid suffixes, three invalid

prefixes, and two invalid circumfixes are located (a total of 10), while one valid

suffix and one valid circumfix are missed (a total of two). For the Turkish data,

three invalid suffixes, one invalid prefix, and two valid suffixes are identified (a total

of six), while two valid suffix are missed. The other additions are valid affixes,

but their counts are less than the counts in ground-truth. The other missed affixes

already included in the extracted affix list, have different counts from those in the

ground-truth.

When the invalid affixes in the data are examined, most (six of the Cebuano

and all of the Turkish) have count one, and the maximum count in an invalid affix

equals five. Therefore, using a low threshold while accepting affixes can eliminate

many of the invalid affixes.

Reason Cebuano Turkish

OCR 8 M→lbi 11 ını→mı or ım
Algorithm 8 (uluy, giuylan)→ 7 (alın, alnında)→

not gi-an, -lan is found not -ında, -da is found
Merge 9 ı́mung giláug→ı́munggiláug 0 -
Split 1 nag-kúgus→nag- kúgus 0 -
Other 5 apr.→april 0 -

Headword is an abbreviation

Table 5.7: The Distribution of the Causes of Errors in 20 Pages with Samples

We also examined the cause of each error. Table 5.7 presents the causes of

each miss and addition in the output of MIND, with a sample for each cause. We
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should emphasize that a valid affix such as Turkish suffix -mı counts as an error in

this detailed analysis, since the suffix -ını should be extracted for that particular

headword—example of usage pair. An OCR error, such as the misrecognition of a

as d, causes both the missing of the prefix mag- and incorrect addition of mdg- for

Cebuano.

In some cases that, the framework cannot correctly perform identification.

These cases usually involve dropping the last vowel because of morphophonemic

rules. For the Cebuano dictionary, merge and split causes several errors, and the

Turkish data do not have any such errors. Different structure and format of the

original dictionaries cause most errors. In the Cebuano dictionary, an italic font

indicates example of usages, which results in merges and splits more often.

5.7.4 Comparison to Linguistica

We compared MIND with Linguistica, a publicly available, unsupervised, corpus-

based morphology learner (Goldsmith, 2001). Linguistica induces paradigms from

a noise-free corpus, while MIND employs of string searching algorithms and allows

one to deal with noise at the cost of correctness. Linguistica operates on a corpus

that may not be available for a low-density language. Moreover, we aim to com-

pare Linguistica with MIND, which uses data in dictionaries. Therefore we trained

Linguistica in two different data sets from Turkish dictionary:

• Ling-all: Whole headword-example of usage sentence pairs

• Ling-cand: Headword-candidate example words that MIND returns
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In the first case (Ling-all), Linguistica uses more data than MIND, and to

avoid any biases resulting from this, we also trained Linguistica using the headword

and candidate example word (Ling-cand). During the training, only the suffixes are

extracted because Turkish is a suffix-based language. A native speaker conducts the

evaluation.

The dictionary data are not noise-free. We used a threshold while deciding

which extracted suffixes will appear in the final list. The suffix lists contain suffixes

the systems return with counts more than a threshold. The purpose of using a

threshold is to decrease the number of invalid affixes caused by the data’s noise. For

the MIND results, the suffixes over threshold have positive exact counts and total

counts (sum of exact and approximate counts) more than the threshold. Although

Linguistica is not designed for thresholding, the data used during training is noisy.

We explored including only suffixes with a corpus count more than a threshold to

eliminate invalid suffixes.

Table 5.8 presents the analysis of the suffix lists produced by Linguistica using

two sets of training data and MIND. The results show six threshold values for all of

the data. The table gives the total number of suffixes, the percentage of suffixes with

a count more than a threshold value, the percentage of invalid suffixes, and percent-

age of missed suffixes discarded by thresholding for the entire Turkish dictionary.

MIND locates a greater number of affixes than Linguistica, with a lower number

of invalid affixes. On the other hand, the number of missed affixes is also higher

for MIND when given larger threshold values. The cause of this high percentage of

missed affixes comes from the particular data containing many affixes with counts
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System Th. Total % Over Th. % Invalid % Missed
Ling-cand 0 116 100.00 18.10 0.00
Ling-all 0 274 100.00 34.67 0.00
MIND 0 499 89.58 13.20 3.61
Ling-cand 1 116 98.28 17.54 0.86
Ling-all 1 274 94.89 32.69 1.46
MIND 1 499 50.50 4.37 33.07
Ling-cand 2 116 92.24 16.82 5.17
Ling-all 2 274 87.96 31.12 4.74
MIND 2 499 38.48 4.17 44.49
Ling-cand 3 116 91.38 16.98 6.03
Ling-all 3 274 85.40 31.20 6.57
MIND 3 499 28.86 2.78 53.31
Ling-cand 4 116 81.03 12.77 11.21
Ling-all 4 274 81.39 30.94 9.12
MIND 4 499 25.65 3.13 56.51
Ling-cand 5 116 80.17 12.90 12.07
Ling-all 5 274 79.56 31.19 10.58
MIND 5 499 23.25 2.59 58.72

Table 5.8: Total Number and Percentage of Over the Threshold, Invalid, Missed
and Valid Suffixes Found by Linguistica and MIND for Different Threshold Values
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Figure 5.6: Percentage of Valid Suffixes by Linguistica and MIND for Different

Threshold Values

less than five. In fact, 41% of the affixes have an exact count of one, which occurs

because of the agglutinative nature of Turkish language.

The effect of thresholding can also be examined in Figure 5.6. The graph

gives the percentage of valid suffixes as a function of threshold values. MIND takes

advantage of thresholding, and the percentage of valid suffixes rapidly decreases for

threshold value one. For higher threshold values, the difference remains small. For

Turkish data, using threshold value one offers a good choice for MIND.

Table 5.9 presents the same results for 20 pages from the Turkish dictionary

for three threshold values. We used only two as the highest threshold value because

the amount of data is smaller. MIND performs well even with very little amount

of data and finds nearly all valid affixes. Linguistica, on the other hand, locates

very few. MIND uses the characteristics of the dictionary data and succeeds at

identifying affixes in the data.
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System Th. Total Over Th. Invalid Missed

Ling-cand 0 6 100.00 0.00 0.00
Ling-all 0 4 100.00 0.00 0.00
MIND 0 60 96.67 1.72 0.00
Ling-cand 1 6 66.67 0.00 33.33
Ling-all 1 4 100.00 0.00 0.00
MIND 1 60 41.67 0.00 53.33
Ling-cand 2 6 50.00 0.00 50.00
Ling-all 2 4 75.00 0.00 25.00
MIND 2 60 18.33 0.00 76.67

Table 5.9: Total Number and Percentage of Over the Threshold, Invalid, and Missed
Suffixes Found by Linguistica and MIND for Different Threshold Values for 20 Pages
of Turkish Data

5.7.5 Stemming

In this experiment, our goal is to test the utility of the results. We performed a

simple word segmentation with the aim of stripping the inflectional suffixes and

finding the bare word form. We implemented a word segmenter, which takes a list

of suffixes and their counts from the morphology induction system (Linguistica or

MIND), a headword list as a dictionary, a threshold value, and the words from a

treebank. For each word in the treebank, a root form (rf) and a usage form (uf)

exist. The suffixes with a count more than the threshold index according to their

last letters. For each word in the treebank, the first task checks if uf already appears

in the dictionary, i.e., in the headword list. If no word is found in the dictionary,

we repeatedly attempt to identify the longest suffix that matches the end of uf ,

and reiterate the dictionary check. The process completes either with a located

dictionary word is found or when no suffixes match the end of the word. If the

word the segmenter return equals rf in the treebank, the correct count increase,
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otherwise, this case count as an error. If the suffix associates with a template, the

word also converts according to the template. Then it is searched in this format in

the dictionary.

We used the METU-Sabanci Turkish Treebank14, a morphologically and syn-

tactically annotated treebank corpus of 7,262 grammatical sentences (Atalay et al.,

2003; Oflazer et al., 2003) for the stemming experiments. The punctuation and

multiple parses are skipped,15 and word segmentation runs on 14,950 unique words.

The headword list extracted from the Turkish dictionary operates as the dictionary,

which has OCR errors. Therefore, even if the word segmenter returns the correct

root form, it may not occur in the dictionary, and the word must be stripped fur-

ther. In some cases, the templates extracted with an OCR error in the headword

help locate the noisy word in the dictionary.

Figure 5.7.5 presents the percentage of correctly segmented words for six

threshold values, in which suffixes with counts more than the threshold operate

in each case. Again for MIND results, the exact match counts must total more than

zero, and the total of exact match and approximate match counts must reach more

than the specified threshold. Linguistica uses suffixes with a corpus count more

than the threshold. For each threshold value, MIND performed much better than

Ling-cand. MIND outperformed Ling-all for thresholds 0 and 1. For the other val-

ues, the difference is small. We should note that Ling-all uses much more training

14http://www.ii.metu.edu.tr/ corpus/treebank.html
15Multiple parses are the cases where a suffix is attached not to a single word, but to a group of

words. The suffix -ti in takip etti is attached to takip et.
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of the Correctly Segmented Words by Linguistica

and MIND for Different Threshold Values

data than MIND (503 vs. 1,849 examples of word), and even with this difference

the performance of MIND nears Ling-all. We believe this happens in segmentation,

despite the huge difference in the number of correct affixes they found, because the

affixes Ling-all finds are shorter and more frequent. In its current state, MIND does

not segment composite affixes and identifies several long and less frequent affixes.

Some of these long affixes can be composed by the shorter affixes Linguistica finds,

contributing to the similarities in performance between Linguistica and MIND.
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5.7.6 Morpheme Segmentation

We used the Morpho Challenge 2005 data in our final experiment, which provides

segmented Turkish data16. We used the Morpho Challenge data as the gold standard

in a morpheme segmentation evaluation. The test data contain the segmentation,

or morpheme analyses, of 60,000 unique Turkish words. The evaluation rates the

placement of morpheme boundaries, with precision, recall, and f-measure as the

evaluation metrics. Hits (H) are the correctly placed morpheme boundaries; inser-

tions (I) are the incorrect morphemes boundaries; and deletions (D) are the missed

morpheme boundaries. Suppose the desired and suggested segmentations for the

Turkish word inanmıyorsan are:

Desired: inan mıyor sa n

Suggested: inan m ıyor san

The suggested segmentation contains two hits (the correct boundaries after

inan and mıyor), one insertion (the incorrect boundary between m and ıyor), and

one deletion (the missed boundary between sa and n). Precision, recall, and f-

measure calculate per Kurimo et al. (2006a):

Precision =
H

(H + I)

Recall =
H

(H + D)

F −measure =
2H

(2H + I + D)

16We thank Morpho Challenge organizers, particularly Mathius Creutz, Murat Saraclar and

Ebru Arisoy, for supplying us with the evaluation data
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The systems participating in the Morpho Challenge 2005 trained on a corpus

composed of 582,923 unique words. The Turkish dictionary for the MIND exper-

iments contains 17,415 headword-example of usage pairs. We are aware that the

systems that participated in the Morpho Challenge 2005 and MIND are different

characteristics. While the systems in the Morpho Challenge 2005 employ unsuper-

vised algorithms using corpora as input, MIND uses dictionary information. How-

ever, we would like to see how MIND, with its noisy and limited data, measures in

respect to these systems.

System Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)

Bordag (2006) 79.9 47.9 57.0
Bernhard (2006) 65.4 65.2 65.3
MIND 79.1 50.3 61.5
MIND - no derivations 74.4 60.0 66.4

Table 5.10: The Precision, Recall, and F-measure of the Best Systems in the Morpho
Challenge 2005 and MIND for Turkish.

For morpheme segmentation, the same segmentation algorithm described in

Section 5.7.5 applies with threshold value zero. Table 5.10 presents the precision, re-

call, and f-measure values of MIND, and best performances in the Morpho Challenge

2005 for Turkish. MIND scored second in precision and f-measure, and fourth in re-

call. The best system in precision (Bordag, 2006) scored lower recall and f-measures

than MIND. The best system in recall and f-measure (Bernhard, 2006), rated lower

in precision than MIND. We should note that these same systems exhibited similar

performance in Finnish, but the best system in English performed very poorly in

Turkish and Finnish.
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The recall of MIND rates low (50.3%) because it is engineered toward inflec-

tional morphology. When the derived words appear as headwords in the dictionary,

as with the Turkish dictionary used as the training data, MIND cannot extract

derivational affixes. In the gold standard, however, derivational affixes could also

segment. The other systems can find derivational affixes since they use corpora as

input which includes derived words. To discover how much derivational morphol-

ogy effects the performance of MIND, we removed the derivational affixes from the

gold standard17, and evaluated MIND using this gold standard without derivational

affixes. The last row —“MIND - no derivations”— in Table 5.10 presents the preci-

sion, recall, and f-measure values having removed the derivational morphemes from

the gold standard. In this case, our f-measure by 4.increased by 4.9%, and recall

elevated by 9.7%. The f-measure of MIND is 0.9% higher than the best system in

Morpho Challenge 2005. Our system which uses a very small amount of dictionary

data achieved a better result than the other systems that were trained on more than

a half million unique words.

Another reason for the low recall, and not higher precision, involves the pres-

ence of composite suffixes present in the MIND output. Turkish is an agglutinative

language, hence words can take multiple suffixes. MIND identifies one affix for each

word, therefore composite suffixes, (multiple suffixes used together) do not split into

the suffixes that form them. This does not decrease our ability to find a headword

in a dictionary, but would decrease the ability to segment the affixes meaningfully.

17If a suffix is ambiguous such that it can be both a derivational and inflectional suffix, the suffix

was not removed.
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We also investigated the percentage of the suffixes in the gold standard also

appeared in the MIND results. The gold standard contains 450 unique suffix forms.

155 of the 509 suffixes MIND extracted from the dictionary also exist in the gold

standard suffix list, i.e., MIND achieved 34.4% of the gold standard suffixes. The

main reason for this low percentage again falls with the composite suffixes. The

MIND output also includes incorrect affixes extracted due to OCR errors in the data.

We should note that MIND extracted the most common suffixes were extracted.

5.8 Summary

This chapter introduced a framework for morphology induction from noisy data —

MIND, which can be especially useful for languages with limited electronic data. It

is motivated by the fact that electronic dictionaries often exist for languages previous

to large amounts of other electronic text, and they provide a variety of information

in a structured format. MIND uses the information in dictionaries, specifically

headword and the corresponding example of usage sentences, to acquire affix lists of

the language, and it operates with string distance metrics. It is engineered towards

inflectional morphology.

The evaluation of the MIND results on two data sets demonstrated that it

successfully identifies the prefixes, suffixes, circumfixes, and infixes of two highly

inflected languages. When the acquired suffix list from one data set is used in a

simple word segmentation process, MIND outperformed a state-of-the-art morphol-

ogy learner using the same amount of training data. Furthermore, MIND achieved
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nearly the same precision that the best unsupervised method in the Pascal challenge

achieved with much more data. When derivational morphology removed from the

test data, the f-measure for MIND was higher than the best system’s f-measure.

MIND has several advantages compared to previously proposed methods. Fore-

most, it does not depend on expert, or native speaker knowledge, and large corpora,

but uses only the limited and structured information found in dictionaries. The

structure of the data enables us to extract useful information. Second, MIND can

locate morpheme boundary morphophonemic rules when they are present in the

data. Finally, it can co-train with low-accuracy unsupervised algorithms, offering

value for languages where some electronic resources exist.

The performance of MIND depends on the dictionary used for training. If the

coverage of the dictionary is poor, or if given a limited number of examples of usage

with few morphological variants of the headwords, MIND will be able to acquire

only a portion of the affixes.

MIND does not require human presence but it is interesting to ask whether

the presence of a human could improve MIND’s performance with minimal effort.

There a few scenarios. In one case, a linguist knowledgeable about the low-density

language in question might be available for a short amount of time. Then it may

be possible to get most of the rules about the morphology of the language. Most

probably, even in this scenario, we would not get a complete list of affixes if this is

a morphologically rich language. A data driven approach supplements the experts

knowledge with language data in a dictionary We might also assume the presence of

a native speaker of the low-density language for a short amount of time. In this case,
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it is not realistic to assume that the non-expert user has the analysis skills to provide

the morphology of the language. However, such a user may be helpful in correction

and identifying the invalid affixes in MIND output, and thus improving the accuracy

of MIND. Our method enables a non-linguist user to help in morphology acquisition.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis presented methods for resource generation for low-density languages,

which produce linguistically useful resources with minimal data. Two methods

annotate the data in the dictionary entries to represent the contents of printed

bilingual dictionaries electronically. These two methods for entry tagging rely on

minimal human assistance, and they are fast and generic.

The evaluations show that printed dictionaries can be converted into electronic

format with a reasonable accuracy using the proposed methods. The application

of transformation-based learning as a post-processor, both to font style accuracy

of OCR and tagging accuracy of entry tagging, improved the performance further

using very limited human-generated training data. The tagging results also discover

the morphemes in the language, providing another kind of resource and increasing

the usability of the dictionary by human translators.

The rest of this chapter describes the contributions of this thesis, limitations,

and problems of the work presented in this thesis, and directions for future work.
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6.1 Contributions

This thesis yields the following contributions:

• Demonstration of the possibility to reduce the need for large amounts of data

to produce annotated, searchable resources with machine learning methods,

when these methods couple with structured documents.

• Introduction and implementation of an adaptable entry tagging module that

annotates dictionary entries rapidly, with minimal non-expert human input.

• Adaptation of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to the dictionary entry prob-

lem, using minimal training data. Training of HMMs to search for content

and information type (headword, etc.) in the dictionary.

• Introduction of a flexible generation component capable of producing different

formats, targeting different applications from the same annotated dictionary

entries.

• Adaptation of transformation-based learning (TBL) to a new field in NLP,

using limited training data.

• Introduction and implementation of a new framework for robust morpheme

discovery. The framework finds morphemes and induces morphophonemic

rules using limited, noisy dictionary data, and and it needs no knowledge

of the language. This presents a novel use of dictionary data are used for

morpheme acquisition.
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• Application of string algorithms (string edit distance, longest common sub-

string, and k-difference string matching) in morpheme and morphophonemic

rule discovery.

6.2 Problems and Limitations

The methods presented in this thesis have the following limitations:

• Entry tagging module relies on the input from OCR and document image

analysis. If these have unsatisfactory accuracy, the resulting resource may be

poor.

• Rule-based entry tagging depends on the human provided information about

the structure of the dictionary entries. If the user misses some information,

this will effect the output.

• HMM-based stochastic method relies on human input in the form of the num-

ber of states and training data. If the user does not try different number of

states or provide the system with the most promising one the performance will

be degraded. Moreover, if the training misses some information types or not

enough training data are provided for each information types, the accuracy of

the output may be low.

• If the user defines new information types, these will not appear in TEI and

Rosetta output formats in generation module.

• Adaptive TBL-based post-processing uses manually corrected training data.
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It is important that the entries in the training data represent the errors in the

initial tagging.

• The performance of the MIND framework is affected by the coverage of the

chosen dictionary. If it does not contain many examples of usages, or if not

many morphological variants of the headwords appear in the examples of us-

ages, the system’s ability to discover morphemes will degrade.

6.3 Future Directions

This section describes possible research directions for future work, which can improve

and extend this work.

• English is the most widely studied language in computational linguistics. Its

rich resources, either in the form of corpora or different annotated data or

techniques for parsing, etc., may prove useful to increase the accuracy of entry

tagging, enrich the resulting resource, and discovering derivational affixes in

morpheme discovery.

• Using multiple dictionaries may benefit both in lexicon generation and mor-

pheme discovery.

• MIND framework discovers many composite affixes as discussed in Chapter 5.

Splitting these composite affixes into their basic morphemes will most probably

increase the performance (especially recall) in word segmentation and will

provide a better representation of the language.
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• When available, incorporating corpora with information given in the dictio-

naries may be useful during morpheme discovery.
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Chapter A

Pre-defined Information Types in BRIDGE

This chapter presents the pre-defined information types, along with what they rep-

resent, in BRIDGE Software.

• Headword: The main word that defines the entry.

• Translation: The translation of the headword.

• Pronunciation: The representation of the way a word is spoken, using pho-

netic symbols.

• POS: Part-of-speech, a classification of words according to their functions in

a context.

• Domain: The region in which a word or translation occurs.

• Gender: Grammatical gender (masculine, feminine, or neutral).

• Gender word: The form of the headword representing another gender formed

irregularly.

• Number: Grammatical number (singular or plural).
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• Number word: The form of the headword representing irregular plural forms.

• Context: The framework or perspective in which a word or translation ap-

pears.

• Etymology: The original language of a word.

• Alternative Spelling: Another acceptable spelling of the word.

• Compound/Derived: The word lexically related to the headword, such as

an adjectival form of a verb entry.

• Compound/Derived Translation: The translation of the compound/derived

word.

• Example: A phrase or a sentence showing the use of the word.

• Example Translation: The translation of the example.

• Idiom: An idiom including the word.

• Idiom Translation: The translation of the idiom.

• Cross Reference: A reference made to another entry in the dictionary.

• Antonym: The antonym of the word.

• Synonym: The synonym of the word.

• Tense: The grammatical tense (past, present, future, etc.) associated with a

given inflected form.
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• Tense word: The form of the headword representing an irregularly formed

tense.

• Person: The grammatical person (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) associated with a given

inflected form.

• Mood: Information about the grammatical mood of verbs, such as indicative,

subjunctive, or imperative.

• Explanation: Additional information provided usually in parentheses.

• Case: A form of a word indicating its relation to other words.

• Style: The way in which the word is actually used.

• Subcategorization: A classification of words, such as syntactic patterns of

verbs, count/mass distinctions of nouns.

• Sense Number: The numerals indicate different POS or different translations

of a word.

• Subject: A branch of knowledge in which the word is used or that the word

indicates.

• Collocation: A sequence of words which co-occur with headword more often

than would be expected by chance.

• Abbreviation: A shortened form of a word or phrase used mainly in writing

to represent the complete form.
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• Miscellaneous: Reserved for the words that the tagging process could not

identify.

• Separator: Shows punctuation when the dictionary entries are tokenized.
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Chapter B

Generation Formats

Figures B.2 to B.7 show outputs for TEI, Rosetta, lexicon-translation pairs, example

of usage-translation pairs, HTML, and color-coded HTML with entry images for the

dictionary entries in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Sample Entries from a Cebuano-English Dictionary
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Figure B.2: The TEI
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Figure B.3: The Rosetta Output

Figure B.4: The Lexicon - Translation Pairs
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Figure B.5: The Example of Usage - Example of Usage Translation Pairs

Figure B.6: The HTML Output

Figure B.7: The Color-coded HTML Output with Entry Images
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Chapter C

BRIDGE Screenshots

Figure C.1: The Configuration for Entry Tagging in BRIDGE. Properties of an

Information Type is Configured.

BRIDGE provides a user-friendly environment for the user to relay the neces-

sary information required for entry tagging. The user first selects the information
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types found in the dictionary. For each information type, the user also selects the

font style, whether the data given in this information type is English 1, or Latin.

In Figure C.1, the pre-defined list of information types appear on right-hand side of

the upper panel, and the selected information types display on the left-hand side of

the upper panel. The user can define new information types using the New button.

The properties of the selected information type (i.e. Headword in this case) are

shown in the lower panel. The user has selected the Headword as given in bold font

style in the dictionary, non-English, and Latin. Red will be used for visualization

purposes in BRIDGE. Each word tagged as headword on the dictionary pages will

be surrounded by a red box.

Figure C.2 shows how the keywords are provided to the BRIDGE system. A

pre-defined list of the most frequently used information appears in abbreviations in

dictionaries on the right-hand side of the lower panel. When the user selects one,

the system requires the abbreviation used for the selected information. In the figure,

the selected information type is gender , and the user has already entered that f as

an abbreviation for feminine, followed by the abbreviation for masculine.

1Right now English or non-English information is not used, it is preserved for future extensions.
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Figure C.2: The Configuration for Entry Tagging in BRIDGE. The Keywords As-

sociated with an Information Type is Entered.

Figure C.3 shows how the separators communicate to the system in BRIDGE.

In the right-hand side the lower panel, a list of available operands and the most

frequently used separators in dictionaries exists. Users can define new ones as nec-

essary. The left-hand side of the lower panel shows the separators provided for

the current dictionary. In the figure, the user entered that the information type

pronunciation StartsWith the punctuation [ , and it EndsWith the punctuation ] .
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Figure C.3: The Configuration for Entry Tagging in BRIDGE. The Separators As-

sociated with an Information Type is Entered.
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Chapter D

TBL Transformations on Cebuano-English

This chapter lists the first 20 transformation rules for font style and tags that were

discovered by TBL on Cebuano-English dictionary.

Font style

1. fontn = italic and typen−1 = lowercase and fontn−2 = normal ⇒ font =

normal

2. typen−1 = punctuation and typen = uppercase ⇒ font = normal

3. typen−1 = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ font =

normal

4. tokenn = n and typen−1 = lowercase and fontn−2 = normal ⇒ font = italic

5. tokenn−1 = . and typen = 3 ⇒ font = bold

6. fontn−1 = bold and typen = 4 ⇒ font = bold

7. tokenn−1 = v and typen = 4 and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ font = italic

8. fontn−2 = normal and typen−1 = lowercase and typen = lowercase and tokenn−1

= . ⇒ font = normal
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9. fontn−1 = normal and typen = 4 ⇒ font = normal

10. tokenn−1 = [ and typen−2 = lowercase ⇒ font = normal

11. typen−2 = lowercase and typen−1 = 4 and typen = capitalized and fontn−1 =

normal and fontn−2 = normal ⇒ font = normal

12. typen = symbol and typen−1 = lowercase ⇒ font = bold

13. fontn−1 = normal and fontn−1 = italic and typen−1 = 4 and typen = capital-

ized and typen−1 = lowercase ⇒ font = italic

14. tokenn−2 = ; and typen−1 = lowercase and tokenn = ] ⇒ font = normal

15. fontn−1 = bold and tokenn = a and fontn−1 = normal and fontn−2 = normal

⇒ font = italic

16. fontn−1 = italic and typen = lowercase and typen−1 = lowercase and fontn−2

= italic ⇒ font = italic

17. typen−2 = lowercase and typen−1 = lowercase and typen = lowercase and

fontn−1 = normal ⇒ font = normal

18. typen−1 = numeric and typen−1 = lowercase and fontn−2 = normal ⇒ font

= normal

19. typen = lowercase and this is the first token in the entry ⇒ font = bold

20. fontn−2 = italic and fontn−1 = normal and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 =

normal ⇒ font = normal
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Tagging (After TBL application to font style)

1. tokenn = ; and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = separator

2. tagn−1 = translation and tagn = translation and fontn−2 = normal and fontn−1

= normal and fontn = 0 and typen−1 = lowercase and typen = lowercase ⇒

continuation of a phrase

3. tagn−1 = subcategorization and tagn−2 = separator and tagn = separator and

fontn = normal ⇒ beginning of a phrase

4. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = example translation and tagn =

example translation and fontn−2 = normal and fontn−1 = normal and fontn

= normal and typen−1 = lowercase and typen = lowercase ⇒ continuation of

a phrase

5. tagn−2 = translation and tagn−1 = separator and tagn = translation and

fontn−2 = normal and fontn−1 = normal and fontn = normal and typen−2 =

lowercase and typen−1 = punctuation and typen = lowercase ⇒ continuation

of a phrase

6. typen = lowercase and fontn = normal and tagn−1 = subcategorization and

fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example translation

7. tokenn = a and fontn−1 = normal and tagn−1 = translation ⇒ tag = trans-

lation
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8. typen = lowercase and fontn = italic and tagn−1 = subcategorization and

fontn−1 = italic ⇒ tag = example

9. tagn−1 = separator and tagn−2 = example translation and tagn = example

translation and typen−1 = punctuation and fontn = normal and fontn−2 =

normal ⇒ continuation of a phrase

10. tagn−1 = derived translation and tagn = derived translation and fontn−2 =

normal and fontn−1 = normal and fontn = normal and typen−1 = lowercase

and typen = lowercase ⇒ continuation of a phrase

11. typen = lowercase and fontn = normal and tagn−1 = example translation and

fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example translation

12. tagn−1 = separator and tagn = example and fontn−2 = italic and fontn−1 =

italic and fontn = italic and typen−1 = punctuation and typen = lowercase ⇒

continuation of a phrase

13. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = example translation and fontn

= normal and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example

translation

14. tagn−2 = derived translation and tagn−1 = separator and tagn = derived trans-

lation and fontn−2 = normal and fontn−1 = normal and fontn = normal and

typen−2 = lowercase and typen−1 = punctuation and typen = lowercase ⇒

continuation of a phrase
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15. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = example translation and fontn

= normal and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example

translation

16. typen = lowercase and fontn = normal and tagn−1 = derived translation and

fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = derived translation

17. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = example translation and fontn

= normal and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example

translation

18. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = example translation and fontn

= normal and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example

translation

19. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = example translation and fontn

= normal and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = example

translation

20. tagn−2 = example and tagn−1 = separator and tagn = example and fontn−2

= italic and fontn−1 = italic and fontn = italic and typen−1 = punctuation

and typen = capitalized ⇒ continuation of a phrase
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Chapter E

TBL Transformations on Iraqi Arabic-English

This chapter lists the first 20 transformation rules for font style and tags that were

discovered by TBL on Iraqi Arabic-English dictionary.

Font style

1. typen = numeric and tokenn−1 = . ⇒ font = bold

2. tokenn−1 = ( and typen = lowercase and fontn+1 = italic and tokenn+2 = )

⇒ font = italic

3. tokenn−2 = see and typen−1 = lowercase and typen = lowercase and tokenn+1

= . and tokenn+2 does not exist ⇒ font = italic

Tagging (After TBL application to font style)

1. tagn−1 = separator and tagn−2 = example translation and tagn = example

translation and fontn = normal and fontn−2 = normal ⇒ continuation of a

phrase

2. tagn−1 = separator and tagn = example and fontn−2 = italic and fontn−1 =

italic and fontn = italic and typen−1 = punctuation and typen = lowercase ⇒
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continuation of a phrase

3. tagn−1 = headword and tagn−2 does not exist and tagn = separator and typen−1

= lowercase ⇒ beginning of a phrase

4. tokenn = ‖ and fontn−1 = normal and tagn−1 = separator ⇒ tag = separator

5. tagn−2 = headword and tagn−1 = separator and fontn = italic and fontn−1 =

italic and fontn−2 = italic ⇒ tag = Alternative Spelling

6. tagn−2 = sense number and tagn−1 = separator and fontn = normal and typen

= lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = translation

7. tag[n−7..n−1] = headword and tokenn−1 = see and fontn = normal ⇒ tag =

separator

8. tokenn = : and fontn−1 = italic and tagn−1 = headword ⇒ tag = separator

9. tagn−2 = translation and tagn−1 = translation and fontn = italic and typen

= lowercase and fontn−1 = italic ⇒ tag = idiom

10. tagn−2 = separator and tagn−1 = number form and fontn = normal and typen

= lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = translation

11. tagn−2 = example translation and tagn−1 = separator and fontn = normal

and typen = lowercase and fontn−1 = normal and typen−1 = punctuation ⇒

tag = translation

12. tagn−2 = separator and tagn−1 = translation and fontn = normal and typen

= lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = translation
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13. tagn−2 = translation and tokenn−1 = , and tagn−1 = separator and fontn =

normal ⇒ tag = translation

14. typen = lowercase and fontn = normal and tagn−1 = translation and fontn−1

= normal ⇒ tag = translation

15. tokenn = see and fontn−1 = italic ⇒ tag = separator

16. tagn−2 = headword and tagn−1 = separator and fontn = normal and typen =

lowercase and tokenn1 = . ⇒ tag = case

17. tagn−2 = number and tagn−1 = separator and fontn = italic and typen =

lowercase and fontn1 = italic and typen1 = punctuation ⇒ tag = number

form

18. tagn−2 = separator and tagn−1 = Alternative Spelling and fontn = normal

and typen = lowercase and fontn1 = normal and typen1 = lowercase ⇒ tag =

translation

19. typen = lowercase and fontn = normal and tagn−1 = translation and fontn−1

= normal ⇒ tag = translation

20. tagn−2 = translation and tagn−1 = translation and fontn = normal and typen

= lowercase and fontn−1 = normal ⇒ tag = translation
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